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Abstract 
The quality is counted as an important and effective factor in the success and failure 

of any organizations and since it as a fundamental factor can be considered as the 

excellent and stable competition for the organizations. Therefore, all the 

organizations, particularly the service organizations must attempt to increase quality 

of their services rapidly. Moreover, service quality issues may differ from one country 

to another and from one industry to another one. Therefore it is definitely essential to 

establish services quality scales which is relevant to the country and culture where the 

service is offered.  

The present investigate is a field study research that its objective is to measure, assess 

and analysis services quality and satisfaction of domestic gas consumers by 

establishing and applying an appropriate measurement tool in Grate Tehran Gas 

Company (which is the largest provincial company of National Iranian gas Company). 

Therefore this research is conducted in Tehran (Capital of Iran) with a 1000 volume 

sample size in order to identify and prioritize service quality dimensions and their 

gaps. After collecting the data, different statistical tests including paired t-test, 

Friedman test, variance analysis, structural equation model (regression model), 

ANOVA, KMO-Bartlet test by the SPSS and Lisrel software is applied. 

Research results indicate that the highest perceived gap is in reliability dimension and 

the lowest gap is related to assurance dimension. Also the regression model exhibit 

that these dimensions have significant impact on gas consumer's satisfactions. At last 

suggestions are offered to increase the quality of services and to promote customer 

satisfaction and reduce identified gaps. 
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Chapter 1 

Research Generalities



 1

1 Introduction 

Despite the provincial Gas companies in Iran are governmental agencies, they are 

attempting to promote their positions; especially this has been emphasized by the 

National Iranian Gas Company that provincial gas companies must step up their 

efforts towards customers. It must be noticed that during the last few years, the 

competitions between gas companies have been intensified, whether at the national 

level or at the international level. Moreover, the growths at the information and 

knowledge of the gas consumers and accordingly their expectations and desires have 

encountered these companies with major challenges. 

Nowadays, the quality is counted as an important and effective factor in the success 

and failure of any organizations. Therefore, all the organizations, particularly the 

service organizations must attempt to raise their service quality rapidly, because the 

quality as a fundamental factor can be considered as the excellent and stable 

competition for the organizations (Bahia & Nantel, 2000). 

It must also kept in mind that providing high service quality is not an optional 

competitive advantage, which the organization accepts probably for making its own 

concentration,  rather today, service quality is counted as the crucial factor for the 

survival and benefits of the organization. The previous studies show that “quality 

expenses” could swallow between 30 to 50 percent of the company's incomes. Indeed, 

the development of the service quality has been converted into the real strategy of 

organizations for increasing their competitive strength (Newman & Cowling, 1996). 

In the new global economy, business success is related to creating outstanding values 

in the product through quality of design and production as well as description these 

value to the customers effectively. Almost, there is always somebody who can supply 

the products on lower price in this world. In this situation, the pricing competition 

would mean fewer profits to the organization. Therefore, customers' retention through 

creating values-based quality would be an effective strategy. Indeed product quality is 

changing to the most important competition factor in the business world currently, 

and that’s why the present era is called “Quality Era” (Peeler, 1996). 

Attention to the service quality would accompany few advantages; first, service 

quality leads to the satisfaction of the customers and consequently it will increases the 

loyalty and market share. Second, service quality is counted as a fundamental element 

in the customer-oriented marketing. Consequently, from the customers' viewpoint, 
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acquiring competitive advantage through service quality is necessary to identify the 

quality obligations (Wang & Soha, 2000).  

According to Berry, service quality is a distinguishable factor and the most powerful 

competitive weapon, which the leadership has at most of the service organizations. 

Indeed, providing superior services through keeping high quality is counted as a pre-

need for success in service organizations (Kandampully, 1998). 

 

1.1 Research subject description 

As the natural gas distribution in different cities of Iran is exclusiveness, offered 

suitable services quality to customers has neglected from the actual focus point. 

Assessing offered service quality to the customers is a concept that has been presented 

by Parasuraman. This concept is the result of the comparison of customers’ 

expectations from the service quality with their perceptions from the service quality. 

In order to measure service quality, different scales have been applied and the most 

identified scale is SERVQUAL, which has been presented by Parasuraman et al. in 

1988. 

Therefore, in this research, I would also use this scale, which is consisted of five 

dimensions: Tangibility, Reliability, Responsiveness, Assurance, and Empathy that 

totally include 22 items. 

In the SERVQUAL model, the domestic gas consumers (subscribers) are asked to 

initially distinguish the items with regard to their expectation from the service, based 

on Likert spectrum and then, they would be asked to distinguish their perceptions 

from the actual performance of the Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC). If the 

perceived performance is lower than the person's expectations, it is the sign of quality 

weakness and if the performance is more than the expectation, it indicates higher 

service quality. 

Parasuraman et al. expressed that SARVQUAL as “disconfirmation” is a trusted tool 

to measure the service quality. Actually, in this model, we attempted to eliminate the 

gaps that arise from the dissatisfaction of customers. 

 

1.2 Research basic problem  

Although service sectors are counted departments which possess speedy growth in the  
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developing countries, there is less attention toward offered service quality in these 

countries. Indeed, due to success condition of seller market in the developing 

economy, studies related to service subject have been neglected (Yanggui, et al., 

2003). 

Further, the part of this none-attention and disinterest can highlight to the fact that 

from the earlier time, there had been little apprehension from the distinction between 

service management and production organization management (Bitran & Lojo, 1993). 

Our country is not also an exception to this subject and as such is suitable in this case 

is not active at all. Here a question arises that what are the views of the domestic gas 

consumers in Tehran, with regard to service quality getting from the Great Tehran 

Gas Company (GTGC), and to what extent these services conform to their 

expectation. 

 

1.3 The necessity to conduct this research 

The inclination to service quality play important role in the service organizations and 

the companies because this is considered for the survival and profits of the 

organization. Nowadays, satisfaction of the customers and service quality are 

considered as crucial issues in majority of the service crafts (Stafford, et al. 1998). 

Philips et al (1993) in their research found that quality of the products and service of 

the strategic business units (SBU) are important factors that influence the 

performance of these units. They propound that superior quality creates high profit 

through higher prices and it's also a way for the growth of units. Further, Buzzell and 

Gale (1987) expressed that due to the effect of quality on perceived value from the 

customers, service quality not only has the capability of organization’s benefits but 

also it is in contact with the organization growth. Similarly, Rust et al. presented a 

model from the profit capability of the service quality that in this model services 

quality lead to increase the satisfaction, customer retention and more market share. 

Zithamel et al. during their research founded that leading service organizations in the 

US have obsession, in comparison to excellent quality. Indeed, superior quality is a 

key for being distinction, efficiency and productivity (Chang & Chen, 1998). 
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Also it should be mentioned that almost 9/10 of total gas subscribers in Tehran are 

domestic gas consumers and gaining their satisfaction is necessary for GTGC 

managers. 

Finally, there are various reasons for offering high quality services to customers 

which have been mentioned below:  

1. Increasing customer's expectations: In real sense, the expectations of the 

customers have risen, compared to the previous stage. These expectations are 

concerned with few factors for example, increasing information, knowledge 

level of the customers, advertisement of the organization, competitors 

performance etc. 

2. Competitor's activities: Competitors, by constantly changing their services 

and the manner of offering them to customers, are changing the market to 

increase their share from the present market. This process will cause 

customers increased expectations.  

3. Environmental Factors: These factors (political, legal, economic, social and 

cultural) make the organization induced to provide service with better quality. 

For instance, it can point to “Plan to honor the master in the administrative 

system”. 

4. Services nature: Assessment of the service quality, with attention to services 

attributes would be difficult for the service receivers. Therefore, the 

customers, with attention to the physical surrounding signs of service, 

behavior and dealing of employees (that are the two fundamental factors to 

assess the service) would focus to the service assessment. 

5. Inter-organizational factors: Organizations with their promotional activities, 

increase expectations and desires of the customers. As a result, when 

customers consult the organization, they have expectation of the promises. 

Therefore, the organization performance must be in a way that could response 

to those expectations.  

6. Service quality advantages: Apart from the above materials, advantages 

resulting from the service quality itself are another factor that encourages the 

organizations to offer the superior services. One of the direct effects of 

offering superior services is the growth in the organization’s strength in 

providing services efficiently to the customers, because the organization has 

found that what are the desire and needs of customers. Therefore, unnecessary 
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services minimize or eliminate. Similarly, providing better services to the 

customers gradually cause repeat of purchasing and expansion of 

advertisement from words of mouth to the customers. 

 

1.4 Fundamental objectives of the research 

As has been stated earlier, the quality is counted as the important and effective factors 

in success and failure of the organizations. Gap is an important problem in providing 

services, because the customer overall assessment is the comparison between 

perceived and expected quality.  In this research, the attempts have been made to, 

identify those gaps and present the suggestions to eliminate them. Table 1.1 has 

shown the goals of this research.  

Table 1: Fundamental objectives of the research 

1. Awareness of domestic gas consumer's opinions about the offered services quality 

through GTGC. 

2. Identification and prioritization of the service quality dimension from domestic gas 

consumers viewpoint. 

3. To measure and assess satisfaction level of domestic gas consumers in the city of 

Tehran. 

4. To compare expectations and perceptions of domestic gas consumers in the five 

service quality dimensions. 

5. Offering solutions and suggestions to minimize the existing service gaps. 

 

 

1.5 Research hypotheses 

Two groups of hypotheses have been formulated during the present research: 

a) First group/set of hypotheses: 

Service quality dimensions have significant and positive effects on the 

satisfaction of domestic gas consumers (subscribers).  

• Tangibility dimension of service quality has significant and positive effect on 

the subscribers’ satisfactions. 
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• Reliability dimension of service quality has significant and positive effect on 

the subscribers’ satisfactions. 

• Responsiveness dimension of service quality has significant and positive 

effect on the subscribers’ satisfactions. 

• Assurance dimension of service quality has significant and positive effect on 

the subscribers’ satisfactions. 

• Empathy dimension of service quality has significant and positive effect on 

the subscribers’ satisfactions.   

b) Second group/set of hypotheses 

There is a Significant difference between the desirable and available conditions 

of service quality in Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC).  

• Significant difference exists between the desirable and available conditions of 

tangible service quality dimension in GTGC. 

• Significant difference exists between the desirable and available conditions of 

reliability service quality dimension in GTGC.  

• Significant difference exists between the desirable and available conditions of 

responsiveness service quality dimension in GTGC.  

• Significant difference exists between the desirable and available conditions of 

assurance service quality dimension in GTGC.  

• Significant difference exists between the desirable and available conditions of 

empathy service quality dimension in GTGC.  

 

1.6 Research methodology 

The aim of this research is to describe conditions and phenomena of study, in order to 

identify more existing conditions and assist to the decision making process. With 

regard to manner of the data collection, this thesis can be considered as a descriptive 

research. However, from the research objective viewpoint, this is an applied research 

that has been used to explain the connections between research variables. Moreover it 

should be mentioned that a local questionnaire for provincial gas companies is 

designed and through this way ServeQual model and its dimensions is utilized in gas 

industry for the first time in the world.  
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1.7 Research execution stages 

In the present study, the researcher after preparing the plan engaged to review and 

collect the literature on the proposed area related to service quality , which in this 

stage most of the articles on this topic were gathered. Then, with the designing of 

conceptual and arithmetic pattern of research, a questionnaire was designed for 

statistical sampling. In order to measure the validity as well as acquiring the sample 

volume, initially sixty questionnaires distributed between domestic gas consumers 

randomly in Districts 1 and 2 (GTGC has 10 different districts in Tehran). Finally all 

the questionnaires were collected and analyzed. And then after modifying the initial 

questionnaire the ultimate questionnaires were distributed and collected.   

In overall on the basis of the analysis of the collected data, results and suggestions 

were offered. Figure1 has showed the different stages during this research.  

Figure 1: Stages of the execution of the research 
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1.8 Research domain 

1 Objective domain: The domain of the present research is assessing and 

analyzing the satisfaction level of domestic gas consumers with the use of 

SARVQUAL model. 

2 Research period: this research was conducted from February 2005 to February 

2006.  

 

1.9 Data collection methods 

 With the view that the present research is application and descriptive in nature, 

following methods were applied during the information collection: 

a) Library method: To collect the information related to previous studies as well as 

other research literature (secondary sources), library method was applied. In this 

stage, many articles related to the fields of services quality and satisfactions were 

collected. Most of these articles were accumulated through website, especially 

Emerald and Elsevier. 

b) Field method:  The questionnaire were utilized for gathering the views of the 

consumers (primary sources), towards assessing the service quality. 

 

1.10 Statistical population and Sample 

Statistical population in this research is total domestic gas consumers in Tehran 

(898,347 subscribers). But, since the collection of total gas consumers was impossible 

(even if it was possible, with reference to time, expense, and other facilities, it was 

impossible), samples of statistical population (1000) were selected. To acquire sample 

size the following equation (Cochran formula) is used. 

 

 

 

   Where in the above formula: 

n : sample size 

N: population size                                                       N=898347 

t:  the t table digit for 95% confidence  t=1.96 

pqN
pqNn
t²d²

t²
+
×

=
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p: probability ratio of satisfied people             p=0.5 

q: probability ratio of dissatisfied people            q=0.5 

d: estimated confidence interval             d=5/100 

 

1.11 Sampling method 

Sampling in this research taken place through simple stratified method and it was 

attempted that from each of the ten gas districts, equally about 100 samples were 

selected coincidentally and randomly. Also it should be mentioned that, almost there 

are about 90,000 domestic gas consumers in each Districts. 

 

1.12 Analytical method 

After collecting the data, different statistical tests, including paired t-test, Friedman, 

variance analysis, KMO-Bartlet test through the SPSS, Lisrel software is applied. 

 

1.13 Defining words and technical terminology 

Service quality: It shows the presentation of service equal or wider from the 

expectations of the customers. 

SERVQUAL: It is one of the measurement models that were presented for the first 

time by Parasuraman. This scale consists of five dimensions (Tangibility, Reliability, 

Responsiveness, Assurance and Empathy. This model studies the gaps between 

expectation and performance. 

Tangibles: This dimension points to the issues like appearance of the employee, 

facilities and equipments. 

Reliability: It means to present services to the customers without any mistake and 

delay. 

Responsiveness: This indicates that employees have tendency to help the customers 

and respond to their queries and give necessary guidelines to them. 

Assurance: It means employee with their behavior and attitude give the assurances to 

the customers as well as give them feeling of security and peace.  
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Empathy: It means for example banks understand the problem and difficulties faced 

by customers and these problems are being solved. Further, individual attentions are 

given on the customers (Gronroos, 2000). 

 

SERVQUAL: 

The SERVQUAL scale is a 22-item instrument which measuring the expectations and 

perceptions of customers. This tool is designed to measure service quality, i.e. the 

comparison between consumers’ expectations with their perceptions of actual service 

delivered (Erik, K., 2006) 

The most important elements of the SERVQUAL instrument are (Parasuraman et al., 

1990); 

(1) Five core dimensions of service quality that is applicable to all service 

industry/sectors: 

. Tangibles 

. Reliability 

. Responsiveness 

. Assurance 

. Empathy 

(2) Measurement of these dimensions over 22 items. 

(3) A total of 22 items focus on two questions: what an excellent service should 

provide (expectations) and what the service actually is providing (perceptions). 

(4) Scores are recorded on a seven point Likert scale. 

(5) Difference between expectations and perceptions scores is called a “gap”. 

(6) Service quality can be measured by interpreting these gaps. 
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2 Literature review  

This chapter will give an overview of literature and model that are related to the 

research problem. In this chapter I will introduce the concepts of customer 

satisfaction, satisfaction formation, service quality concepts, relation between service 

quality and satisfaction, service quality dimensions, conceptual model of service 

quality and service quality model in order to shows a clear idea about the research 

area.                                                                       

    

2.1 Customer 
Customer satisfaction is one the most pivot issues of all organizations and companies 

private and governmental sector. In past the term customer was defined as "someone 

that purchases products and commodities from manufacturer unit or service 

companies. This traditional definition is not acceptable nowadays. The Slogan," our 

objective is to attract your satisfaction "- that is observed above doors of some 

services units - has defined as the basic goal of most companies and organizations. 

Whereas the new definition of customer is: " customer is a person who, with the value 

that organizations and companies create, they willing to influence his/her behavior 

(Hemmer, M. and Champy, J., 1993).  

 

2.2 Customer/consumer satisfaction 
Consumer satisfaction has long been recognized in marketing thought and practice as 

a central concept as well as an important goal of all business activities (Anderson et 

al., 1994, Yi 1990). Consumer satisfaction has different level of specificity in various 

studies. Although satisfaction with , say, a product attribute (Bettman , 1974) , a 

salesperson (Swan & Oliver , 1985) , and a consumption experience (Bearden and 

Teel ,1983; Oliver , 1980)may be useful , a more fundamental level is and should be 

the satisfaction with a product –commodity or services.                                                           

 
 2.2.1 Consumer satisfaction definition  
Customer satisfaction is defined in a various way by different authors. In following 

some definition of customer satisfaction will give us a clear idea about the customer 

satisfaction concept.  Satisfaction is a person's feelings of pleasure or disappointment 
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resulting from comparing a product's perceived performance (outcome) in relation to 

his or her expectations (Kotler 2000). Satisfaction is a function of consumer's belief 

that he or she was treated fairly (Hunt 1991). Customer satisfaction is a collective 

outcome of perception, evaluation and psycho logical reaction to the consumption 

experience with a product or service (Yi 1990).                                             

                                                                                  

2.2.2 Satisfaction Formation 
The disconfirmation theory emerges as the primary foundation for satisfaction model 

in marketing literature( Oliver1982 ; Churchill and Surprenant 1980).Satisfaction in 

this theory is determined by the difference between perceived performance and 

cognitive standards such as expectation and desires (Liu and Khalifa 2003).    

Expectations are viewed as predictions made by consumers about what is likely to 

happen during impending transaction or exchange (Zethaml and Berry 

1988).Customer expectation can be defined as customer's pretrial beliefs about a 

product (Yoon , Zahedi and Mckinney 2002).perceived quality is the consumer's 

judgment about an entity's overall excellence or superiority (Zeithaml 

1988).perceived performance is defined as   customer's perception of how product 

performance fulfills their needs , wants and desire (Cadotte et al. 

1987).Disconfirmation is defined as consumer subjective judgment resulting from 

comparing their expectation and their perceptions of performance received (Mckinney 

et al. 2002, Spreng et al. 1996).                                     

In 1980 Oliver describe the process which satisfaction judgments are reached in the 

expectancy-disconfirmation framework. The following figure shows how satisfaction 

judgment is related to expectancy-disconfirmation approach. Buyers from 

expectations of the specific product or service before purchase and perceived quality 

level which is influenced by expectations. The figure 1 explains the arrow drown from 

expectations to perceived quality that indicate perceived quality may increase or 

decrease directly with expectation. Perceived quality may either confirm or 

disconfirm pre-purchase expectation. .                                                                                                          
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Figure2: Satisfaction formation 

 

             
 

          

 

 

 

                     

  (Source: Oliver referred to in Anderson and Sullivan, 1993 P.127) 

The determinations of the extent to which perceived quality expectations are 

disconfirmed is indicated in figure 2 by arrow drown from expectation and perceived 

quality to disconfirmation. Satisfaction is positively affected by expectations and the 

perceived level of disconfirmation that is also shown by arrow in the figure 2. 

Disconfirmation and perceive quality have a stronger impact on the satisfaction 

(Oliver 1980). 

 

2.2.3 Comprehensive model of customer satisfaction 
The below model suggest that perceived service quality and perceived value impact 

on satisfaction which, in turn, influences future plans (figure 3).perceived service 

quality is viewed as consisting of two primary factors: core, the basic service" 

contacted " for or promise, and relational, the way in which the service is delivered 

(Gronroos, 1985;Morgan and Piercy, 1992). Perceived value is viewed as benefit 

received relative to costs (Zeithaml, 1988). Customer satisfaction is considered as the 

total evaluation of the service provider while future plans are the stated likelihood of 

returning to the service provider. The model parallels the "tripartite model" where the 

antecedents of satisfaction are the observed variables leading to an inferred state, 
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satisfaction leading to observed variables and future intentions (Eagly and Chaiken, 

1993).                                                                                                                       

                         Figure 3: drivers of customer satisfaction and future intention 

 

 
2.3 Services and service quality 
Services are behavioral rather than physical entities, and have been described as 

deeds, performances or effort (Rathmell, 1966); deeds, acts or performances (Berry, 

1980); activities or processes (Grönroos, 1991).  

As Parasuraman (1986) notes, there is a fairly widespread agreement in literature 

concerning the characteristics which tends to differentiate services from goods. 

Intangibility, inseparability of production and consumption, heterogeneity and perish 

ability are the four well-documented features of services acknowledged in the service 

marketing literature (Berry, 1980; Zeithaml et al., 1985). Because of these unique 

features, and the difficulties of defining and delimiting quality as it applies to 

intangibles, the measurement of service quality in specific service industries still 

remains as a challenge (Babakus and Boller, 1992). 

Service quality is a matter of knowing your customer, designing services to meet 

customer's needs, and finally managing the service production and delivery process to 

the customer (Jan Carlzon 2000).It sounds simple but in reality defining and 

measuring the quality of service is quite a complex task as it is determined by 
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imprecise individual factors such as perceptions, expectation and experience of 

customer and providers (Roslina AB Wahid 2001).                                                            

Service quality perceptions result from a compression of consumer's expectation with 

actual service performance and quality evaluations are not made solely on the 

outcome of a service delivered (Roslina AB Wahid 2001).                                                           

Service quality has been the subject of considerable by both practitioners and 

researches in recent years. Definitions of service quality hold that this is the result of 

the comparison that customers make between their expectations about a service and 

their perception of the way the service has been performed (Caruana and Malta 2002; 

Gronroos, 1984; Parasuraman et al., 1985, 1988, 1994).                                                 

Several studies have been conducted to identify traditional service quality dimensions 

that contribute most significantly to relevant quality assessments in the traditional 

service environment (e.g. Parasuraman et al., 1985, 1988; Johnston 1995; Pitt et al., 

1995; Berry et al., 1985). Identification of determinants of service quality is necessary 

in order to be able to specify measure, control and improve customer perceived 

service quality (Jhonton, 1995). 

Parasuraman et al.'s (1985) identified ten detailed determinant of service quality 

through focus group studies: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, communication, 

access, competence, courtesy, credibility, security, understanding/knowledge of 

customer. Later this ten dimensions where further purified and developed 5 

dimensions- tangibles, reliability ,  responsiveness assurance and empathy to measure 

service quality, SERVQUAL (parasuraman etal., 1988). 

 

2.3.1 Service quality dimensions and models 
There are numerous models and dimensions of service quality For example, 

Gro¨nroos (1984) pioneered the field with model that stressed technical and functional 

service quality (i.e. what and how). Also, Parasuraman et al. (1985) introduced the 

GAP-model that focused on a number of gaps in and between the views of consumers 

and marketers. Both these models stressed the importance of expectation versus 

perception in service encounters. Another conceptual model of service quality 

according to a set of attributes, such as: professional judgment; behavioral aspects; 

and physical facilities and processes developed by Haywood-Farmer in 1988. A 

synthesized model consisting of three factors, such as: external influences, company 
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image and traditional marketing activities presented by Brogowicz et al. in 1990. 

Cronin and Taylor (1992) described a service quality model based upon perceptions, 

not the expectations as in the previous models. Mattsson (1992) stated that service 

quality is the result of a satisfaction process and utilize a value-based approach. Teas 

(1993) focus on the fact that the service receiver assess objects with a perceived 

certainty, and that each object has a certain number of attributes. Berkley and Gupta 

(1994) connect the information strategies of the company with the services to improve 

the service quality by information technology. Dabholkar (1996) describes one 

attribute-based model and one overall-affect model of service quality self-service in 

technology-based situations. Spreng and Mackoy (1996) connect the constructs of 

perceived service quality and consumer satisfaction derived from expectations, 

perceived performance and desires. a hierarchical structure of three attributes, namely 

pivotal, core and peripherical ones developed by Philip and Hazlett in 1997. A model 

based upon functional and technical service quality, product quality in relation to 

price provided by Sweeney et al. in 1997. Value influences the willingness to buy. Oh 

(1999) introduces a model stressing the post-purchase decision process underpinned 

by service quality, customer value and customer satisfaction. Dabholkar et al. (2000) 

describe a broader conceptual framework supported by the antecedents of service 

quality and the mediators of customer satisfaction. Frost and Kumar (2001) develop 

an internal service quality model (linked to the GAP-model) based upon front-line and 

support staff. Soteriou and Stavrinides (2000) emphasize how service quality 

measures can be incorporated in the quest for service quality improvements by using 

consumable resources and account structures as fundamentals. Broderick and 

Vachirapornuk (2002) focus on a set of components that influence the perceived 

service quality such as: customer expectations, image and reputation, service setting, 

customer participation and service encounter. Zhu et al. (2002) show the relationship 

between IT-based services and customer perceptions of service quality. Santos (2003) 

describes a conceptual model of e-service quality consisting of a selection of virtual 

dimensions. 

In summary, many researchers have described service quality in various empirical 

contexts and have developed different models and recognized different factors – all of 

which tend to be derived from the service receiver’s perspective. Moreover, there is a 

broad variety of propositions of service quality that range from the rather simple to 
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the more complex model. However, the doings, the actions and the reactions are 

mostly ignored (Gőran , 2oo6). 

Service quality dimensions have not been stated clearly in the literature. Specially, the 

number and content of dimensions suggested has varied between researchers. For 

instance, three dimensions for service quality (interactive quality, physical quality, 

and corporate quality) proposed by Lehtinen and Lehtinen in 1991. Gro¨nroos(1984) 

stated that there were three factors, but recognized a various set of three(technical, 

functional, and reputational). Whereas, in 1988 Leblanc and Nguyen claimed five 

dimensions (internal organization, corporate image, physical support of the service 

producing system, staff – customer interaction, and the level of customer satisfaction). 

The well-known SERVQUAL instrument (Parasuraman et al., 1988) also used five 

dimensions of service quality in evaluating the consumer’s judgment of service 

quality, but differed from Leblanc and Nguyen (1988) by naming the five dimensions 

as tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. 

Hedvall and Paltschik (1989) recognized just two dimensions (willingness and ability 

to serve; and physical and psychological access). Saleh and Ryan (1992) proposed 

five dimensions in the hotel industry (tangibles, conviviality, reassurance, avoidance 

of sarcasm, and empathy). Babakus and Boller (1992) offered only one dimension 

(that is, service quality as a single factor in itself). In the car-service industry Bouman 

and van der Wiele (1992) identified three dimensions (tangibles, customer kindness 

and faith). Gagliano and Hatchcote (1994) identified four dimensions (tangibles, 

personal attention, reliability and convenience) in the retail industry. Dabholkar et al. 

(1996) recognized five dimensions in the retail industry (physical aspects, reliability, 

personal interaction, problem-solving, and policy). 

Three dimensions in terms of “physical distribution” (timeliness, availability, and 

condition) proposed by Bienstock et al. in 1997. Others have included those of 

Edvardsson(1996), Lehtinen (1991), Brown and Swartz (1989), Garvin (1983, 1987), 

and Gro¨nroos (1990, 1988, 1982). 

Theoretical arguments and empirical evidence recommend that there may be two 

overriding components to service quality, the process aspects (customer-employee 

relationship) of the service and the core or outcome aspects (contractual) of the 

service (Gronroos, 1985;  Parasuraman et al., 1991b; Dabholkar et al., 1996). 

The relational (how it is delivered) and the core (what is delivered) are the main 

elements for most services. According to empirical research the service quality 
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components, including core and relational service quality, are related to overall 

service quality and /or customer satisfaction (Taylor and Baker, 1994; Zeithaml et al., 

1996; Dabholkar et al., 1996).                          

In summery, two crucial components of overall service quality are core and relational 

quality. These components have been connected to customer satisfaction, usually in 

studies that focus on recognizing the dimensions of service quality versus the 

inclusion of other potential determinants of satisfaction. Recently concerns have been 

stated that excluding the customers perceived price or costs may be a shortcoming of 

these models (Ravald and Gronroos, 1996).                                                                                 

 

2.4 Perceived value   
Perceived value is not an easy and simple concept to define and measure (Woodruff, 

1997; Holbrook, 1994; Zeithaml, 1988). Perceived value is the results or benefits 

customers receive in relation to total costs (which include the price paid plus other 

cost associated with the purchase). Value is the difference between perceived benefits 

and costs. However, what constitutes value seems to be highly personal, idiosyncratic, 

and may vary from one customer to another (Holbrook, 1994; Zeithaml, 1988). 

Research evidence propose that customers who perceived what they received "value 

for money " are more satisfied than customers who do not perceived they received 

"value for money" (Zeithaml, 1988). In addition, perceived value may be utilized by 

consumers to "bundle" different aspects of the service relative to competitive 

offerings. That is, perceived value can be viewed as a relative measure of the costs 

and other monetary aspects of the service in comparison to competition (Zeithaml, 

1988).             

 
2.4.1 Creating value for customers 
Value creation concept is at the core of what a firm dose, because only superior value 

creation vis-a-vis rivals opens up the opportunity for higher profitability. What dose 

value creation depends on? In order to realize and apply the value creation concepts 

let first consider the underlying economics (Jellassi and Enders, 2004).                                                      

Value created is the difference among consumer's perceived benefit from a given 

product and the firm's cost for providing the product. In the strategy and economics 

literature, there are numerous, often times divergent, definition of some closely 
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related concepts such as value, consumer benefit, utility and value created (Jellassi 

and Enders, 2004). The relationship between consumer benefit, cost and value created 

is shown in the figure 4.                                     

                       Figure: 4 Value creation depends on benefit and cost positions 

 

 

 

 

        

          

 

 

 

 

 
 Source: Adapted from D. Besanko, D. Dranove, M. Shanley and S. Schafer, Economics of strategy, John Wiley, 2003, p.368.   

 
2.4.2 Consumer benefit 
Consumer benefit consists of all the characteristics that an individual consumer values 

in a product or service. In economic terms, consumer benefit is approximated by the 

buyer's maximum willingness to pay for given product. The crucial question that 

needs to be asked is: 'when is the buyer indifferent between buying and not buying a 

specific   product or service (Jellassi and Enders, 2004)? 

To illustrate this concept, consider the automatic bidding agent at eBay, the online 

auction company. Imagine you want to purchase a laser printer at eBay. After picking 

out a printer, you have the possibility of entering into the bidding agent a maximum 

price at which you would still be willing to buy the printer. This particular printer 

might have a perceived worth to you of € 200. The bidding agent then starts at lowest 

offering price of, say, € 20. Any time another bidder enters the race and trumps your 

bid, the bidding agent is automatically activated and places a bid just above the 

previous one, until it reaches your maximum price of € 200. When someone else goes 

over this amount, you drop out. The implicit meaning behind this is that the benefit 
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that you expect from the printer does not justify the higher price that is now being 

charged. Your consumer benefit and, therefore, also your maximum willingness to 

pay are € 200 (Jelassi and Enders, 2004, p.96).  

 
2.4.3 Costs 
Costs, in this context, include all the expenses that are incurred in providing a product 

to the consumer. This includes different cost items, such as technology development, 

raw materials, production, marketing, sales and delivery. (Jelassi and Enders, 2004, 

p.97).                                                                                                                            

Variable costs, such as raw materials for a product or postage, can be attributed 

directly to an individual product, whereas fixed costs, such as the costs for the 

development of a website or construction of a warehouse, need to be spread out across 

all the products that are sold through this website. The cost of firms depend on 

different cost drivers, such as economies of scale and scope, capacity utilization, 

previous experience or input prices(Jellassi and Enders, 2004).                                                                   

  

2.4.4 Value Creation 
Value created is the difference between the benefit that consumers get from using a 

product and the costs that are incurred the product. Note that value created by itself 

does not state anything yet about price or profits. Determining price will be the next    

step. There are two necessary requirements that a firm needs to fulfill in order to 

compete successfully in the market place(Jellassi and Enders, 2004). The value that it 

create:                                

Must be positive:  the cost must be lower than the benefit, it provides to consumers.          

Must be higher than value that is created by competitors: Unless a firm can create 

similar or higher value than competitors, it will not be able to stay in business over the 

medium to long term. This is due to the fact that competitors can either undercut price 

due to lower costs or offer consumers more benefit while charging the same price 

(Jelassi and Enders, 2004, p.98).                                                                          

What exactly constitutes consumer benefit? It is inherently difficult to measure, 

because consumer benefit can not be quantified objectively, regardless of place, time 

and person (Jellassi and Enders, 2004). Instead it varies from individual to individual, 

depending on:                               
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Personal performance: you might derive a high benefit from driving a shiny sports 

car, whereas your next-door neighbor, who has three children, will get much more 

benefit from a mini-van.                                                                                              

Place: think of a freezer in the arctic versus a freezer in the Sahara.                          

Time: think of the benefit of electric light during the day versus night.                                

There is a wide range of sources for consumer benefit, which can be divided into 

tangible and intangible sources, depending on whether they can be observed directly. 

Tangible and intangible sources of consumer benefit.                                                    

 
2.4.5 Tangible Sources  
Tangible sources of consumer benefit include the following (Jellassi and Enders, 

2004): 

Product quality: this characteristic refers to the objective traits of a product, such as its 

functionality, durability (or reliability) and ease of installation.                                 

Degree of product or service customization: the more a product or service can be 

adapted to specific customer need, the more benefit is creates for individual user. 

Convenience: the mental energy, effort and time that buyers have to expend during 

the purchasing process need to be taken into account when comparing different 

providers.           

Service quality: this characteristic refers to the friendliness and know-how of 

salespeople or in the case of a website, the degree of personalization, ease of use, and 

response time and information quality of online enquiries.                                         

Speed of delivery: the ability to deliver products and services quickly is an important 

source of consumer benefit. Speed depends on the availability of the products, 

location of the seller, and quality of the logistic process.                                                         

Product range: a broad and deep selection provides an important source of                        

differentiation since it allows convenient and quick one-stop shopping (Jelassi and 

Endes, 2004, p.98).                                                                                                      

 
2.4.6 Intangible Sources  
Intangible sources of consumer benefit include the following(Jellassi and Enders, 

2004):                                       
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Brand: this characteristic refers to the perceived traits that consumers associate      

with the company that is selling a product or a service. A strong brand tends to result 

from products that meet high-quality standards, yet this may not necessarily be so. It 

might also come as a result of intensive and innovative marketing activities. Brands 

need to be built and nurtured in order to use them as a differentiating characteristic in 

the marketplace. 

Reputation: the perceived historic performance of a company is a major factor 

influencing reputation.  

Threshold features: are the minimum requirements that a firm must fulfill in any 

product or service. If a firm can not meet these minimum requirements, then it will 

get excluded from the market because buyers will not even take it into consideration.        

Critical success factors: on the other hand, are those benefits that are crucial for the 

buyer's decision to purchase a given product (Jelassi and Enders, 2004, p.99).                                            

 
2.5 Disconfirmation model                                                   
The key elements of the satisfaction/dissatisfaction process according to the 

disconfirmation paradigm (Hill 1986) are:  

1- Examination of some prior basis.  

2-comparison between expectation and perceived performance  

3-post purchase judgment that the experience was noticeably better or worse than 

anticipated, leading to feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction 

The dissatisfaction pattern defines customer satisfaction in the best way. The most 

important components of the disconfirmation paradigm are: satisfaction / 

dissatisfaction, disconfirmation, perceived performance and expectation. According to 

this theory if the perceived performance is less than expected (negatively 

disconfirmed), consumers will be dissatisfied. On the other hand if the perceived 

performance exceeds expectations (positively disconfirmed) consumer will be 

satisfied (Hill 1986).  

 
2.6 Managing service quality 
The service quality of a firm is tested at each service encounter. If retail clerks are 

bored, cannot answer simple question, or are visiting with each other while customers 

are waiting, customers will think twice about doing business again with that seller. 
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Customers from service expectations from past experience, word of mouth, and 

advertising compare the perceived service with the expected service. If the perceived 

service falls bellow the expected service, customers are disappointed. If the perceived 

service meets or exceeds their expectations, they are apt to use the provider again 

(Katter, 2003). 

 Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry formulated service-quality model that highlights 

the main requirements for delivering high service quality. The model, shown in figure 

5, identifies five gaps that cause unsuccessful delivery:  

1- Gap among management perception and consumer expectation: management 

does not always correctly perceive what customer want. For instance hospital 

administrators may think that patients want better food, but patient may be 

more concerned with nurse responsiveness. 

2- Gap between management perception and service quality specification:  

management might correctly perceived customer's wants but not set a 

performance standard. Hospital administrators may tell the nurse to give 

"fast" service without specifying it in minutes. 

3- Gap between service- quality specifications and service delivery: personnel 

might be poorly trained, or incapable or unwilling to meet the standard; or 

they may be held to conflicting standards, such as taking time to listen to 

customer and serving them fast. 

4- Gap between service delivery and external communication: consumer 

expectations are affected by statements made by company representatives and 

ads. If a hospital brochure shows a beautiful room, but the patient arrives and 

finds the room to be cheap and tacky looking, external communications have 

distorted the customer's expectations. 

5-  Gap between perceived service and expected service: this gap occurs when 

the customer misperceives the service quality. The physician may keep 

visiting the patient to show care, but the patient may interpret this as an 

indication that something really in wrong. 

The same researcher (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry) found five determinates 

of service quality. These are presented in order of importance: 

1- Reliability:  the ability to perform the promised service dependably and 

accurately. 
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2- Responsiveness: the willingness to help customers and to provide prompt 

service. 

3- Assurance: the knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to 

convey trust and confidence. 

4- Empathy:  the provision of caring, individualized attention to customers. 

5- Tangibles: the appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel, and 

communication materials.                              

                                  Figure 5: Service Quality Model    

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Parasuraman, Zeithmel, and Berry, "a conceptual model of service quality 

and its implications for future research", journal of marketing (fall 1985). 
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2.7 Customer relationship management (CRM) 
Customer relationship management (CRM) is one of most current IT topics (Bose 

2003). According to XU(2002),  the objective of CRM is , to improve a customer's 

experienced value of how they interact with companies, which will with a bit luck, 

create satisfaction , which in turn builds loyalty and ideally yields more sales. The 

value of interaction will be improved by increasing companies' capacity to understand 

a customer specific need. (XU, 2002) with CRM it involves acquisition, analysis and 

use of knowledge about the customer in order to better understand their needs and 

wishes. The term customer is in fact a broad definition that includes vendors, channel 

partners or anyone who needs information from the company. (Bose, 2003)  

Consequently, by using customer information wisely to deliver what the customer 

needs, companies will create long-term, collaborative relationship with the customers. 

This will bring many advantages since long-term customers are less costly to serve, 

and smooth –running relationships are less resource intensive.(Crosby,2002) 

CRM emerged for the reason that customer differ in their preferences and purchasing 

habits. Understandably, if the customer's needs and wishes were identical, there 

would be little use of CRM. Companies could continue to use mass marketing and 

mass communication without any risk of failure. Actually, customized marketing has 

been a reality for long time, realized by niche firm positioning towards certain 

customers. However, it's only recent that mass customization of product and services 

has been a realistic objective. The enabling factor is of course IT (Bose, 2002, 

referrers to Mckim and Huges). 

IT affects business activities in many different ways. Primarily, it can facilitate 

communication, information sharing and collaboration process with customers and 

within a company or network. This is an important factor since, independent of 

marketing approach; companies can not operate effectively unless they have the 

capability to communicate rapidly, accurately and over a great distance. The 

communication also needs to be two-way, integrated, recorded and managed. 

(Zindelin, 1998) 
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2.8 Service quality models 
This part makes an attempt to study various service quality models. The primary aim 

of these models is to enable the management to understand and enhance the quality of 

the organization and its offering. Nineteen conceptual service quality models reported 

during the period (1984-2003) are reviewed in this part. Each of them is 

representative of a different point of view about services. The brief discussions on the 

models are as under: 

 
2.8.1 Technical and functional quality model (Gro¨ nroos, 1984) 
Companies in order to compete successfully must have an understanding of customer 

perception of the quality and the way service quality is affected. 

Running perceived service quality means that companies have to match the expected 

services and perceived services to each other so that consumer satisfaction is 

achieved. 

Three components of service quality identified, namely: technical quality; functional 

quality; and image (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). (see Figure 6): 

                                                Figure 6: Service quality model 

 
 

2.8.2: GAP model  of  services quality(Parasuraman et al.,1985) 
Parasuraman, zithamel and Berry (1985) planned that service quality is a function of 

the differences between expectation and performance along the services quality 
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dimensions. They proposed a service quality model (Figure 7) based on gap analysis. 

The various gaps visualized in the models are: 

Gap1: Distinction ammong consumers’ expectation and management’s perceptions of 

those expectations, i.e. not knowing what consumers expect. 

Gap2: Difference between management’s perceptions of consumer’s expectations and 

service quality attributs, i.e. improper service-quality standards. 

Gap3: Difference ammong service quality attributs and service actually delivered i.e. 

the service performance gap. 

Gap4: Change ammong service delivery and the communications to consumers about 

service delivery, i.e. whether promises match delivery? 

                                             

 

Figure 7: Gap analysis model 

 
 

Gap5: Distinction between consumer’s expectation and perceived service. Gap five 

depends on size and direction of the four gaps associated with the delivery of service 

quality on the marketer’s side. 
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According the gap model, the service quality is a function of perception and 

expectations and can be formulate as: 

 

 
where: 
 

SQ = overall service quality; k = number of attributes. 

Pij = Performance perception of stimulus i with respect to attribute j. 

Eij = Service quality expectation for attribute j that is the relevant norm for stimulus i. 

This investigative study was refined with their subsequent scale named SERVQUAL 

for measuring customers’ perceptions of service quality. (Parasuraman et al., 1988). 

Then the original ten dimensions of service quality collapsed in to five dimensions: 

reliability, responsiveness, tangibles, assurance (communication, competence, 

edibility, courtesy, and security) and empathy which capture access and 

understanding/knowing the customers. Afterward SERVQUAL was revised in 1991 

by replacing “should” word by “would” and in 1994 by decreasing the total number of 

items to 21, but five dimensional structure remaining the same. Morover to this 

empirical study, the authors characterized and further delineated the four gaps 

identified in their research of 1985, that led to comprehensive service quality model 

(Figure 8). With regard to this extended model most dimensions involve 

communication and control process implemented in organizations to run employees 

(Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 
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Figure8: Extended model of service quality 

 

2.8.3 Attribute service quality model (Haywood-Farmer, 1988) 
This model (Figure 9) states that a service organization has “high quality” if it meets 

customer preferences and expectations consistently. According to this, the separation 

of attributes into various groups is the first step towards the development of a service 
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quality model. In general, services have three basic attributes: physical facilities and 

processes; people’s behavior; and professional judgment.  

Figure 9: Attribute service quality model 

Every attribute includes several factors. In this model, each set of attributes forms an 

apex of the triangle as shown in Figure 9. Too much concentration on any one of 

these elements to the exclusion of other may be appropriate it may lead to disaster for 
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e.g. too much emphasis on procedures may give an impression to the customer that he 

will be processed as per his sequence. 

They also attempted to map varrious type of service settings as per degree of contact 

and interaction, degree of labor intensity and degree of service customization in to this 

model. 

For intance services, which are low in terms of customers’ contact customization and 

labor intensity (utilities, transportation of goods etc.), are closer to physical facility 

and process attribute of the model. Thus, the model suggests that special care at this 

instant must be taken to make sure that equipment is reliable and easy for customer to 

use (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.4 Synthesized model of service quality (Brogowicz et al., 1990) 
Service quality gap can exist even when a customer has not yet experienced the 

service but learned through word of mouth, advertising or through other media 

communications. 

 Therefore there is a need to integrate potential customers’ perceptions of service 

quality offered as well as actual customers’ perceptions of service quality 

experienced. 

The mentioned model attempts to combine traditional managerial framework, service 

design and operations and marketing activities. The objective of the model is to 

recognize the factors associated with service quality in a traditional managerial 

framework of planning, implementation and control. The synthesized model of 

service quality (Figure 5) considers three factors: company image, external influences 

and traditional marketing activities as the factors influencing technical and functional 

quality expectations (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.5 Performance only model (Cronin and Taylor, 1992) 
Cronin and Taylor studied the conceptualization and measurement of service quality 

and its relationship with consumer satisfaction and purchase intentions. The autors 

compared calculated difference scores with perception to conclude that perceptions 

only are better forecaster of service quality. 

The researcher discussed on the framework of Parasuraman et al. (1985), with respect 

to conceptualization and measurement of service quality and improved performance 
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only measurement of service quality called SERVPERF by illustrating that service 

quality is a form of consumer approach and the performance only measure of service 

quality is an enhanced means of measuring service quality. The authors argued that 

SERVQUAL confounds satisfaction and attitude. They expressed that service quality 

can be conceptualized as “similar to an attitude”, and can be operationalzed by the 

adequacy-importance model. Especially, they found that Performance instead of 

“Performance-Expectation” determines service quality. 

Service quality is assessed by perceptions only without expectations and without 

importance weights according to the below formula: 

  
 where: 

SQ = overall service quality; 

k = the number of attributes; 

Pij = performance perception of stimulus i with respect to attribute j (Nitin Seth., et al, 

2004). 
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Figure 10: synthesized model of service quality 

 

2.8.6 Ideal value model of service quality (Mattsson, 1992) 
In most of the researches on service quality “expectation is treated as belief about 

having desired attributes as the standard for evaluation”. Though, this matter needs to 

be studied in the light of other principles such as experience based, ideal, minimum 

acceptable and desirable.  
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Ideal model of service quality suggests the use of a perceived ideal standard against 

which the experience is compared. Figure 11 indicates that implicit negative 

disconfirmation on a pre-conscious value level, is then hypothesized to determine 

satisfaction on a “higher” attitude level. This negative disconfirmation is the major 

determinant of consumer satisfaction, more attention should be given to cognitive 

processes by which consumers’ service concepts are formed and changed (Nitin Seth., 

et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.7 Evaluated performance and normed quality model (Teas, 

1993) 
The conventional disconfirmation model possess conceptual, theoretical and 

measurement problems with respect to the author. Teas stated that in the measurement 

of service quality following issues, i.e. SERVQUAL (Parasuraman et al., 1988) as: 

theoretical definition doubt; theoretical justification of expectations in the 

measurement of service quality; the usefulness of the probability specification in the 

evaluated performance (EP) measurement; and link among service quality and 

consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction. 

The author suggests the following two frameworks for service quality. 

Evaluated performance (EP) framework: with the assumption that an individual 

assesses object i with perceived certainty and that the object i possess a constant 

amount of each specification also with Minkowski space parameter equals to unity. 

The perceived quality is modeled as: 

                                                         
where: 

Qi = The individual’s perceived quality of object i. 

wj = Importance of attribute j as a determinant of perceived quality. 

Aij = Individual’s perceived amount of attribute j possessed by object i. 

Ij = The ideal amount of attribute j as conceptualized in classical ideal point 

attitudinal models. 

m = Number of attributes. 
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With an assumption that perceived ability of the product to deliver satisfaction can be 

conceptualized as the product’s relative congruence with the consumer’s ideal product 

features. 

 

                Figure 11: Value and attitude in negative disconfirmation 

 
Normed quality model: if the object i is defined as the excellence norm that is the 

focus of revised SERVQUAL concept, the above equations can be applied to define 

the perceived quality of excellence norm Qe in terms of the similarity ammong the 

excellence norm and the ideal object with respect to “m” attributes. The quality of 

another object i, Qi relative to the quality of excellence norm then normed quality 

(NQ) is: 

                                                          
NQ = Normed quality index for object i. 

Qe = The individual’s perceived quality of the excellence norm object. 

For infinite ideal points, normed quality is: 

 

                                       
Aej = individual’s perceived amount of attribute “j” possessed by the excellence 

norm “e” (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 

2.8.8 IT alignment model (Berkley and Gupta, 1994) 
Investments in information technology (IT) sectors are generally aimed at 

productivity of efficiency gains with a little attention to improve customer service and 
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long term customer effectiveness. The IT model (Figure 12) links the service and the 

information strategies of the organization. It defines the utilize of IT for improving 

service quality through a number of case studies from variety of sectors (banking, 

courier, transportation, manufacturing and services industries). 

 

Figure 12: IT alignment model 

 
 

The IT model describes in detail where IT had been applied or could be used to 

improve particular service quality dimensions including reliability, responsiveness, 

competence, access, communications, security, understanding and knowing the 

customers. 

Use of IT for quality control (collect customer data, monitor operations and facilitate 

service) is also demonstrated through some case studies. 

With respect to IT model (Figure 12), it is essential that service quality and 

information system (IS) strategies must be tightly coordinated and aligned. IT model 

explains the process of aligning service and aligning strategies (Nitin Seth., et al, 

2004). 
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2.8.9 Attribute and overall affect model (Dabholkar, 1996) 
Dabholkar suggested two other service quality models for technology-based self-

service options. Self-service is becoming popular day by day owing to high cost of 

labor in service deliveries. 

The attribute model (Figure 13(a)) is based on what consumers would expect from 

such option. It is based on cognitive approach to decision making, where consumers 

would use a compensatory process to evaluate attributes associated with the 

technology based self service option in order to form expectations of service quality. 

The overall affect model (Figure 13(b)) is based on the consumers’ feeling towards 

the use of technology. It is based on an affective approach to decision making where 

consumers would use overall predispositions to form expectation self-service quality 

for a technology-based self-service option. 

In both the models expected service quality would influence intentions to use 

technology-based self-service option (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 

 
Figure 13: (a) Attribute based model 

                                            (b) Overall affect model 
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2.8.10 Perceived service quality and satisfaction model (Spreng 

and Mackoy, 1996) 
Model of perceived service quality and satisfaction (Figure 14) attempts to enhance 

the understanding of the constructs perceived service quality and consumer 

satisfaction. The mentioned model is modification to Oliver’s (1993) model. This 

model indicates the effect of expectations, perceived performance desires, desired 

congruency and expectation disconfirmation on overall service quality and customer 

satisfaction. These are measured through set of ten attributes of advising (convenience 

in making an appointment, friendliness of the staff, advisor listened to my questions, 

the advisor provided accurate information, the knowledge of the advisor, the advice 

was consistent, advisor helped in long-range planning, the advisor helped in choosing 

the right courses for career, advisor was interested in personal life, and the offices 

were professional) (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.11 PCP attribute model (Philip and Hazlett, 1997) 
PCP attribute model that takes the form of a hierarchical structure – based on three 

main classes of attributes – pivotal, core and peripheral suggested by Pilip and 

Hazlett. According to the model (Figure 10), each service consists of three, 

overlapping, areas where the vast majority of the dimensions and concepts which 

have thus far been used to define service quality. 

The ranked levels are described as outputs, core and peripheral (jointly representing 

inputs and processes). 

The pivotal attributes, located at the core, are considered collectively to be the single 

most determining influence on why the consumer decided to approach a particular 

organization and exert the greatest influence on the satisfaction levels.  
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Figure 14: Satisfaction service quality model 
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Figure 15: PCP attribute model 
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They are defined as the “end product” or “output” from the service encounter; in other 

words, what the consumer expects to achieve and receive, perhaps even “take away, at 

the time the service process is properly completed. 

Core specifications, focused on the essential attributes, can best be described as the 

mixture of the processes, people and the service organizational structure through 

which consumers must interact and/or negotiate so that they can achieve/receive the 

pivotal attribute. 

The model third level centered on the peripheral attributes which can be defined as the 

“incidental extras” or frills designed to add“roundness” to the service encounter and 

make the whole experience for the consumer a complete delight. 

When a consumer makes an evaluation of any service encounter, he is satisfied if the 

pivotal attributes are achieved, but as the service is used more frequently the core and 

peripheral attributes may began to gain importance (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.12 Retail service quality and perceived value model (Sweeney 

et al., 1997) 
The impact of service quality on value and willingness to purchase in a particular 

service encounters through two optional models. A comparison between what 

consumers get and what they give, is defined as value, it means that value is a 

comparison of benefits and sacrifices. (Zeithaml et al., 1988). Value construct used in 

this model is “value for money”. 

Model 1 indicated that in addition to product quality and price perceptions, functional 

service quality and technical service quality perceptions both directly influence value 

perceptions. 

Model 2 exhibit that in addition functional service quality perceptions directly impact 

on consumers’ willingness to purchase. Functional service quality perceptions also 

affect on technical service quality perceptions, which in turn impact product quality 

perceptions and neither of the two directly influence value perceptions. 

On analysis, of modification indices for model 2 (being superior to model 1) it is 

likely to make remarkable improvement in this model (Figure 16) by allowing 

technical service quality to influence perceived value directly (Nitin Seth., et al, 

2004). 
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2.8.13 Service quality, customer value and customer satisfaction 

model (Oh, 1999) 
Oh in 1999, suggest an integrative model (Figure 17) of service quality, customer 

value and customer satisfaction. The proposed model focuses mainly on post purchase 

decision process. Arrows in the model exhibit causal directions. This model combines 

key factors such as perceptions, service quality, consumer satisfaction, customer value 

and intentions to repurchase. Lastly word of mouth communication intention is 

conceptualized as a direct, combined function of perceptions, value, satisfaction and 

repurchase intentions. 

This model offers evidence that customer value has a noticeable role in customer’s 

post-purchase decision-making process. It is an immediate antecedent to customer 

satisfaction and repurchases intentions. Findings also show that perceived price 

possess a negative impact on perceived customer value and no relationship with 

perceived service quality (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.14 Antecedents and mediator model (Dabholkar et al., 2000) 
A service quality complete model is exhibit in Figure 18, which includes an 

examination of its antecedents, consequences, and mediators to provide a deeper 

understanding of theoretical issues related to service quality. The model examines 

some conceptual issues in service quality as: the relevant variable related to service 

quality better conceived as components or antecedents and the relationship of 

customer satisfaction with behavioral intentions (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 
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Figure 16: Modified model 

    

 
 

Figure 17: Model of service quality customer valve and customer satisfaction. 
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2.8.15 Internal service quality model (Frost and Kumar, 2000) 
Frost and Kumar in 2000 have improved an internal service quality model based on 

the concept of GAP model (Parasuraman et al., 1985). The internal service quality 

model (Figure 19) assessed the dimensions, and their relationships, that determine 

service quality between internal customers (front-line staff) and internal suppliers 

(support staff) within a large service organization. 

Gap 1(internal gap) indicates the difference in support staff’s perception (internal 

supplier) of front-line staff’s expectation (internal customers).  

Figure 18: Antecedents and mediator model 
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Figure 19: Internal service quality model 

 

 
 

Internal gap 2 is the noticeable difference among service quality attributes and the 

service actually delivered resulting in an internal service performance gap. Internal 

gap 3 is the gap which centers on the front-line staff (internal customers). The gap is 

based on the difference among perceptions of support staff’s (internal supplier) and 

front-line staff’s expectations service quality (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.16 Internal service quality DEA model (Soteriou and 

Stavrinides, 2000) 
A vital factor that must be considered when assessing a bank branch performance is 

Service quality. The branch may report high volume of products and services offered 

as well as profits, but lose its long-term advantage owing to eroding service quality. 

In 2000 the authors suggested a service quality model that can be applied to provide 

directions to a bank branch for optimal utilization of its resources. This model does 

not aim to develop the service quality measures, rather guides how such measures can 
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be incorporated for service quality improvements. This model showed resources that 

are not properly utilized. Model inputs consist of two sets: consumable resources such 

as personnel, space, time etc. and the number of accounts in different categories. The 

output of the model is the level of service quality perceived by the personnel of the 

branch. The data envelope analysis (DEA) model (Figure 20) compares branches on 

how well they transform these resources (inputs) to achieve their level of service 

quality (output) given the client base. The DEA model will identify under-performers 

and suggest ways for their improvement. 

The DEA model (input minimization) will offer information on how much could the 

consumables resources be decreased while delivering the same level of service 

quality, while the output maximization DEA model will provide information on how 

much service quality can be improved using the same consumable resources (Nitin 

Seth., et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.17 Internet banking model (Broderick and Vachirapornpuk, 

2002) 
A key challenges of the internet as a service delivery channel is how service 

companies can run service quality as these remote formats bring significant change in 

customer interaction and behavior. A service quality model of internet banking 

(Figure 21) was suggested and tested by the authors. Participant observation and 

narrative analysis of UK internet web site community use to explore how internet 

banking customers perceive and elements of this model. Five key elements are treated 

as central influences on perceived service quality in the context of internet. These five 

key elements consist of the image and reputation of the service organization; customer 

expectations of the service; aspects of the service setting; customer participation; and 

the actual service encounter (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.18 IT-based model (Zhu et al., 2002) 
IT based model indicates the importance of information technology (IT)-based service 

options. Service providers are applying IT to decrease costs and create value-added 

services for their customers. Zhu in 2002 suggested a service quality model (Figure 

22) which links customer perceived IT-based service options to traditional service 

dimensions.  
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Figure 20: Data envelope analysis service quality model 
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Figure 21: Model of service quality in internet banking 

 
 

The following model efforts to study the link between IT-based services and 

customers’ perceptions of service quality. IT-based service construct is linked to 

service quality as measured by SERVQUAL (Parasuraman et al., 1988, 1991). 

Several vital factors affecting customers’ views of IT-based services are recognized 

and indicated in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Information technology-based service quality model 

 
 

The information technology model focuses on the relationship between the service 

dimensions as measured by SERVQUAL, the constructs representing the IT-based 

service quality, preferences towards traditional services, experiences in using IT-

based services, and perceived IT policies. The influences of these constructs on 

perceived service quality and customer satisfaction are also determined (Nitin Seth., 

et al, 2004). 

 

2.8.19 Model of e-service quality (Santos, 2003) 
In determining the success or failure of electronic commerce, service quality is one of 

the key factors. In cyberspace e-service can be describe as the role of service (Rust 

and Lemon, 2001). 

Santos in 2003 suggests a theoretical model of e-service quality (Figure 22) with its 

determinants. Santos stated that e-service quality have incubate (proper design of a 

web site, how technology is used to provide consumers with easy access, 

understanding and attractions of a web site) and active dimensions (good support, fast 

speed, and attentive maintenance that a web site can provide to its customers) for 

increasing hit rates, stickiness, and customer retention (Nitin Seth., et al, 2004). 
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                                               Great Tehran Gas Company 
                                                  

2.8.20 Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC) 
Introduction: 
Natural gas as a clean and cheap fuel is one of the most important fuel in the recent 

years. Islamic Republic of Iran has 17 percent of the world natural gas storages (17.5 

trillion cubic meters) and is the second rich country in this field, so using natural gas 

to provide energy in the country and export it to other countries are important and  

strategic goals in the gas industry for the future.  

Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC) as the greatest provincial gas company in Iran 

has 4 main pipelines (5th one is under construction), 420 kilometers length with 

diameters of 30 and 36 inches, 11 City Gate Station (CGS) (12th one is under 

construction) with capacity of three million and one hundred cubic meters in an hour, 

9324 kilometers distribution and supply network, 662051 service lines and 346 

District Regulate Station (DRS), provide natural gas for people of Tehran. 

History 
Great Tehran gas company (the greatest provincial gas company in Iran) is one of the 

sub-companies of National Iranian Gas Company that has been established to 

provides and supply natural gas (with 1/4 pound per square inch pressure) and to offer 

related services to Tehran citizens. Operations of gas supply have been started from 

1970 by Zone 3 Gas Company in Tehran among industrial sectors. Natural gas has 

been exploited in 1972 among industrial sectors and has been exploited in the late of 

1974 for commercial and domestic consumption. 

Executive operation of gas supply to Tehran has been started as one of the important 

plans of Islamic revolution. By changing National Iranian gas company structure and 

establishing provincial gas companies, zone 3 had been terminated and instead of it, a 

province gas company has been established as Great Tehran Gas Company in 1999. 

The companies activities include of receive, distribute and sell natural gas to the 

Tehran and its urban (Ray and Shemiranat) citizens. Certainly, replacing fossil fuels 
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by natural gas will provide an effective and without air pollution environment and it 

will have economical advantages for citizens and the country. 

By providing gas and services to about 1000,000 consumers, Great Tehran Gas 

Company is the greatest provincial gas company (due to the large number of 

consumers). GTGC consist of a central office in center of Tehran, 10 different gas 

districts throughout this city and main pipeline office with about 900 staff totally. 

 

Table 2: Number of different gas consumers 

 

 

According to the above table the overall number of different gas consumers of Tehran 

is exactly 973,341. Moreover it should be mentioned that statistical data of gas 

consumers have been provided until the end of Aug. 2006. 

Duties 
Great Tehran Gas Company has below authorities and duties:  

1- Purchase, receive, distribute, and sell natural gas, observing related rules and 

regulations.   

2- Maintenance and managing related operations to gas distribution networks, 

pressure reducer stations, measurement stations, anticorrosion station and other 

related installation and constructions to company activities. 

3- Providing services to natural gas consumers and applicants, selling gas according 

to contract to them. 

4- Execution of economical, engineering and technical studies, planning and 

performing gas supply plans, and establishment of necessary installations and 

construction to obtain company purposes, according to National Iranian Gas 

Company programs. 

Domestic 

gas 

Consumers 

Commercial 

gas 

Consumers 

Industrial 

gas 

consumers 

Refinery 

and 

power plants 

 

898,347 

 

73518 

 

 

1427 

 

4 
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5- Attempt and cooperation to prepare and regulate rules, safety and technical 

standards and necessity of observing regulations and standards in the fields of 

exploitation, installation, maintenance and assuring regulation observance by natural 

consumers and providing necessary and appropriate situation to improved and logical 

use of natural gas. 

6- Attempt to develop and promote economical, technical and scientific activities of 

the company and try to increase use of internal share to planning, constructing and 

performing development plans. 

7- Attempt to manage company affairs based on economical stations, improving and 

exploiting possibilities and resources and establishing industrial and accounting 

management systems. 

8- Any related actions to gas industry by public assembly agreement. 

Receiving and distribution of natural gas               
Great Tehran Gas Company receives natural gas from Gas Pipelines Company (one of 

the sub-companies of the National Iranian Gas Company) with a pressure about 700-

1000 pound per square inch (Psi ) in the entrance of Tehran. Then GTGC decrease 

this pressure in 4 City Gate Stations(CGS) to 250 Psi and transfer it through supply 

gas pipelines to 348 District Regulate Stations(DRS) in the city where reduce the gas 

pressure to 60 Psi. And finally the GTGC transfers it through distribution gas 

pipelines and service lines to the people's houses and regulate the pressure to 1/4 Psi 

by using  house regulators and finally pass the meter for measuring.  

The organizational chart is prepared in the next page: 
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Organizational Chart 
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3. Introduction 

The research can be considered as a regular science because of the fact that responses 

for the proposed questions are found in the research subject perimeter. Similarly, 

research methodology has included as a well-ordered process for getting the response 

to a question or a solution to the problem. Research method is defined as a collection 

of rules, tools and reliable and well ordered ways to study the realities, to disclose the 

passivity and to acquire the solutions (Khaki, 2000:201). 

 

3.1 Research Method 

As a whole, research methods in behavioral science can be divided according to the 

research objective and the method of data collection. Scientific researches, on the 

basis of its objective, are divided into three following groups: 

1: Fundamental research:  The aim of this kind of research is to test the theories, 

to explain the relations between phenomenon and augmentation to the existing 

knowledge in a particular field. The fundamental researches after going through 

the theories, accept, modify or reject them. 

2: Applied research: Aim of the applied research is to develop application of 

knowledge in a particular field. In other others, this is a research that is applied to 

eliminate the needs of human beings with the use of ground and base of 

knowledge provided by fundamental research. 

3: Research and development: This is a process which is accomplished in order to 

compile and distinguish suitability of a product. 

On one side, scientific research can be divided into two groups, in a manner to acquire 

the necessary data (research plan): 

1- Experimental research: It is used, in order to continue cause-effect relationship 

between two or more variables from experimental plans. For this purpose, 

experimental and control groups are taken into consideration and through them 

variance between examinees are controlled. The specialties of this kind of research 

are that: 

• Independent variables are manipulated. 

• Variables other than dependent variable are controlled and kept constant. 
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• Effects of independent variables are observed on dependent variable. 

2- Descriptive research: It consists of collection of methods aiming to describe 

condition or phenomena of proposed study. Execution of this research is 

fundamentally for more identification of available condition or assisting decision 

making process. The descriptive research can be divided into: survey, correlation, 

action research, case study and causal-comparative (Sarmad, et al. 2001:103-4). 

This research is an applied research from its objective and descriptive research from 

the manner of information collection. For this reason, sectional survey and correlation 

methods have been used to explain the relations among research variables. 

3.1.1 Research variables   

Distinction of variables is necessary in a research to reach to the response to a 

research question or hypothetical tests. Two types of variables have been taken into 

account in the present research: 

a) Independent: is a specialty from physical and social environment that is 

accepted after the selection, interference or modification by a quantitative 

researcher so that its impact may be observed on other variables (dependent 

variable). 

b) Dependent variable: is a variable in which changes occur under the impact of 

independent variable (Bazargan, Sramad, Hejaji, 2002:43-44). 

In this research, service quality dimensions are considered as independent 

variables and subscriber's satisfaction is considered as dependant variables.  

 

3.1.2 Methods and resources of data collection 

With the view that the present research is application and descriptive in nature, the 

following methods have been applied during the data collections: 

 Library method: To collect the information related to research literature and 

background (Secondary Data), the library method was applied. In this stage, 

more than 60 articales dealing with service quality were collected, in which 

most of them were found through Internet especially, Emerald website. 

  Field method: Here questionnaire was used to collect the gas consumer's 

opinions (Primary Data) to assess the service quality dimensions. 
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 3.2 Research conceptual pattern  

To conduct a scientific and well-ordered research, a theoretical and scientific 

framework is needed, which terminologically is named as “conceptual model”. In this 

research, two conceptual models have been applied, the first model will assess the 

service quality, whereas, the second model will study the relationship between service 

quality and domestic gas consumers’ satisfactions. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 indicate these 

models. 

Figure 23: Conceptual model of measuring the service quality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the second model, we will focus to study the relationship between the dimensions 

of service quality and satisfactions of gas consumers. For this matter, regression 

equation is used in which, satisfaction of gas consumers is considered as the 

dependent variable and services quality dimensions as independent variables. 

Figure 24: Relations between service quality dimension and customer satisfaction 
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3.2.1 Research mathematical pattern 

 

The present research has used SERVQUAL model, to measure the services quality. 

Based on this model, the services quality is the differences between perceptions of the 

customers about organization performance and their expectations. Therefore, the 

respondents are asked initially to distinguish their expectations from the services 

based on sevenfold Likert spectrum. Thereafter, all the respondents were asked to 

distinguish their perception in accordance with actual performance of the 

organization. By this way, Expectations (E) and Perceptions (P) of the customer from 

dimension (h) are measured in the distance between 1 to 7 (1 means strongly 

“disagree” and 7 denotes strongly “agree”). Then difference between expectations and 

perceptions is calculated. The computed number is the gap (G) between desirable and 

available condition in dimension (h). Certainly, the founded number is between +6 

and -6, in which +6 describe the highest quality limit and -6 shows the lowest quality 

limit. 

Gh = Eh – Ph   
In reality services quality in each dimension will compute through the following 

mathematical formula.  
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In which, 

ijSQ : Services quality of j dimension 

ijE   : Expectations from organization for compilation i in dimension j 

ijP   : Perceived performance from organization for compilation i in dimension j 

jn    : Number of compilations of dimension j 

Then for all of the respondents average of responses related to each dimension will 

calculate. In conclusion service quality will be low if the perceived performance is 

lower than expectations. And service quality will be high if the performance is more 

than expectations.  
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3.3 Statistical sample and population 

Statistical populations of this research are total domestic gas consumers in Tehran city 

(only domestic gas consumers in 10 Gas Districts of GTGC) whose number was 

898347 on 25/08/2006. Since the volume of statistical population was distinct and 

unlimited, a 1000 sample size was selected with the simple stratified method. To 

acquire the sample size, following Cochran formula was used: 

 

            N t² p q         

n =   

         N d² + t² p q       

 

n= sample size 

N=Volume of the statistical population  

t= number of table (t) for 95 percent confidence interval t=1.96 

p= supposed ratio of satisfied person               p=0.5 

q= supposed ratio of unsatisfied person              q=0.5 

d= distance of assurance                 d=5/100 

 

            N t² p q        (898347) (1.96²) (0.5) (0.5) 

n =  =  → 

         N d² + t² p q      (898347) (0.05)² + (1.96)² (0.5) (0.5) 

 

              (898347) (3.8416) (0.25)                   862772.4588 

n=  =  = 383.9957 ~ 384 → 

       (898347) (0.0025) + (3.8416) (0.25) 2246.8279 

 

n= 384  

n= (384) (2.5) = 960 ~ 1000 → n= 1000 

It must be remembered that due to the wide spreading of the Tehran metropolis as 

well as its large number of statistical population, after calculating the sample size 

(384), it multiplied to, two and half (for higher accuracy and better coverage) that 960 

gained. Then due to some organizational considerations and in order to divide the 

sample easily between the 10 districts of GTGC this number was rounded to 1000.  
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3.3.1 Sampling method 

During the present investigation sampling was made through stratified method and it 

was attempted that each of the 10 Districts should cover equally. Thus, about 100 

samples were selected through the simple random method, from each District. It 

should be remember that there are about 90,000 domestic gas consumers in each 

District of GTGC. 

3.4 Measurement tool and research variables  

Measurement tools are means, which the researcher applies to collect and record the 

necessary information during the course of research. Some of these tools are 

questionnaire, observation and interview. 

Questionnaire is a collection of written queries, which is arranged putting all the 

essential variables for the research and can be completed by respondents in presence, 

in absentia, directly or indirectly. 

Measurement scales are the units that are applied to test the qualities in the 

information collection tools. These are nominal, ordinal interval and ratio scales 

(Hafeznia, 1999:121-25). 

This research has used the questionnaire tool to collect the opinions of gas customers.  

During designing process of measurement tool (questionnaire) the author developed a 

44-item measurement scale (22-items evaluating domestic gas subscriber's 

perceptions and 22-items evaluating their expectations) to assess satisfactions of 

Tehran domestic gas consumers. Therefore a local questionnaire for provincial gas 

companies is designed and through this way ServeQual model and its dimensions is 

utilized in gas industry for the first time in the world. It should be mentioned that the 

proposed questionnaire is designed for gas companies of Iran. 

Table 3 in the next page shows the characteristics of questionnaires along with 

variables and related questions. 
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Table 3: Sections of measurement tool (questionnaire) 

Sections variables # related 

question  

scale form of answer 

Age 1 ordinal Multi-answer 

Gender 2 nominal Two-answer 

Marriage 3 nominal Two-answer 

Education 4 nominal Multi-answer 

Job state 5 nominal Multi-answer 

Section1: 
specifications of 

respondents 

Time use 6 ordinal Multi-answer 

tangible E1-E4 ordinal Likert-7 

reliable E5-E9 ordinal Likert-7 

responsiveness E10,E11,E21,22 ordinal Likert-7 

assurance E13-E16 ordinal Likert-7 

Section2: 
Identification of 

gas consumers 

expectations 
empathy E17-E20,E12 ordinal Likert-7 

tangible P1-P4 ordinal Likert-7 

reliable P5-P9 ordinal Likert-7 

responsiveness P10,P11,P21,22 ordinal Likert-7 

assurance P13-P16 ordinal Likert-7 

Section3: 

Perceptions of 

gas consumers 

empathy P17-20,P12 ordinal Likert-7 

Section4: 
Customers 

satisfaction 

Customer 

satisfaction 
S1 ordinal Likert-7 
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3.4.1 Reliability and validity of measurement tool 

These are the attributes that every questionnaire must possess. 

 3.4.2 Reliability 
Reliability or external validity means that if the test is repeated under similar 

condition, to what extent the findings are similar and reliable. It is a valid tool that 

possesses compatibility and recreation. It means that the tool can be applied in 

different cases and similar results in all the cases will be generated. 

To compute the reliability, different methods are applied such as retest method, 

parallel (equivalence) method, split-half method, Richardson method and, Cronbach 

alpha coefficient method. 

Cronbach alpha method is applied for calculating internal harmony of measurement 

tool e.g. questionnaire or tests which measure different characteristics. For the 

Cronbach alpha coefficient calculation, initially variance number of each sub-

collection of question and total variance are computed and then by using the 

following formula the alpha coefficient is calculated. 

)1)(
1

( 2

2

S
S

j
j j∑−
−

=α  

In this formula, α is test validity estimation; j is number of test questions; 2
js   is sub-

collection variance of j, and 2s is total test variance (Sarmad, et al. 2001:166-170). 

A tool that has alpha Cronbach more than the minimum quantity level which 

suggested through Nunnally (0.7) is considered reasonable from reliability aspect 

(Jamal & Naser, 2002:154). 

To assess the reliability of the questionnaire during this research, alpha Cronbach was 

used. Result from the analysis of questionnaire reliability by using SPSS software for 

the foremost 60 samples questionnaire (for all of the service quality questions) is 95, 

which is more than the minimum level (70%) that was suggested by Nunnally (1987). 

Therefore, the proposed questionnaire enjoys the high reliability and as such, for each 

of the service quality dimensions, the reliability numbers is written in following: 

1. For tangible dimension 88.61 percent,  

2. For reliable dimension 88.81 percent,  

3. For responsiveness dimension the number is 85.71 percent,  
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4. For assurance dimension, it is 79.07 percent, and  

5. For empathy dimension, 85.56 percent 

 3.4.3 Validity 
Concept of validity or internal validity response to this question, to what extent the 

measurement tools include the proposed features? Without knowing the validity of the 

measurement tool, exactness of the accumulated data cannot be trusted. 

To determine the validity of questionnaires, various methods are available; one of 

them is content validity methods. 

Content validity method is used to study the formation ingredients of a measurement 

tool. Content validity of a measurement tool depends to formulation of question. If the 

questions contain specialties and expertise that the researchers would have planned to 

test them, the tests possess content validity. To have confidence in the content 

validity, it must operate at the time of preparing the tool in the way that the question 

forming the tool would have selected in the content portions.       

Therefore, the content validity is structural specialty of the measurement tool, which it 

should be considered simultaneously with designing the questionnaire. This method 

usually is determined by experts in the proposed study subject. Content validity in the 

questionnaire of the current research was approved with the help of research advisor 

and supervisor and other knowledgeable persons in this field and thus, enjoys 

necessary validity.  

3.4.4 Factor validity of questionnaire 

Factor validity is a kind of Construct validity that is acquired through factor analysis. 

Factor analysis is a statistical art that is applied extensively in humanities. In deed, use 

of this analysis is essential and necessary in the offshoots that are used in the tests and 

questionnaires (Klayen, 2002:5). 

The use of factor analysis distinguishes that whether or not the questionnaire tests the 

proposed characteristics. In this analysis, questions that are planned to assess an 

indicator or a particular character; must possess the joint factorial load. In the present 

research, about 22 questions were designed for service quality, which five total factors 

examine and assess the following service quality: 

1. tangibility dimension 

2. reliable dimension 

3. responsiveness dimension 
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4. assurance dimension 

5. empathy dimension 

Each of the indicators (dimensions) is called a factor and is exhibited with f. Whit this 

respect for the mentioned questionnaire there are 5 factors which indicated as f1, f2, 

f3, f4, f5……  Therefore, the analytical model of this questionnaire will be in the 

following shape: 

Xi = µi + Li1 f1 + Li2 f2 + Li3 f3 +……+  ei 

Where, 

Xi= The score of i question 

µi= The average score of i question 

ijL == relation coefficient between question i and factor j 

Fj ==common factor of questions (factor distinction) 

ie ==error 

As a whole, Lij   is named as factor loading, which is a correlation of one indicator to 

one factor. Fj known as a factor distinction is applied to construct the factor scales, 

which will be acquired as follows: 

∑
=

=
P

i
IJI XWfj

1
 J=1, …, m 

Where jiw  is named as the coefficient distinction of factors. 

Study of the sample size in factor analysis: 

For each variable, 5 to 10 samples have been suggested but as a whole, it is better if the 

proportion of sample is more to the variables. To the researcher, if the sample here means 

the factor analysis for 10 variables, then, the minimum 50 to 100 samples must be selected 

(Bazargan, Sarmadi, Hejaji, 2002:270). 

3.5 Execution stages of factor analysis 

Four basic steps are needed to execute a factor analysis: 

1. Preparation of a correlation matrix from the total proposed variables in 

analysis and to estimate commonality. 

2. Factors extraction. 

3.  Selection and rotation of factors for simple construction as well as 

comprehensive factor structure. 
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4. Commentary of the results. 

3.5.1 Preparation of Correlation Matrix 

In the preparation of correlation matrix, researcher must decide to put 1 or other 

number in the main diameter of this matrix. The number that is named as 

communality is indicator of proportion of communal variance between each variable 

and factor. Communality quantity varies between 0 and 1. 

Communality zero (0) indicates that communal factors do not explain any changes in 

a special variable. Communality 1 indicates that all the changes of special variable are 

explained through communal factors. 

One of the usual methods of estimation this communality is computing multi 

correlation square (R2) of each independent variable on the other variables. This R2 

makes available the lowest level of estimation of communality. The foremost of this 

estimation takes place in the main diameter of correlated matrix. From the acquired factorial 

loads the new communality is calculated again. If variation in these communalities is more 

than the first one, calculation of factors and their loads are repeated with the placement of 

new communalities in the main diameter of matrix. Communalities, usually reach to the 

communality base with two or three time repetitions. 

3.5.2 Factors extraction 

Aim of the extraction of factor stage is to acquire the basic factor that has caused the 

changes in the proposed variables (Bazargan, Sarmadi, Hejaji, 2002:271-72). 

There exist few methods of factor extraction; one of the most common is principle 

component method. 

Through this method, factor analysis is acquired on the basis of sample covariance matrix. 

Initially the special quantity (λ i) calculated and the special vectors (V) was accumulated. 

Then, factor analysis on the basis of twofold of special quantity-special load is 

distinguished as below: 

(λ1, V1), (λ2, V2)… (λp, Vp) 

Where there is (λ1,V1),(λ2,λ1 > λ2 > …> λp ) . Then, factor loads matrix is calculated as 

follows: 

[ ]mmvvvL λλλ ,...,, 2211=  

Factor load matrix can also be shown as the following way, where m indicates number of 

factors and P is number of variables (Nigahban, 2004:87-88): 
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3.5.3 Selection and rotation of factors     

All the extracted factors are not the interest of the researcher. Aim of the factor analysis is to 

explain the proposed phenomena with the first few variables. In the first turn, the aim to 

determine the number of factors is that it will be kept in the analysis. Therefore, for keeping 

the factors, these usually applied from the mathematical bases like Kaiser’s basis or Kettle’s 

Skeri test.  

According to Kaiser’s basis, only factors are being kept, where total factor load square 

(special quantity) will be one or more. 

In the Kettle method, special quantity graph is drawn for each factor. At the point where a 

horizontal curve line appears for special quantity, that point is named as Skeri and the 

factors that exists at the left side of it, are called as the ‘actual factor’ and those on the right 

side of it, is the ‘error (mistake) factors’. 

After selecting the factors, their rotation is necessary, whose aim is just to reach to a simple 

structure of the factor. 

The factor rotation takes place in two shapes: intentional (unattached) and inclined 

(attached). Intentional rotation of factors when acquired do not have attachment, though, in 

the inclined rotation of factors they are attached ((Bazargan, Sarmadi, Hejaji, 2002:273-74). 

In this research, factor rotation has taken place in the intentional form where, with 

considering the changes of the columnar element squares, changes maximize the 
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This method develops the variables upon each factor that possess big factor load (or 0) and 

as a result makes the interpretation factors much simpler (Negahban, 2004:85).   

As a whole, the most difficult stage in the factor analysis is the naming of the factors 

because there is not any particular standard available for this action and it cannot 
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exactly said that the variables that enjoy high correlation to what way measure the 

communality. Further, these are hypothetical factors as well as to some extent, 

contractual and it are possible that different researchers might have diverse naming 

(Nigahban, 2004:90). 

3.5.4 Interpretation 

In this stage, the research findings from the expletory factor analysis study the 

communal mind and capacity to attract knowledge, innovation and flexibility. 

3.6 Results of factor analysis: 

  

3.6.1 Factor analysis of questions related to tangible factors (dimension) 

For the tangible dimension of service quality, 4 questions have been designed that 

after a first rank exploratory factor analysis the following results were acquired: 

 

 

 

Table 4: KMO and Bartlett’s Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 

Adequacy. 0.803 

Approx. Chi-Square 1331.629 

df 6 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Sig. 0.000 

 

Sufficiency and suitability test of data KMO for the execution of factor analysis for 

the tangible dimension of service quality show that data were reasonable because the 

acquired number is bigger than 0.6 (0.803). Similarly, number of significant Bartlett 

test is equal to 0.00 and is smaller than significant level of 0.05 that is indicator of 

correlation matrix possessing significant information. There exists minimum essential 

condition for conducting the factor analysis. 

Communality table that show the suitability of the ratio of questions communality, is 

bigger than 0.50 for all the questions that is the indicator of suitability of the 

questions. These perposed questions cover and explain nearly 65.14 variance of 

tangible factor that in reality indicates the suitability of question’s validity. 
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Table 5: Questions communality of tangible dimension 
Questions initial extraction 

Q1 1.000 0.645 

Q2 1.000 0.704 

Q3 1.000 0.638 

Q4 1.000 0.619 

                                  

Extraction method: principal component analysis 

3.6.2Factor analysis of questions related to reliability dimension 

For the reliability dimension of service quality, 5 questions have been designed that 

after a first rank exploratory factor analysis the following results acquired: 

Table 6: KMO and Bartlett’s Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 

Adequacy. 0.804 

Approx. Chi-Square 1831.678 

df 10 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Sig. 0.000 

 

Sufficiency and suitability test of data KMO for the execution of factor analysis for 

the validity dimension of service quality show that data were reasonable because the 

acquired number is bigger than 0.6 (0.804). Similarly, number of significant Bartlett 

test is equal to 0.00 and is smaller than significant level of 0.05 that is indicator of 

correlation matrix possessing significant information and there exist minimum 

essential condition for conducting the factor analysis. 

Communality tables that show the suitability of the ratio of question communality is 

bigger than 0.50 for all the questions (except question 8) that is the indicator of 

suitability of the questions. These perposed questions (except 8) cover and explain 

nearly 65.79 variance of reliability factor that in reality indicates the suitability of 

question’s validity. 

Table 7: questions communality of reliability dimension 
questions initial Extraction 

Q5 1.000 0.637 

Q6 1.000 0.642 

Q7 1.000 0.651 

Q8 1.000 0.446 

Q9 1.000 0.607 
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                      Extraction method: principal component analysis 

 

3.6.3 Factor analysis of questions related to responsiveness dimension 

For the responsiveness dimension of service quality, 4 questions have been designed 

that after a first rank extraction factor analysis the following results gained: 

 

 

Table 8: KMO and Bartlett’s Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 

Adequacy. 0.771 

Approx. Chi-Square 1156.870 

df 6 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Sig. 0.000 

 

Sufficiency and suitability test of data KMO for the execution of factor analysis for 

the response dimension of service quality show that data were reasonable because the 

acquired number is bigger than 0.6 (0.771). Similarly, number of significant Bartlett 

test is equal to 0.00 and is smaller than significant level of 0.05 that is indicator of 

correlation matrix possessing significant information and there exist minimum 

essential condition for conducting the factor analysis. 

Communality table that show the suitability of the ratio of questions communality is 

bigger than 0.50 for all the questions that is the indicator of suitability of the 

questions. These questions cover and explain nearly 62.14 percent variance of 

responsiveness dimension that in reality indicates the suitability of question’s validity. 

                     Table 9:  Questions communality of response dimension 
questions initial extraction 

Q10 1.000 0.611 
Q11 1.000 0.622 
Q21 1.000 0.631 
Q22 1.000 0.623 

                       Extraction method: principal component analysis 

3.6.4 Factor analysis of questions related to assurance 

For the assurance dimension of service quality, 4 questions have been designed that 

after a first rank extraction factor analysis the following results acquired: 
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Table 10: KMO and Bartlett’s Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 

Adequacy. 0.798 

Approx. Chi-Square 1198.185 

Df 6 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Sig. 0.000 

Sufficiency and suitability test of data KMO for the execution of factor analysis for 

the assurance dimension of service quality show that data were reasonable because the 

acquired number is bigger than 0.6 (0.798). Similarly, number of significant Bartlett 

test is equal to 0.00 and is smaller than significant level of 0.05 that is indicator of 

correlation matrix possessing significant information and there exist minimum 

essential condition for conducting the factor analysis. 

Communality tables that show the suitability of the ratio of questions communality 

are bigger than 0.50 for all the questions that is the indicator of suitability of the 

questions. These questions (except 8) cover and explain nearly 63.29 percent variance 

of assurance dimension that in reality indicates the suitability of question’s validity. 

Table 11: Questions communality of assurance dimension 
questions initial extraction 

Q13 1.000 0.650 

Q14 1.000 0.655 

Q15 1.000 0.607 

Q16 1.000 0.621 

                        

Extraction method: principal component analysis 

 3.6.5 Factor analysis of questions related to empathy 

For the empathy dimension of service quality, 5 questions have been designed that 

after one factor analysis the following results gained: 

Table 12: KMO and Bartlett’s Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 

Adequacy. 0.781 

Approx. Chi-Square 1175.846 

Df 10 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Sig. 0.000 

 

Sufficiency and suitability test of data KMO for the execution of factor analysis for 

the empathy dimension of service quality show that data were reasonable because the 
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acquired number is bigger than 0.6 (0.781). Similarly, number of significant Bartlett 

test is equal to 0.00 and is smaller than significant level of 0.05 that is indicator of 

correlation matrix possessing significant information and there exist minimum 

essential condition for conducting the factor analysis. 

Communality table that show the suitability of the ratio of questions communality are 

bigger than 0.50 for all the questions (except question 12) that is the indicator of 

proportion of the questions. These questions (except 12) cover and explain nearly 

61.47 percent variance of empathy dimension that in reality indicates the suitability of 

question’s validity. 

Table 13: Questions communality of empathy dimension 
questions initial extraction 

Q12 1.000 0.132 

Q17 1.000 0.644 

Q18 1.000 0.508 

Q19 1.000 0.594 

Q20 1.000 0.694 

                        

Extraction method: principal component analysis 

3.7 Statistical method utilized in the research 

 3.7.1 Student t-test  

Distribution (t) was developed with the name “students” in the year 1908 by 

V.S.Gost. This test now is usually known as “student test”. This test possesses 

different application of n about the hypothetical test, related to social statistics. This 

can also be used for the hypothetical test that considers the social mean as equal, 

bigger or smaller than a particular number, as well as, it also apply in the test related 

to average comparison of two society. Four-fold stages of statistical test for xµ are 

below:  

1. Determining the Test Hypotheses 

Statistical hypotheses for the population mean, relinquishing the research hypothesis, 

would have one of the following definitions.  
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2. Statistical Calculation of Test 

Distribution X  based on the estimate condition would have one of the distributions of 

Z or t. Now on the basis of each of the estimate condition xµ , test statistic is defined 

as follows: 

1. When, the sample is selected from the normal population with the known 

standard deviation, distribution X  relinquish from the volume  and as a result 

test statistic would be Z that is defined as: 

X

X
z

δ
µ0−

=  

2. Whenever, sample is selected from the normal population with unknown 

standard deviation, sampling distribution X  will be determined on the basis of 

the following sample volume: 

2.1. If the sample size is small (n<30), distribution X enjoys from t-student 

and test statistics is thus: 

XS
X

t 0µ−=
 

2.2. In the case the sample size is big (n>30) then distribution X on then basis 

of the central limit case will be thus: 

 XS
X

z 0µ−=
 

In these circumstances, on the basis of defined relations of Z and t, the following 

relation can be used, as well: 

 
XS

X
t 0µ−=  

3. Determining Critical value 

In this stage, after determining α quantity (significance level) and confidence level, 

researcher will distinguished own test from the point of view of one-tailed and two-

tailed. Although, the kind of test is defined on the basis of the first stage situation but, 

to determine the critical value (H0 and H1 boundaries) it takes place on the basis of α  

and type of statistic test. 

 4. Decision Making 
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In this stage, quantity of the calculated statistical test is compared with critical value 

of third stage. If the test statistics is placed in the H0 zone, hypothesis H0 will be 

accepted 100 percent at the confidence level (1-α ). Other than this, sample data not 

presented firmness on acceptance H0 and will be rejected. In the decision making by 

data accumulated from the analysis through computer software, if the significance 

statistical level will be smaller than the error level (a), hypothesis H0 will be rejected 

at the mentioned confidence level. 
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3.7.2 Friedman variance analysis test 

Friedman test is a grading test for the k related sample. This data from compound 

collection has formed from k observation for a sample with N elements. These data 

come from various experiments. 

Parametric test with this variance analysis method is for the classifications of data that 

are acquired more than twice during those observations of each groups and individual. 

Everywhere, a reason exists for these beliefs that hypothesize bases of variance 

analysis are not evaluated through data, Friedman grading test method can be suitable. 

Stages of this test are as follows: 

1. Determining Test Hypotheses 

H0:  

Grade of different level of one variable is equal together.   
H1: 

At least grade of one pair from different level of a variable is diverse 

2. Calculation of Statistical Test 

First it is given a grade to every group and then the grades are added together. As long 

as these numbers are diverse from each other significantly, the hypothesis that they 

are from one population may be rejected. 

If N is assumed as row and k as column, distribution 0 including the attention of k is 

in the row. These numbers would be assumed as the same probable. With due 

attention to row n presented, numbers are also probably from the grade N (K!). Each 

of these presentations can be calculated by statistical indicator S: 
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In this formula Rj is total of grades for column i, R is mean of total grade and S is 

sum of squares of total grade to mean's sum of grades. If the samples are from one 

population, it is expected that Rjes are equal and value of S also is small. At 

theoretical level for every N and R, a frequency distribution can be arranged on the 

basis of N (K!). This distribution can be utilized for the evaluation of special value of 

S. As much as the probability related to special value of S is small, null hypothesis 

(H0) will be rejected and for the less value of K and N, the exact distributions of S are 

distinguished. For the values that are out of the S table values, it is common to use 

from the statistical indicator (that is a function of S). This statistical indicator comes 

from the following formula: 
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This statistical indicator possesses a definition from the Chi-square distribution along 

with K-1 degree of freedom, with attention to N. However, quantity of N must be 

equal to K ≥ 3, and will be in minimum 5.  

3. Decision making 

If the calculated significant level is bigger than α, then H0 will be accepted and if it is 

smaller then α, then H0 will be rejected (George Fergusson and Yushia Takaneh, 

1999:540-543). 

3.7.3 Kolmogrov-Smirnov test 

This particular test is named after two famous statisticians from Russia, which is a 

simple nonparametric method for determining coherent experimental information with 

statistical distributions. The stages of this test are thus: 

1. Determining test hypothesis 

H0: Distribution of observation is coherent with distinct distribution    

H1: Distribution of observation is incoherent with distinct distribution   

2. Calculation of Statistical Test 

Statistical test of KS will be shows as Dn.  

Dn =Maximum| Fe – Fo |  
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Here, Fe and Fo are theoretical relative frequency and observed relative frequency, 

respectively. 

3. Decision Making 

If statistics test is smaller than table quantity, Null hypothesis will be accepted; 

otherwise it will be rejected (Azar, Momeni, 1999:274-275) 

In the decision making, the data accumulated from the analysis through computer 

software, if the significant statistical level will be smaller than the error level (a), Null 

hypothesis (H0) will be rejected at the mentioned confidence level.  

3.7.4 One-way analysis of variance 

In order to test the differences between mean of various groups (more than two 

groups) variance analysis is used. This method is established on the analysis of the 

identified and unidentified factors that explain the rate of scattered data. In other 

words, since we may have few groups, we must know that whether the mean of these 

populations are similar or there exists any significant differences between them. 

Idea of one-way analysis of variance is based on the exhibition of total scattered ratio 

of a statistical collection. Total scattered or collection variance of data can be divided 

into two sources: 

Dispersion between groups or dispersion that is explained through independent 

variable 

 Dispersion within a group or dispersion that cannot be explained and the changes is 

found resulting from measurement, which in a simple term is named as the remaining. 

The stages of this test are below: 

1. Determining Test Hypothesis 

This hypothesis can be defined in the following way: 

kµµµ ===Η ...: 210  

H1: At least two of the means are unequal  

 

2. Calculation of Statistical Test 

To test the hypothesis of equality mean of groups against inequality mean of group, 

first Table 14 will be formed that is famous as the analysis of variance table. On the 

basis of this, dispersion between groups or sum of squares and dispersion within 

groups or error's sum of squares are compared with the help of test  
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Table 14: Analysis of variance for comparison K 

F 
Mean of 

Squares 

Degree of 

freedom 

Sum of 

Squares 
Dispersion 

Source 

MSE
MSR  

1−
=

K
SSRMSR  

K-1 SSR Between 

Groups 

 
)1( −

=
nK

SSEMSE  
K(n-1) SSE Within 

Groups 

  Kn-1 SST Total 

 

 In the above table: 
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Where jiX
is: the jth observation in the ith group and X mean of the overall 

observation. It must be kept in mind that if we divide total sum of squares on K (n-1), 

the total variance will be acquired. If X  indicates mean of the ith group for 

ki ,..,2,1= then we can write the below formula that will form a fundamental for one 

factor variance analysis. 
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Thus, in the above formula it is observed that the first part is a scale of the dispersion 

between groups mean and the second part is the dispersion within the groups. So, it 

can be written thus: 

SST=SSR+SSE   

 

3. Decision Making 

After forming the variance analysis table, F calculated quantity with F table quantity 

must be compared with (K-1) and K (n-1) at the significant level of 0.05. If the F 
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calculated quantity is bigger than F table quantity, Null hypothesis (H0) or equity of 

groups mean will be rejected. It means that groups mean have difference with each 

other. At the same time, if the F calculated quantity is smaller than F table quantity, 

Null hypothesis (H0) will be accepted; it means that groups mean do not have 

difference with each other. 

In the decision making by data acquired from the analysis via computer software, if 

the significant statistical level will be smaller than the error level (a), hypothesis H0 

will be rejected at the mentioned confidence level. 

 

3.7.5 Post Hoc Comparisons 

Post Hoc comparison is utilized at the time when in the variance analysis, Null 

hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and alternative hypothesis (H1) is accepted; it means at 

least mean of two groups (population) must have differences. Here three methods are 

proposed that are LSD, HSD and Scheffe. 

LSD Methods 

LSD method or Lowest Significant Differences was presented by Fischer and it is 

necessary to calculate the lowest significance differences possible between the two 

means. This method is exactly base on that method which by student t-test and with 

use of between groups variance (variance result from error) in paired comparisons is 

proposed. There are two conditions to use this method: 

1. Limited number of independent comparison should be designed before. 

2. All means experimental groups will be compared with one control group. 

In this method for each comparison, a Null hypothesis for means will be tested as 

follow:  





≠
=

0  :
0  : 

1

0

CH
CH

  
 

That C is differences between means. In this method, for each paired comparison 

quantity of 
^
C  is accumulated, that

__^

ji xxC −= . 
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For each of paired comparisons, it is necessary to acquire difference standard error 

between the means ( dS ). If the two groups are independent from each other and the 

sample size of two groups are similar then: 

),(2)()()  (
____

j

__

jijii XXCovXVXVXXV −+=−  

0)()(
__

−+= ji XVXV  

 

n
MSE

n
MSE

n
MSE 2
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And therefore: 

n
MSES d

2
=  

Critical value or the Lowest Significant Differences (LSD) is thus: 

ddf StLSD ×= ),(αα  

If the sample sizes are not equal, dS is calculated as follows: 

)11(
ji

d nn
MSES +=  

Therefore, for the occasion when sample size is unequal, it is necessary that few 

critical values (LSD) will be calculated for the comparison. The rule of decision 

making is in the way that if LSD≤  X - X j

__

i , mean of two populations iµ and jµ  has 

difference with each other. 

HSD Methods 

HSD or Honestly Significant Difference suggested by Tukey is similar to LSD 

methods and is applied to test the hypothesis that all the possible paired comparisons 

between means at a level are equal with each other. In this way too, if the difference 

strength (absolute value) between the mean of samples is bigger from the HSD 

quantity or equal to it, this difference will be significant at a certain level. Critical 

value in HSD method must be bigger, in comparison to LSD method. This method, 

therefore, is more protective compared with LSD method. 

If the volume of the sample groups is equal, the critical value will be calculated 

according to the following formula: 
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( ) n
MSEqHSD dfka ×= ,,  

The main advantage of HSD method, compare to LSD method is that if the sample 

size of groups are unequal, there is no need to calculate many critical value because 

against the LSD method, this method is a kind of test with constant range and thus 

with the suggestion of Kerck, the critical value is acquired by following way: 

( )
k

dfka nnnn
MSEqHSD 1...11

21
,, ++++×=  

Scheffe Method  

In this method, for every competition ji XXC −=ˆ , a confidence interval is 

calculated. If this distance holds the number zero, then this digit would be one of the 

rational quantities for the above comparison (it means the difference between iµ and 

jµ can be zero). But if the confidence interval does not include zero, it shows that 

zero cannot be a logical quantity for the differences between two means and 21 µµ ≠ . 

Scheffe method is counted as the desirable method because it not only accomplish 

two population rather it conduct some of the complex comparisons. 

In this method too, comparative standard error jc comes through the following way: 

∑
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j
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2

 

Where 2
jc : is the square of given weight to the compression mean and jn is sample 

size of each of the groups. Critical value of this test comes from the following 

equation: 

( ) ( )( )1,1,, 1 −−×−×= nkkacca FkSdS
jj

 

Therefore, the confidence interval for each of the comparison is calculated as: 

jj cc SCCSC ,,
ˆˆ

αα +≤≤−  

In which, Ĉ is also the same differences observed between samples mean that is 

shown in following way: 
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Where, jC is: the given weight to each of the means. 

3.7.6 Structural Equations Model 

To study the causal relations between variables, much effort was made in the last 

decade. One of the modern methods in this field is the structural equation modeling or 

multivariate analysis with latent variables. With going through various names and 

definition of it, this expression points to general models that include Confirmatory 

Factor Analysis, Classical Simultaneous Equation Models, Path Analysis, ANOVA, 

and other statistical analyses (Hoyle, 1995:1). 

The structural equation modeling debate was sparked with the multiple indicators 

method. 

Definition of structural equation model 

This is a comprehensive statistical process for testing the hypothesis about the 

relationship between observed and latent variables (Hoyle, 1995:1). By this process 

we can test the acceptance of theoretical models in the particular population with the 

use of correlation data. 

Need of Structural Equation Model in the present research  

One of the most powerful and suitable analytical methods in the behavioral and social 

sciences research is multiple variable analyses. Because the nature of this kind of 

subjects is multi-variables and could not be solved through twofold variables. 

Multivariable Analysis is the method that its basic attribute is simultaneously analysis 

of independent variable K and dependent variable N. Covariance Structures Analysis 

or Structural Equation Modeling is one of the basic methods for analyzing the 

complex data structures. 

Therefore, due to the presence of some independent variable that must influence the 

dependent variable, the Structural Equation Modeling thus, needed in the present 

research. 

Stages of the Structural Equation Model  

Analytical process of covariance structures includes a number of steps that are 

recommended to the researcher to conduct these steps successively. These steps are: 

1. Model specification  2. Model estimation  3. Model modification 

 4. Hypothesis test    5.Model interpretation             6. Writing a research report 
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In each step, researchers must make decision about the following items: 

 How the model is constructed? 

 Which indicators and what number are needed for latent variables? 

 How measurement errors can be managed separately? 

 How much samples are needed to estimate the model? 

 What kind of matrix should be used? (Lavee, 1988) 

In below the stages are explained in detail: 

a) Model explanation stage 

 The structural equations modeling begin with the description of a model that it will 

be estimated. At the simplest level, it is a statistical method about the relations 

between variables. For example, one model in the field of correlation usually shows 

the directionless relation (two-sided) between two variables. In this case, multifold 

regression and analyses of variance show the model with the direction relations 

between the variables (Hoyle, 1995:2). 

This stage is one of the most important available stages in the structural equation 

modeling because none of the analysis takes place unless the researcher explains the 

model first. The steps of this stage are as follows: 

1. Construction of a hypothetical structural model 

Explanation of a model in reality means to change a theory to a number of structural 

equations (mathematical). Therefore, it is better to draw the route and point the 

endogenous and exogenous variables and relation between them. 

2. Selection of observed indicators for latent variables 

After distinguishing endogenous and exogenous latent variables, it is necessary that 

for the latent variables suitable indicators are selected and integrated to them. It is also 

necessary to use several indicators instead of one indicator for measuring the latent 

variables. 

3. Assessing condition of identification model 

Before the estimation and after the explanation stage, condition of identification 

model certainly must assessed (Lavee, 1988). 

Identification of a model needs to study conditions for acquiring unique solution for 

the described parameters in a model (Hoyle, 1995:39). 

b) Second Stage of Model Estimation 

When a model is explained and its identification condition is assessed, the next step is 

to acquire estimates of free parameters from the collection of observed data. 
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This stage consists of the repeated process that in each repetition, one implied 

covariance matrix is constructed and then compared with the covariance matrix of 

observed data. The comparison of these two matrix will led to production of a residual 

matrix and this repetitions will continue to the stage that this residual matrix reach to 

the minimum possible. (Hoyle, 1995:5) It means: 

Data=Model+Residual 

Available steps in this stage are as follows: 

1. Data Collection 

Selection of the sample size is very important in this stage because most of the 

available estimation methods in the structural equation modeling and assessing 

indicators of proportional model are sensitive compare to the sample size. 

Bentler suggested that ratio of 10 to 1 must always exist between sample size and 

number of free parameters that must be estimated. 

Therefore, in the present research, with regard to free parameter, 1000 samples were 

utilized, so less error took place during the evaluation of the model. 

2. Construction of variance Matrix-covariance measured variables 

After describing the model and data collections, there begins estimation of model with 

the collection of identified relationship between measured variables. These relations 

are arranged in a known as covariance- variance matrix, or correlation matrix.  

3. Creation of a collection of matrixes for Lisrel program and its execution 

In one simultaneous estimate, with the reason that structural model estimation and 

measurement model takes place simultaneously, it is possible, one solution for the 

parameters of structural model and measurement model are dependant together. 

Therefore, it is better that for the prevention of interpretational ambiguities of latent 

variables, initially measurement model and then structural model will be estimated 

(Lavee, 1988). 

c) Evaluation of fit  

 When it is told, that a model has proportion to observed data where covariance matrix 

of implicit model is equal with covariance matrix of observed data. It means that 

matrix will be near to zero (Hoyle, 1995:6). 

Available steps in this stage are as follows: 

1. Study of the total proportion criteria of model and capability of testing the model 

and subject assessment that whether modifications are needed or not? 
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Once a model is estimated, software will produce statistical such as standard error,    

t-value etc about the proportional assessment of the model.  

If the model is credible but might not have proportion to data, modification index that 

are a reasonable medium for assessing proposed changes in model, will be applied; till 

the proportional model comes with data (Lavee, 1988). 

It is under 
2χ condition but due with the fact that test

2χ acts as the most important 

index proportion of test model and this situation is not ascertained always thus, 

secondary indexes GFI1, AGFI2 and RMSR3 are also presented.  

Optimal conditions for these tests are follows: 

It is suitable, as much as the test 
2χ is less because this test shows the difference 

between data and model. Tests GFI and AGFI must be more than 90 percent. 

It is better, so much so test RMSEA is less because this test is a standard for 

difference mean between observed data and model data (Lavee, 1988). 

d) Model Modification  

 One of the most important aspects of the discussion, structural equation model is 

Model Modification. Model Modification necessitates comparing of a described and 

estimated model that is formed previously through making free the constant parameter 

or to make fix the free parameters. This stage can be compared with the subordinate 

comparison or Post Hoc in ANOVA (Hoyle, 1995:8). 

Important step in this stage are: 

1. If the Modification is needed, model characteristics (parameters) are assessed and 

new characteristics are entered. Modification in this stage include identification of 

limitations and increasing of the additional parameter (Lavee, 1998) 

e) Model interpretation 

At this stage, if the proportional test shows that the model has suitability with data we 

will concentrate on distinguished factor of proportional model. 

In this stage the significant model parameter are assessed (Lavee, 1988) 

Test and comparison of estimated parameters and as such their exhibition necessitates 

standardized estimates. For this reason, during this stage, none standard estimates that 

usually are depended with its own scale to the standardized estimates that are not 

                                                 
1 Goodness of Fit Index 
2 Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index 
3 Root Mean Square Residual  
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attached to its own scale, are changed and this act to the extent influence the model 

parameter and evaluation of fit (Hoyle, 1995:9). 

This stage from structural equation model is exactly similar to standardize the 

regression coefficient standard β in the statistics (Hoyle, 1995:9). 

The only step of this stage is as follow: 

1- Assessment of model and coefficient parameters with hypothesis test. 

F) Research report writing 

In this stage results of structural equation model will be presented in the form of 

direction graph. Route map is a graphic exhibition of structural equation model. Three 

main components of this graph includes rectangular, elliptical and arrows (Hoyle, 

1995:11). 

The last step in each research is to report the research results in a method that other 

researcher could apply the logic of method, analysis and interpretations of research 

(Lavee, 1988).   
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4 Introduction 

Data analysis enjoys especial importance for all kinds of researched, to review the 

accuracy of hypotheses. Today, in most of researches that are based on the 

accumulation of information on the proposed subjects, information analysis is 

considered as the most important parts of the research. The crude data are analyzed 

through statistical technique and after incorporating those into information form they 

are placed to the jurisdiction of any users. 

So far as the structure of this chapter, initially it will study the hypothesis, suggested 

in the first chapter. Then it will examine the items that the researcher encountered 

during his study about service quality. In deed, it must be said that the plan of this 

research had a dynamic condition in the sense that proposed hypotheses in the initial 

proposal are just a port of the ultimate analysis of the researcher in the field of service 

quality. 

To analyze the collected data, first descriptive statistic will be assessed to examine, 

the sociological variables including sex, educational qualification, age, marital status, 

occupation and, the period of consuming the natural gas. And then analytical statistics 

are prepared, in which first the researcher took into account the suitability of the 

measurement tool of service quality, with the application of substantial factor analysis 

(measurement model in structural equations model). After calculating factors score, 

the study is conducted on the casual relations between services quality dimensions 

and satisfaction of domestic gas consumers by Appling the structural equation 

modeling. In order to classify the services quality dimensions to identify the 

strengthen and weakness points of the Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC) through 

the Friedman test and in order to study the difference of services quality and gas 

consumers satisfaction in different Districts from the one-way analysis of variance 

and Post Hoc comparison and similarly, in order to study the suitability and 

unsuitability of services quality dimension and domestic gas subscribers satisfaction 

from the GTGC, student T-Test were used. 
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 4.1 Descriptive statistics 

In this section of the statistical analysis we will study the manner of statistical sample 

distribution with regard to the variables e.g. sex, educational qualification, age, 

marital status, occupation and, the period of consuming the natural gas. 

4.1.1 Gender of the respondents 

As the figure (25) shows, 56 percent of respondents are male and 44 percent women. 

                                  Figure 25: Respondents gender 

 

4.1.2 Age of the Respondents  

As the figure 26 in the next page is indicated, the highest frequency is related to the 

age group 21 to 40 and lowest frequency is related to the age group below 20 years. 
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Figure 26: Respondents age 

 

4.1.3 Educational qualification of the respondents 

The figure (27) shows that the highest frequency is related to the people possesses 

diploma or less than a diploma certificate and lowest frequency is related to those who 

possess doctorate degree. 

                              Figure 27; Respondents educations 
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4.1.4 Marital Status 

As the figure (28) has indicated, majority of the respondents were married. 

                         Figure 28: Marital statues of respondents 

 

4.1.5 Occupational situation 

According to the Figure (29), the highest frequency of respondents, from occupational 

point of view, were household people, whereas the lowest frequency of them wer 

people possessing military profession. 

Figure 29: Respondents occupation 
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4.1.6 Period of consuming the natural gas 

As the figure (30) shows, largest numbers of the respondents were those who 

consumed natural gas between 8 to 15 years, whereas, the lowest number of them 

were those who consumed this facility more than 23 years. 

 

Figure 30: Gas consuming duration 

 

4.2 Inferential statistics 

Before entering to the stage of hypothetical tests, it is necessary to be confident about 

the accuracy of the services quality measurement tool. Therefore, in subsequence, this 

tool with the use confirmatory factor analysis technique will be tested in the manner 

of structural equations model by LISREL software. 

4.2.1 Confirmatory factorial analysis of service quality measurement tool 

Conceptual model of services quality with five dimensions has indicated in the next 

page: 
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Figure 31: Services quality conceptual model 

 
 

Measurement model of service quality with the use of confirmatory factor analysis in 

the non-standard estimate condition has shown in the next page: 
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Figure 32: SQ measurement model in the non-standard estimate condition 

 
Fundamental question arises that whether this is a suitable measurement model for 

services quality? To respond this question, 
2χ statistics and other suitable standards 

must be taken into consideration. 

With regarded to the following results that have been acquired from the output of 

LISREL software. 
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With a glance on the output results of Lisrel in non-standard estimated part, we find 

that measurement tool of services quality is a suitable tool because ratio of 
df

2χ (4.50) 
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will be nearly 3 with a little difference to the authorized limit and RMSEA model 

quantity will be equal to 0.059 which is desired and GFI and AGFI quantities will be 

above than 90% both. 

Figure 33: Standard estimate of services quality measurement model 

 
In order to compare the observer variables related to the 5 available latent variables 

available in measurement model (tangible, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and 

empathy) in continuation model estimation would be brought as standard. Regard to 

the output because measurement units of the variables are similar, possibility of the 

comparison among observer variables related to one latent variable is provided. Thus, 

through this output as well as with attention to acquired factor loads (Factor loading 

=correlation between latent variable and observer variable) can conclude that among 

the observer variables related to tangible variable, P2 question would possess highest 

percentage of correlation. In other words, the highest variance percentage of tangible 

variable will be explained through P2 question. On the other side P1 question possess 

the lowest correlation ratio with the tangible variable. In the rest of the questions 

related to reliability variable, questions P5, P6, P7 and question P9, in the 
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responsiveness variable question P21 and P22, in the assurance variable questions 

P16, P13, and in empathy variable P17 and P19 possess the highest and the lowest 

correlation, respectively. Similarly, with attention to the acquired factor loads in 

confirmatory factor analysis model; we found that factor loads of all the questions are 

higher than 0.50 which it is much suitable. These factors loads and above proposed 

suitable indicators are signs that services quality measurement tool in GTGC has 

much suitable validity. Moreover, it must be mentioned that between all the services 

quality dimensions, there is a significant and positive relations. 

Figure 34: Significant parameter of the model 

 
LISREL Subsequent output will test significance of parameters and error coefficient 

model one by one. Because a parameter should be significant, it means that the 

acquired parameter should be coincidental, by chance and opposed to zero. 

Significant figure of this parameter must be bigger than 2 and smaller than -2. In this 

measurement model, as has been observed, all the parameter of the model has become 

significant. 
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4.2.2 Manner of calculate extracted factors scores in the third 
chapter 

After enough confidence about the accuracy of service quality measurement model 

and before entering to testing hypotheses stage, it is necessary to explain the manner 

of the calculation of the extracted factor scores in the previous chapter. 

Fundamentally, there are two methods to calculate the extracted factor scores during 

factor analysis and after distinguishing variables: 

a) Simple mean method 

b) Weighted mean method 

In the simple mean method, to calculate the extracted factor scores, it is enough that 

from the available and identified variables during factor analysis, a simple mean 

(without taking care the weights and factor loads of variables with proposed factor) 

will be calculated. 

But in the weighted mean method that has more compatibility with the philosophy of 

factor analysis, has used weighted mean instead of simple mean. In the way that 

proposed factor score will acquired from sum of factor lodes multiplied variables 

scores, divided to sum of factor loads.  However, in the present study, the researcher 

uses the simple mean method to test his own hypothesis. 

 
4.2.3 Regression model of the effect of services quality 
dimension on the satisfactions of gas consumers and study 
of the main research hypotheses 
In the conceptual model we will focus to study the relationship between the 

dimensions of service quality and satisfactions of gas consumers. For this matter, 

regression equation is used in which, satisfaction of gas consumers is considered as 

the dependent variable and services quality dimensions as independent variables. This 

model is indicated in the next page. 
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Figure 35: Conceptual model 

 

 

4.3 First group of hypothesis 

Services quality dimensions have significant and positive affect on domestic gas 
consumers' satisfaction: 
 

• Tangible dimension of quality services has significant and positive effect on 

domestic gas consumers’ satisfaction. 

• Reliability dimension of quality services has significant and positive effect on 

domestic gas consumers’ satisfaction. 

• Responsiveness dimension of quality services has significant and positive 

effect on domestic gas consumers’ satisfaction. 

• Assurance dimension of quality services has significant and positive effect on 

domestic gas consumers’ satisfaction. 

• Empathy dimension of quality services has significant and positive effect on 

domestic gas consumers’ satisfaction. 
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Figure 36: Conceptual model in the non-standard estimate condition 

 

 
Model is suitable from the point of evaluation of fit indictors view 

Figure 37:  Conceptual model in the standard estimation condition 

 
Standard estimation will be used to compare influence rate of each service quality 

dimensions on customer satisfaction. As has been indicated, between service qualities 

dimensions, following variables possess highest effect on the satisfaction accordingly. 
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1. responsiveness variable with 0.31 percent influence 

2. empathy variable with 0.19 percent influence 

3. tangible variable with 0.15 percent influence 

4. reliability and assurance variables with 0.9 percent influence 

Regression equation of this model will be following: 

SATIS = 0.18*TANGIBLE + 0.095*RELIBI + 0.33*RESPON + 0.11*ASSURANC 

+0.18*EMPATHY 
R² = 0.52 

Coefficient of determination of regression model (R²) is equal to 0.52 which means 

that 52% variance (changes) satisfaction variable is expressed through services quality 

dimension and 48% changes of gas consumers satisfaction of customers is expressed 

through  other factors, apart from service quality like pricing etc.  

Figure 38: Model at the state of significant figures 

 
As has been observed, significant numbers of all the model relations and components 

are bigger than 2. This subject shows the significance of all casual relations and 

correlation of model. 

4.4 Second group of hypotheses 

There is a significant difference between available and desired conditions of services 

quality dimensions in Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC). 
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• There is a significant difference between available and desired conditions of 

the tangible dimension in Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC). 

• There is a significant difference between available and desired conditions of 

the reliability dimension in Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC). 

• There is a significant difference between available and desired conditions of 

the responsiveness dimension in Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC). 

• There is a significant difference between available and desired conditions of 

the assurance dimension in Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC). 

• There is a significant difference between available and desired conditions of 

the empathy dimension in Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC). 

4.4.1 Design of Hypotheses 

H0:  

Between available and desirable service quality dimension, significant differences do 

not exist. EPH µµ =:0  

H1:  

Between available and desirable service quality dimension, significant differences 

exist. EPH µµ ≠:1  

4.4.2 Tangible dimension of service quality  

In the Table 15 and figure 30, statistical indicators have been indicated for tangible 

factor dimension in two conditions of expectation and perception: 

 

Table 15: paired samples statistics for tangible dimension 

Variable Mean Standard deviation 

Tangible (E) 6.41 0.59 

Tangible (P) 5.34 0.99 
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Figure 39: Expectations and perceptions of domestic gas consumers  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As, it is shown, expectation of the respondents are more than performance of GTGC 

in tangible dimension. Actually, expectation's of gas consumers subtracting their 

perceptions from GTGC is 1.07. Since these means are principally related to proposed 

sample, we have conducted the t-test to study the significant difference between them. 

Table 16 shows that in the t-test, statistics of test 32.92 and significant test level 0.00 

acquired. With attention to the fact that significant level is less than error level 0.05 

and even 0.00 is acquired, null hypothesis (H0) is rejected ( with respect to the fact 

that in two limit of high and low, mean difference is bigger than zero). In other words, 

there is a significant difference between domestic gas consumer's expectations and 

GTGC performance in the tangible dimension. It means expectation of domestic gas 

consumers here is more than the GTGC performance 

Table 16: Paired samples test for the tangible dimension 

Paired differences 

Difference with 

95%confidence 

interval Mean 
Standard 

deviation 
Lower 

limit 

Upper 

limit 

 calculated 

T 

Degree 

of 

freedom 

Significant 

level 

test 

result 

1.07 1.02 1.009 1.137 32.92 995 0.000 
rejected 

H0 
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4.4.3 Reliability dimension 

In the Table 17, and figure 40 statistical indicators has been shown for reliability 

dimension in two conditions of expectations and perceptions: 

Table 17: Twofold statistical samples for the reliability dimension 

Variable Mean Standard deviation 

Reliable (E) 6.45 0.66 

Reliable (P) 5.19 1.11 

 

Figure 40: Expectations and perceptions of gas consumers from GTGC performance 

on reliability dimension 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As, it is shown, expectation of the respondents are more than performance of GTGC 

in reliability dimension. Actually, expectation's of gas consumers subtracting their 

perceptions from GTGC is 1.27. Since these means are principally related to proposed 

sample, we have conducted the t-test to study the significant difference between them. 

Table 18 shows that in the t-test, statistics of test 33.29 and significant test level 0.00 

acquired. With attention to the fact that significant level is less than error level 0.05 

and even 0.00 is acquired, null hypothesis (H0) is rejected ( with respect to the fact 

that in two limit of high and low, mean difference is bigger than zero). In other words, 

there is a significant difference between domestic gas consumer's expectations and 
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GTGC performance in the reliability dimension. It means expectation of domestic gas 

consumers here is more than the GTGC performance. 

 

Table 18: Twofold statistical samples for the reliability dimension 

Paired differences 

Difference with 

95% 

confidence 

interval 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

Lower 

limit 

Upper 

limit 

 Calculated 

T 

Degree 

of 

freedom 

Significant 

level 

test 

result 

1.27 1.19 1.13 1.18 33.29 995 0.000 
rejected 

H0 

 

4.4.4 Responsiveness dimension 

In the Table 19 and figure 41, statistical indicators have been shown for 

responsiveness dimension in two conditions of expectation and perception: 

 

Table 19: paired samples statistics for the responsiveness dimension 

 

Variable Mean Standard deviation 

Responsiveness( E) 6.46 0.62 

Responsiveness ( P) 5.30 1.08 
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Figure 41: Expectations and perceptions of domestic gas consumers toward GTGC 

performance on responsiveness dimension 

 

As, it is shown, expectation of the respondents are more than performance of GTGC 

in responsiveness dimension. Actually, expectation's of gas consumers subtracting 

their perceptions from GTGC is 1.16. Since these means are principally related to 

proposed sample, we have conducted the t-test to study the significant difference 

between them. Table 20 shows that in the t-test, statistics of test 32.80 and significant 

test level 0.00 acquired. With attention to the fact that significant level is less than 

error level 0.05 and even 0.00 is acquired, null hypothesis (H0) is rejected ( with 

respect to the fact that in two limit of high and low, mean difference is bigger than 

zero). In other words, there is a significant difference between domestic gas 

consumer's expectations and GTGC performance in the responsiveness dimension. It 

means expectation of domestic gas consumers here is more than the GTGC 

performance. 
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Table 20: Twofold test samples for the response dimension factors 

Paired differences 

Difference with 

95% 

confidence 

interval 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

Lower 

limit 
Upper 

Limit 

 Calculated 

T 

Degree 

of 

freedom 

Significant 

level 

test 

result 

1.158 1.11 1.08 1.22 32.80 997 0.000 
rejected 

H0 

 

4.4.5 Assurance dimension 

In the Table 21 and Figure 42, statistical indicators have been indicated for assurance 

dimension in two conditions of expectations and perceptions: 

Table 21: Twofold statistical samples for the assurance dimension 

Variable Mean Standard deviation 

Assurance(E) 6.51 0.57 

Assurance(P) 5.47 0.99 

 

Figure 42: Expectation and perception of domestic gas consumers toward GTGC 

performance on assurance dimension 
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As, it is shown, expectation of the respondents are more than performance of GTGC 

in assurance dimension. Actually, expectation's of gas consumers subtracting their 

perceptions from GTGC is 1.04. Since these means are principally related to proposed 

sample, we have conducted the t-test to study the significant difference between them. 

Table 22 shows that in the t-test, statistics of test 31.47 and significant test level 0.00 

acquired. With attention to the fact that significant level is less than error level 0.05 

and even 0.00 is acquired, null hypothesis (H0) is rejected ( with respect to the fact 

that in two limit of high and low, mean difference is bigger than zero). In other words, 

there is a significant difference between domestic gas consumer's expectations and 

GTGC performance in the assurance dimension. It means expectation of domestic gas 

consumers here is more than the GTGC performance. 

Table 22: paired samples test for the assurance dimension 

Paired differences 

Difference with 

95% 

confidence 

interval 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

Lower 

limit 
Upper 

limit 

  

Calculated 

T 

  

Degree 

of 

freedom 

 

Significant 

level 

 

test 

result 

1.04 0.033 0.98 1.11 31.47 990 0.000 
rejected 

H0 

4.4.6 Empathy dimension 

In the Table 23 and Figure 43, statistical indicators have been indicated for assurance 

dimension in two conditions of expectation and expectation: 

Table 23: Twofold statistical samples for the empathy dimension 

Variable Mean Standard deviation 

Empathy(E) 6.35 0.71 

Empathy(P) 5.10 1.16 
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Figure 43 Expectations and perceptions of domestic gas consumers GTGC 

performance on empathy dimension 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As, it is shown, expectation of the respondents are more than performance of GTGC 

in empathy dimension. Actually, expectation's of gas consumers subtracting their 

perceptions from GTGC is 1.25. Since these means are principally related to proposed 

sample, we have conducted the t-test to study the significant difference between them. 

Table 24 shows that in the t-test, statistics of test 31.47 and significant test level 0.00 

acquired. With attention to the fact that significant level is less than error level 0.05 

and even 0.00 is acquired, null hypothesis (H0) is rejected ( with respect to the fact 

that in two limit of high and low, mean difference is bigger than zero). In other words, 

there is a significant difference between domestic gas consumer's expectations and 

GTGC performance in the empathy dimension. It means expectation of domestic gas 

consumers here is more than the GTGC performance. 
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Table 24: paired samples test for the assurance dimension 

Paired differences 

Difference with 

95% 

confidence 

interval 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

Lower 

limit 
Upper 

Limit 

  

Calculated 

T 

 

 

Degree 

of 

freedom 

Significant 

level 

test 

result 

1.25 1.27 1.17 1.33 30.81 990 0.000 
rejected 

H0 

 

4.4.7 Main hypothesis test 

Table 25 and figure 44 show the responses mean in the mould of expectations of 

domestic gas consumers and their perceptions toward GTGC performance. 

 

Table 25: Twofold statistical samples for whole condition 

Variable Mean Standard deviation 

E 6.43 0.53 

P 5.28 0.92 

 

Figure 44: Expectation and perception of domestic gas consumers toward GTGC 

performance 
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As it is shown, overall mean of the expectations of respondents is more than the total 

perception mean toward GTGC performance. Actually, the expectation's of domestic 

gas consumers subtracting their perception is 1.15. With attention to the fact that 

means are just related to the proposed sample, t-test has been conducted for the more 

study. With attention to Table 26 in the overall condition and significant level of 0.00 

(P-valuep 0.05) and statistics test 37.94 ultimately lead to the rejection of Null 

hypothesis (H0) and thus, it can be inferred that there is significant differences 

between means. And in deed, expectations of domestic gas consumers are higher than 

GTGC performance.  

Table 26: paired sample tests for whole condition 

Paired differences 

Difference with 

95% confidence 

interval Mean 
Standard 

deviation 
Lower 

limit 
Upper 

limit 

  

Calculated 

T 

Degree 

of 

freedom 

Significant 

level 

test 

result 

1.15 0.96 1.09 1.21 37.94 997 0.000 
H0 

rej. 

 

4.5 Other questions 

As has been pointed earlier, during present survey, the researcher encountered the 

new questions about services quality. Some of these questions have been responded 

below. 

4.5.1 Whether five services quality dimensions possess similar importance in the    

point of domestic gas consumer's view?  

To respond the above question, a statistical test necessarily carried out. Since the 

proposed variables of this study (Five dimensions of services quality) are ranked 

variables, Friedman Test used during the course of the research. We shall define the 

hypothesis below: 

H0: There isn't a significant difference between different services quality dimensions. 

 H1: There is a significant difference between different services quality dimensions.    
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Table 27 shows this statistics test and significant level test. It is shown that significant 

level of related test is 0.001, which means Null hypothesis (H0) is rejected at 0.05 and 

even 0.01 level ( P-valuep 0.05). And thus, it can be said that there is significant 

differences between different dimensions. 

 

 

Table 27: Statistics test for Friedman Test 

Sample size (n) 1000 

Chi-square 191.925 

Degree of freedom 4 

Significant level 0.00 

 

In order to know that which one of the dimensions was important for gas consumers, 

we should refer to the Table 28. As it indicates, the highest score is belonging to the 

assurance dimension and the lowest score is assigned to empathy dimension. In other 

words, in the point of domestic gas consumers' view, the most important dimension is 

assurance and the less important dimension is empathy. 

 

Table 28: Rank mean of each of the five service quality dimensions 

Service Quality dimensions Rank mean 

Tangible 3.05 

Reliable 2.72 

Responsiveness 3.07 

Assurance 3.48 

Empathy 2.67 

 

4.5.2 In which of the five dimension of service quality, the gap is higher? 

In Table 29, some of the statistical indicators in each of the dimension have showed in 

the expectation and perception condition. Further, figure 45 had indicated differences 

between perception and expectation by in each of the service quality dimensions. 
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Table 29: Part of statistical indexes of five fold service quality dimensions 

 

Dimensions 

 

E/P Min Max Mean 
Standard 

deviation 

E-P 

 
 

E 3.50 7 6.41 0.59 
Tangible 

P 1.75 7 5.34 0.99 
1.07 

E 2.25 7 6.45 0.66 
Reliable 

P 1.00 7 5.19 1.11 
1.27 

E 1.25 7 6.47 0.62 
responsiveness 

P 1.25 7 5.30 1.08 
1.16 

E 1.75 7 6.51 0.57 
Assurance 

P 1.75 7 5.47 0.99 
1.04 

E 1.25 7 6.35 0.71 
Empathy 

P 1.50 7 5.10 1.16 
1.25 

 

Figure 45: Differences between perceptions and expectations in service quality 

dimensions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Principally these figures are related to the proposed sample. To study the level of the 

differences between expectations and perceptions, the following hypothesis will be 

studied with the help of Friedman Test. 

H0: Between the gaps of different services quality dimension, there is not a significant 

difference.  
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H1: Between the gaps of different services quality dimension, there is a significant 

difference.  

According to the Table 30, it can be said that significance level is less than the error 

level. Therefore H0 is rejected and there is a significant difference among dimensions. 

 

Table 30: Test Statistics for Friedman Test 

Sample size (n) 989 
Chi-square 88.608 

Degree of freedom 4 

Significant level 0.000 

 

Table 31 related to the Friedman test indicates that the highest grade is assigned to 

reliability and thus, it means that highest gap is seen in this dimension and the lowest 

gap is found to the assurance dimension. 

Table 31: Rank mean of service quality dimensions from the gap viewpoint 

 

Service quality dimensions Rank mean 

tangible 2.88 
reliable 3.26 
responsiveness 2.95 
assurance 2.72 
empathy 3.19 

 

 

4.5.3 Whether the ratio of perceived services quality is similar in the different 

gas Districts of Tehran? And if any differences exist, which one of the Districts 

possesses the perceived highest rate of the service? 

ANOVA method is applied to study these questions whose hypotheses have designed 

below: 

H0: there is not a significant difference between perceived services quality 

through domestic gas consumers in 10 Districts of Tehran. 
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103210 .......: µµµµ ====H  

H0: there is a significant difference between perceived services quality through 

domestic gas consumers in 10 Districts of Tehran.  

jiH µµ ≠:1  

 

Table 32: one-way variance analysis (ANOVA) 

Changes 

Source 

Sum of 

Squares 

Degree of 

freedom 

Mean 

Squares 

 

Calculated 

F 

Significant 

level 

Between 

Groups 
130.159 9 14.462 19.931 0.000 

Within 

Groups 
718.357 990 0.726   

Total 848.516 999    

 

As has been observed, the ANOVA test significant figure is equal to zero and it is 

smaller than the significant level (0.05), so Null hypothesis (H0) is rejected. In other 

words, there is a remarkable difference between the perceived services quality 

through the gas consumers in different Districts. Now, basis on Post hoc tests like 

Tukey i.e. it could be studied which of the Districts has highest and which one possess 

the lowest perceived services quality. Table 33 highlights a paired comparative 

sample that wherever significant figures are smaller than the significant level 0.05 

means that differences exist. To make decision about being bigger or smaller we 

should consider higher and lower limit. Wherever, signs of both limits are positive, 

the first is bigger than the second. Similarly, wherever the symbols of both limits are 

negative, the first is smaller than the second. Also, wherever the symbols of both 

limits are negative and positive, the first and the second are equal. 
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Table 33: Paired comparison of highest and lowest services quality in gas districts 

District(i),District(j) Significant 

level 
Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Comparison Result 

D1,D2 0.00 1.6-  0.87-  D2 >D1 

D1,D3 0.027 0.78-  0.023-  D3>D1 

D1,D4 0.00 1.26-  0.55-  D4>D1 

D1,D10 0.999 0.47-  0.29 Equal 

 

Total results of paired comparison between the different gas districts showed which of 

the districts possess the highest level of perceived service quality. These results have 

been exhibited below. 

Table 34: Paired comparison between highest and lowest SQ in the gas districts 
Compare between gas 

Districts of Tehran 
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 

D1  2D 3D 4D = 6D 7D 8D 9D = 

D2   2D = 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 

D3    4D = = = 8D = = 

D4     4D 4D 4D = = 4D 

D5      = = 6D = = 

D6       = 8D = = 

D7        8D = = 

D8         = 8D 

D9          9D 

D10           

 

Comparative results of the above table indicated that District2 (possessing eight time 

preferences), District4 (possessing six time preferences), District8 (having five time 
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preferences) hold the highest ratio of the perceived services quality. Districts 1, 5, 10 

(no preference) hold the lowest quality service. 

 

4.5.4 Whether the satisfaction of consumers is similar in different gas districts? 

And if there is difference, which one of districts possesses the highest level of the 

consumer's satisfaction? 

ANOVA method is applied to study these questions whose hypotheses have designed 

below: 

H0: There is a not significant difference between satisfactions level of the 

consumers in the 10 gas Districts of Tehran. 

103210 .......: µµµµ ====H  

H1: There is a significant difference between satisfactions level of the consumers 

in the 10 gas Districts of Tehran. 

jiH µµ ≠:1  

              Table 35: one-way variance analysis (ANOVA) 

Changes 

Source 

Sum of 

Squares 

Degree of 

freedom 

Mean 

Squares 

 

Calculated 

F 

Significant 

level 

Between 

Groups 
121.389 9 13.488 11.050 0.0000 

Within 

Groups 
1202.265 985 1.221   

Total 1323.654 994    

 

As has been observed, the ANOVA test significant figure is equal to zero and it is 

smaller than the significant level (0.05), so Null hypothesis (H0) is rejected. In other 

words, there is a remarkable difference between the perceived services quality 

through the gas consumers in different districts. Now, basis on Post hoc tests like 

Tukey i.e. it could be studied which of the districts has highest and which one possess 

the lowest perceived services quality. Table 36 highlights a paired comparative 

sample that wherever significant figures are smaller than the significant level 0.05 

means that differences exist. To make decision about being bigger or smaller we 
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should consider higher and lower limit. Wherever, signs of both limits are positive, 

the first is bigger than the second. Similarly, wherever the symbols of both limits are 

negative, the first is smaller than the second. Also, wherever the symbols of both 

limits are negative and positive, the first and the second are equal. 

Table 36: Paired comparison of minimum and maximum satisfaction level of the 

domestic gas consumers 

District(i),District(j) Significant 

level 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Comparison Result 

D1,D2 0.732 0.77-  0.21 Equal 

D1,D3 0.617 0.18-  0.79 Equal 

D1,D4 0.074 0.96-  0.01 Equal 

 

Total results of paired comparison between the different districts indicate which of the 

districts possess the highest satisfaction level. These results have been exhibited in the 

next page. 

Table 37: Paired comparison between the highest and the lowest satisfaction level of 

domestic gas consumers 

` D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 

D1  = = = = = = 8D = 1D 

D2   2D = = = = = 2D 2D 

D3    4D = = = 8D = = 

D4     4D = 4D = 4D 4D 

D5      = = 8D = = 

D6       = 8D = 6D 

D7        8D = = 

D8         8D 8D 

D9          = 

D10           
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Comparative results of the above table indicated that District 8 (possessing seven time 

preferences), District 4 (possessing five time preferences) have highest ratio of the 

consumers’ satisfaction. District3, 5, 7, 9, 10 (no preferences) hold the lowest ratio. 

 

4.5.5 Whether the rate of services quality gap (E-P) is similar in different gas 

districts? And if it is not similar, which one of the districts possesses the highest 

gap rate? 

ANOVA method is applied to study these questions whose hypotheses have designed 

below: 

H0: there is not a significant difference between perceived services quality gap in 

the 10 gas districts. 

103210 .......: µµµµ ====H  

H1: there is not a significant difference between perceived services quality gap in 

the 10 gas districts. 

jiH µµ ≠:1  

Table 38: One-way variance Analysis (ANOVA) 

Changes 

Source 

Sum of 

Squares 

Degree of 

freedom 

Mean 

Squares 

 

F 

Significant 

level 

Between 

Groups 
127.092 9 14.121 17.491 0.0000 

Within 

Groups 
797.652 988 0.807   

Total 924.744 997    

 

As has been observed, the ANOVA test significant figure is equal to zero and it is 

smaller than the significant level (0.05), so Null hypothesis (H0) is rejected. In other 

words, there is a significant difference between the perceived services quality through 

the gas consumers in different districts. Now, basis on Post hoc tests like Tukey i.e. it 

could be studied which of the districts has highest and which one possess the lowest 

perceived services quality. Table 39 highlights a paired comparative sample that 

wherever significant figures are smaller than the significant level 0.05 means that 
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differences exist. To make decision about being bigger or smaller we should consider 

higher and lower limit. Wherever, signs of both limits are positive, the first is bigger 

than the second. Similarly, when the symbols of both limits are negative, the first is 

smaller than the second. Also, wherever the symbols of both limits are negative and 

positive, the first and the second are equal. 

Table 39 paired samples compression 

District(i),District(j) Significant 

level 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Comparison Result 

D1,D2 0.00 0.66 1.4 Gap of D1>Gap of D2 

D1,D3 0.00 0.32 1.12 Gap of D1>Gap of D3 

D1,D4 0.00 0.45 1.2 Gap of D1>Gap of D4 

 

The total findings of paired comparison in various districts in Tehran show that which 

one of them possesses the highest and which of them hold the lowest rate of quality 

service gap that has been highlighted below. 

Table 40: Comparison of minimum and maximum gap ratio in quality service 
Comparison between  

Gas Districts 
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 

D1  D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 = 

D2   = = D5 D6 = = = 10D 

D3    = = = = = = 10D 

D4     = = = = = 10D 

D5      = = = = 10D 

D6       = = = 10D 

D7        = = 10D 

D8         = 10D 

D9          10D 

D10           
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Comparative results of the above table indicated that District 1 and 10 (possessing 

eight time preferences), District 5 and 6 (possessing one time preferences) have 

highest ratio of the services quality gap, whereas, District 2, 3, 4, 7 ,8, 9 (no 

preferences) hold the lowest ratio of services quality gap. 

 

4.5.6 Whether ratio of total perceived services quality and each of the services 

quality dimensions have appropriate situation, from the point of domestic gas 

consumer's view? 

To answer the above question, population mean test was utilized and the hypotheses 

are designed on the following way. As we know Likret seven-fold spectrum applied in 

this research and figure 4 is considered as the median of this spectrum. Thus, 

quantities less than 4 are sign of unsuitability in services quality and quantities more 

than 4 have been defined as the suitability of quality service. Following are the 

hypotheses: 

H0: Ratio of the perceived services quality dimension is unsuitable 4:0 ≤µH  

H1: Ratio of the perceived quality service dimension is suitable 4:1 >µH  
 

        Table 41: Services quality situation in the points of consumers view 

Variables Calculated 

T 

Degree of 

freedom 

Significant 

level 

Lower 

bound 

Upper 

bound 

Condition of 

variable 

Tangible 42.87 999 0.00 1.2 1.4 Suitable 

Reliable 34.03 999 0.00 1.12 1.26 Suitable 

Responsiveness 38.14 999 0.00 1.22 1.37 Suitable 

Assurance 47.19 999 0.00 1.41 1.53 Suitable 

Empathy 29.97 999 0.00 1.03 1.17 Suitable 

Service Quality 44.05 999 0.00 1.22 1.34 Suitable 

 

Conclusion: Wherever the significant figure is smaller than the significant level (0.05) 

and the symbols of high and low limit are positive, it indicate service quality 

dimensions are suitable in the point of domestic gas consumer's view. 

4.5.7 Whether satisfaction level of domestic gas consumers is at the suitable 

level? 
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To answer the above question, population mean test was utilized and the hypotheses 

are designed on the following way. As we know Likret seven-fold spectrum applied in 

this research and figure 4 is considered as the median of this spectrum. Thus, 

quantities less than 4 express that consumers are not satisfaction and quantities more 

than 4 have been defined consumers satisfaction. Following are the hypotheses: 

H0: satisfaction level of consumers is unsuitable 4:0 ≤µH  

H1: satisfaction level of consumers is suitable  4:1 >µH  
 

Table 42: Satisfaction level of domestic's gas consumers 

Variable Calculated 

T 

Degree 

o f 

freedom 

Significant 

level 

Lower 

bound 

Upper 

bound 

Condition of 

variable 

Customers 

satisfaction 

39.47 994 0.00 1.37 1.44 suitable 

 

Conclusion: Wherever the significant number is smaller than the significant level 

(0.05), and the symbols of high and low limits are positive, it shows the suitability 

situation of satisfaction level in the point of domestic gas consumer's views.   
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5 Introduction 

Attentions to the services quality as well as studying and analyzing satisfaction level 

of the domestic gas consumers due to the large number of domestic gas consumers 

(898,347), compare with the total number of gas subscribers including domestic, 

commercial, industrial and military (973940) is very important in Tehran. Similarly, 

awareness of gas consumer's perceptions and expectations toward Great Tehran Gas 

Company (GTGC) services, as well as prioritizing services quality dimensions and 

identifying services gaps to offer and reduce these gaps will help the GTGC managers 

to make better decisions and to promote their company's position between gas 

companies of Iran and other competitors. For this reason, after preparing the research 

plan, the effort was made to collect literature on the subject, design the conceptual 

research pattern, prepare questionnaires and distribute and collect them, and finally to 

analyze the collected  data. 

The research findings will be presented with attention to the collected data and 

statistical analysis. Subsequently, the necessary suggestions will be offered in two 

sections as suggestions based on research findings and suggestions for future 

researches. 

According to the above descriptions, this chapter consists of: 

• Study of the hypothetical results and statistical tests 

• Presentation of Suggestions 

5.1 Study of the research findings with respect to structural 
equations model 

5.1.1 Confirmatory factor analysis of services quality measurement 

tool 
The reliability results and a exploratory factor analysis (Chapter 3) as well as 

confirmatory factor analysis (Chapter 4) of services quality measurement tool in 

GTGC showed that this tool possess suitable reliability and validity with regard to 

balanced indicators in the structural equations model (like Chi-square, RMSEA and 

GFI).  

5.1.2 Causal relations and impact of services quality dimensions 

on gas consumer's satisfactions 
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The results of regression model of the effects of service quality dimensions on the 

satisfaction of domestic gas consumers in the structural equation models showed that 

all the services quality dimensions possessed significant effect on the satisfaction and 

these dimensions cover 52% variations in consumers’ satisfaction. Similarly, standard 

coefficients of regression model indicated that among the related dimensions 

responsiveness has the highest rate of affects on consumers’ satisfactions. This effect 

with the rate of 0.31 shows that with one unit increasing of responsiveness, 31% 

increase will generate in the services quality. After responsiveness other dimensions 

like empathy, tangible, reliability and assurance (the last two similarly) will impact on 

the consumer's satisfactions. 

 

5.2 Study of the research findings, with respect to paired 
samples test 

The research findings indicate, in all services quality dimensions as well as total 

quality of services, consumers’ expectations are higher than their perceptions toward 

GTGC. In deed, the research findings exhibit that the services quality of GTGC (in 

comparison and with attention to the expectations) is weak in the point of gas 

consumer's views (Table 43). 

Table 43: paired samples test for services quality dimensions (Hypotheses) 

Dimensions E P E-P 
Significant 

level 
Test result 

Tangibles 6.41 5.34 1.07 0.000 H0 rejected 

Reliable 6.45 5.19 1.27 0.000 H0 rejected 

responsiveness 6.47 5.30 1.16 0.000 H0 rejected 

Assurance 6.51 5.47 1.04 0.000 H0 rejected 

Empathy 6.35 5.10 1.25 0.000 H0 rejected 

Total (main hypothesis) 6.43 5.28 1.15 0.000 H0 rejected 

Table 42 shows, highest gap found in the reliability dimension, whereas, the lowest 

gap is witnessed in assurance dimension.  
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5.3 Study of the research findings, with respect to Friedman test 

A) Friedman test results indicate that the five services qualities dimensions did not 

have similar importance, in the points of gas consumer's views. These dimensions are 

classified below according to the Friedman Table. 

Table 44: Mean rank of five services quality dimensions 

Services quality Rank 
Tangibles 3 
Reliable 4 

Responsiveness 2 
Assurance 1 
Empathy 5 

 

As has been seen, assurance and empathy dimensions possess the highest and the 

lowest importance in the point of domestic gas consumers views respectively. 

B) Similarly, Friedman test shows the point of views of consumers about the 

importance of services quality gap in the above-mentioned five dimensions. 

Consumers were not similar on these issues, which have been classified following on 

the basis of Friedman Table. 

Table 45: Mean rank of each of the five dimensions basis on the gap 

Service quality Rank 

Tangibles 4 
Reliable 1 
responsiveness 3 
Assurance 5 
Empathy 2 

 

The table shows that the reliability and assurance dimension gaps from the 

consumers’ point of view possess the highest and lowest importance, respectively. 

5.4 Study of research findings basis on the variance analysis test 

and post Hoc comparisons  

A) Study of services quality difference in ten gas districts  
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The results of variance analysis showed that the perceived services quality in the point 

of consumer's views possess significant differences in ten gas districts. Basis on the 

Post Hoc comparisons, Districts 2, 4 and 8 perceived the highest rate of service 

quality, whereas Districts 1, 5 and 10 perceived the lowest rate.  

B) Study of satisfaction difference in ten gas districts of Tehran.  

Variance analysis results in ten districts of Tehran indicate that there exist significant 

differences among the consumers’ satisfactions. Basis on the Post Hoc comparisons, 

Districts 4 and 8 have the highest rate of consumer's satisfaction, whereas Districts 3, 

5, 7, 9 and 10 possess the lowest satisfaction rate.  

C) Study of quality gap difference in then gas district of Tehran  

The results of variance analysis test show that there is a significant difference between 

services quality in ten gas districts. On the basis of Post Hoc comparisons, Districts 1 

and 10 witness the highest rate of gap, whereas Districts 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 have the 

lowest services gaps.  

5.5 Study of research findings basis on the population mean test 

a) Service quality dimensions: 

The results of the population mean test indicate that services quality dimensions as 

well as total services quality, from customer’s view, were reasonable (with reference 

to median 4). 

b) Satisfaction of consumers: 

The mean test results show that situation of consumer’s satisfaction were reasonable 

(with reference to median 4). 

5.6 Suggestions 

With due attention to the acquired results from the data analysis, the suggestions of 

the present research are presented in two sections. 

5.6.1 Offering suggestion base on the research results 

5.6.1.1 Suggestions base on the structural equations model 

As it is founded this tool has the ability to be utilized for the rest of the gas companies 

in the whole country. One of the important applications of structural equations 

modeling is to determine the correctness of the tool. As has been observed in the 

chapter 4, all the questions in the questionnaires have been employed on five 
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considered factors (tangible, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy), possess 

relatively high factor loads. This subject indicates suitability of measurement tool in 

five services quality dimension in GTGC, and also all the acquired factor loads have 

become significant, as well. 

5.6.2 Offering suggestions according to research model 
regression  

With due attention to results, responsiveness dimensions possess the highest affect on 

customer satisfaction, therefore researchers suggest that GTGC should focus more on 

the other dimensions assurance, reliability, tangibles and empathy respectively. 

5.6.3 Offering suggestions base on paired sample t-test 

 

Basis on the research results, Great Tehran Gas Company first must try to reduce 

reliability dimension gap rapidly. Then it should reduce empathy, responsiveness, 

tangibles and assurance gaps respectively. 

5.6.4 Suggestions base on Fridman test 

a) According to this test (and domestic gas consumers perceptions) the researchers 

founded that assurance dimension possess the highest importance in the points of gas 

subscriber's view. Therefore GTGC should provide/supply the natural gas always 

especially in the coldest months. Then GTGC should focus on the responsiveness, 

tangibles, reliability and empathy dimensions respectively.  

b) According to this test (and services quality gaps) the researchers founded that 

reliability dimension gap possess the highest importance in the points of gas 

subscriber's view. Therefore GTGC should reduces this gap and then reduce empathy 

responsiveness, tangibles and assurance respectively. 

5.6.5 Suggestions basis on ANOVA test and Post Hoc 
compression 

Researchers according to test results suggest that Great Tehran Gas Company must 

make a special action to minimize the differences of service quality of these Districts. 

And also Great Tehran Gas Company must make a special action in Districts 3, 5, 7, 9 

and 10 to increase the satisfaction level of domestic gas consumers. Moreover Great 
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Tehran Gas Company must make a special, quick and effective action in Districts 1 

and 10 in order to decrease services quality gaps in comparison with the others 

districts. 

5.6.6 Suggestions base on the population mean test 

The present research findings indicated that gas consumers totally are satisfied from 

the offered services quality by GTGC (according to the table 29, 42 and 43 of forth 

chapter).Whereas GTGC should increase more the satisfaction level of domestic gas 

consumers. 

In continuations the researchers in order to increasing customer satisfaction by 

services quality, offer suggestions according to research results respectively: 

A) Reliability 

• GTGC ought to offer its services as promised them in a certain time. 

• GTGGC should print its gas bills correctly and if there is an error it will be 

modified as soon as possible.  

• Gas consumer's problems must be solved very kindly and seriously by GTGC. 

B) Empathy 

• GTGC is supposed to gives gas subscribers more individual attention. 

• Referring time of gas meter readers to domestic gas consumer's houses is not 

proper and should be changed by GTGC.  

• GTGC have to offer most of its services (e-payment, gas bill modification…) 

via internet site. 

C) Responsiveness 

• Safety points and gas hazards must exactly express to domestic gas 

subscribers through media and safety pamphlets by GTGC. 

• Removing and replacing services lines or gas meters should be done easier and 

very faster during reconstructions of subscriber's houses. 

• In order to help domestic gas subscribers in each condition, GTGC should 

increase willingness of its staff. 

 D) Tangibles 

• For offering desirable services to gas consumers, GTGC should utilize and 

install modern and up to date equipment. 

• GTGC must provide better physical facilities especially it is necessary to build   
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• Documents, files and official forms in GTGC should be in the line and 

available always. 

E) Assurance 

• Consistently gas supplying in the cold months is a necessity for GTGC, 

therefore it have to offer a plan to store gas for these cold season. 

• GTGC personnel knowledge ought to increase to better answer gas consumers 

questions. 

• GTGC should rise its gas quality more through filtering the gas in its gas 

stations 

5.7 Managerial applications 

Findings of this research have many managerial applications. It shows that managers 

of Great Tehran Gas Company must be aware to the fact that the service provided by 

the company in all the five dimensions was very weak. Moreover, the company’s 

managers must make effort to the extent that the service quality, in terms of important 

variables, is counted as determinants of satisfaction and trust. Thus, with the rise in 

service quality, satisfaction of the consumers increases and as such, also attracts their 

loyalty. This subject enjoys much importance especially in the present circumstances 

emphasizing to safeguard the satisfaction of consumers.  

With regards to the above findings, the managers must give priority to find the 

avenues to minimize the widening gaps and then, secondly, they should take steps to 

affirm those gaps on the consumer’s expectations. Based on this, some strategies have 

been mentioned below to reach to the aims: operational management and consumers’ 

expectation management. 

5.7.1Expectations management of domestic gas consumers 

a) Development of Consumer’s Knowledge: One of the reasons of the weak 

service quality is the non-familiarity with the problems and limitations of the 

Great Tehran Gas Company. Actually, this is a public sector and most of its 

decisions and steps are bound by government’s rules and regulations. Often, 

the consumers raise the demands (e.g. decrease in gas price), which is out of 

the jurisdictions of this company. In this circumstances, if the consumers are 

explained those constraints and make them aware about company’s 

limitations, they would certainly minimize their expectations. 
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b) Classification of consumers in order to fulfill theirs expectations: One of 

the reasons companies can not fulfilling the expectations of the customers is 

due to the fact that they do not classify their customers. All the customers do 

not enjoy the same importance for the organization. Parts of them are more 

important than the others. In fact, customers must be classified in according to 

their importance to the organization. Thus, if the fulfillments of the 

expectations of all the customers are impossible, the company could at least, 

concentrate on the expectations of the most important segment of the society. 

c) Promise fewer and act more: Unfortunately, one of the wrong steps of the 

public sectors and especially Gas Company is the exaggerated advertisements. 

Advertisement makes it evident that peoples’ expectations go high and high. If 

the company is unable to fulfill those promises, customers express their anger. 

Therefore, the best way is that the companies give minimum promises to the 

customers so that it can fulfill the expectations better. If a company gives few 

promises and essentially stick to them and fulfill accordingly, the consumers 

would become thrilled. 

5.7.2 Services offering management  

a) To define standards of customer oriented services: One of the factors that 

lead the gap between operation and expectation is the lack of standards of the 

defined customers. Thus, the decision makers of Great Tehran Gas Company who 

are intended to remove those gaps must compile the standards of the defined 

customers that this matter necessarily will identify the expectations and needs of 

the customers. Therefore, identification of expectations and needs of customers 

must be transferred to the research activities of Gas Company so that necessary 

ground will be prepared for the reasonable service presentation. 

c) Strengthening the Face-to-Face employees with Customers: Essence in the 

process and impossible separation of service quality caused the importance of 

employees in the service presentation. Therefore, to provide a quality service, 

it is necessary that a suitable strategy be compiled in the arena of human 

resources. For this reason, corrections in the system and recruitment of 

employees (with reference to  conditions based on job description, conducting 

special interviews), development of training programs (whether in the field of 

behavior with the customers or operational knowledge field, in terms of better 
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response to the customers), assessment and reward to the moderate behavior of 

customers, seem to be necessary. 

d) Improvement of horizontal and vertical communication: Facilitating 

communication between different units of the Great Tehran Gas Company is 

considered another aspect for minimizing the service gaps. This is a difficult 

task because these units usually have diverse aim, philosophy, sight and view 

to the customers. Coordination between units accomplishing through 

communication cause to decrease the service gaps. 

e)  Use of automate systems: As was said earlier, the reliability dimension 

means providing exact service at the earliest. Some time, mistakes in 

providing the service and also delaying the customers are due to less 

knowledge or absence of inclination and motivation of the employee, which 

has been suggested in the previous chapter. In some of the instances, the lack 

of the equipments and suitable tools and also being unreasonable process of 

service presentation are also caused the mistakes and delay. Therefore, modern 

engineering process of service presentation, use of computer and mechanism, 

use of automatic machines (for instance control reading machine) will be 

necessary in the operational domain of Great Tehran Gas Company to provide 

quality services. 

5.8 Suggestions for future research 

The present research is an initial effort towards the study of services quality and some 

part of subjects related to them in the marketing scope of services of Great Tehran 

Gas Company. The research has enough shortages on them undoubtedly. The 

researcher has attempted to measure GTGC services quality with utilizing the well 

known ServQual scale and also to study it's effect on consumers satisfaction. 

Following are some of the important points for more research in this field: 

1. It must be taken care that this research was conducted in Tehran city where the 

respondents are culturally different from other cities. Therefore, before 

generalizing the recent findings in other cities, to gain more insight and 

awareness on consumers’ perception from the service of gas companies, 

similar researches must be carried out in other cities. By the way, after 

identifying the expectations of consumers and shortages of gas companies in 

providing superior services quality, suitable strategies will be compiled. 
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2. Since in different studies has been emphasized that Servqual tool is suitable 

for measuring the services quality dimensions in the developing countries. 

However, it must not be neglected that the proposed tool in this research has 

been presented in the developed countries. Moreover, with regard to cultural 

and social differences of Iran, a separate research is necessary to study 

different tools especially in the gas company in order to offer more suitable 

tool for measuring services quality in gas industry. More or less, the 

researchers could provide a suitable Servquall measurement tool possessing 

five factors. However, if one thesis will conduct on the subject of 

measurement tools, it will be valuable action. 

3. This research emphasized the relationships between two definitions i.e. service 

quality and gas consumers’ satisfaction. This can be extended on other 

definitions like productivity and marketing (non-exclusive) of gas companies, 

and employee's citizenship behaviors, human resource management in order to 

present a comprehensive model and to identify relationship of these variables. 

4. Research results prove there is negative gap in all fivefold dimensions of 

services quality. Consumer’s expectations were higher than the company’s 

performance in all the dimensions, which dose not show superior service. 

Here, a question arises that fundamentally, where this gap emerges from? 

Therefore, in subsequent to the present research, it is necessary to conduct a 

research on “Pathology of weak services quality in the Great Tehran Gas 

Company” in Order to identify roots and causes of problems, for eliminating 

them. 

5. In the writings related to service quality, this point is emphasized that 

expectations are not stable in the length of the period. Therefore the study of 

consumers’ expectations is necessary in time duration, especially the response 

to this question that” whether the present expectation impact the future 

expectations?  

6. Finally similar researches can be conducted in other governmental and non-

governmental organizations and companies to highlight the necessities of 

these kinds of researches. Similarly, on the basis of services quality 

dimensions, different companies can be assessed and their positions can be 

distinguished in providing services to the customers. In this especial case all of 

the oil ministry's companies including gas companies, oil companies, 
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petrochemical companies, refinery and distribution companies can be graded 

and compared on the basis of service quality. Further, it can be ascertained 

that whether the expectations of consumers and customers from different 

companies are similar or not. 

 
5.9 Managerial implications: 
The results and findings of this research have some significant managerial 

implications for provincial gas companies' managers and other practitioners in gas 

industry that are defined below. 

1-Other effective factors on satisfaction: 

The result of structural equation modeling (the first conceptual model in the standard 

estimation condition) indicates that just 52 percent of variance (changes in 

satisfaction) is related to service quality dimensions. And the rest of variance 

percentage (42%) is related to other factors (unknown independent variables), which 

aren’t under the control of great Tehran Gas Company managers. This means that 

National Iranian Gas Company should attempt to conduct a survey in order to 

recognize other effective factors (variables) on gas consumer satisfaction. 

Moreover, it should be also mentioned that the highest variance percentage of the 52 

percent is related to the responsiveness dimension. Thus great Tehran Gas Company 

managers should focus more on this dimension and its related items such as: safety 

points and gas hazards, massage center, etc. 

 

2- To calculate gas price: 

In order to assess the quality of services, Great Tehran Gas Company managers ought 

to calculate the total gas price accurately, because price is the only element of the 

marketing that produce revenue, the other elements produce costs (according to 

domestic gas consumers suggestion about gas price  on the questionnaires). 

3- Employees partnership: 

To improve the quality of offered services Great Tehran Gas Company executives 

should give more authority and responsibility to their employees. Because almost al 

of the respondent believes that satisfaction is provided be employees and it is the 

result of their direct behaviors.  

4- Focusing more on differences among various gas districts: 
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The research results indicates that managers of Great Tehran Gas Company ought to 

identify more domestic gas consumer's needs and prioritize their subscribers 

according to different condition of each district. Moreover they should take a rapid 

and effective action to solve the existing problems and meet their customer needs. 

Also according to differences in service quality and customer satisfaction among 10 

districts of Tehran, managers should focus on these differences more precisely, 

especially attention to cultural values in order to identify their effects on domestic gas 

consumers perceptions. 

5- Internal marketing: 

Since the quality of services is a vital subject in customer satisfaction, it ought to be 

extended through out the Great Tehran Gas Company departments and districts. 

Therefore the researcher advice that manager through internal marketing would be 

sure about the accuracy of their actions towards increasing the quality of offered 

services. 

6- Applying Information Technology: 

According to the mean of nineteenth query of the questionnaire, Great Tehran Gas 

Company managers should applying information technology to provide better support 

for all kind of business transactions over a digital infrastructure, in order to facilitate 

and speed up the offered services. This implication is mentioned due to the role of 

electronic commerce in today's marketing, for instance e-payment for gas bills or 

sending safety points and gas hazards to gas subscribers by e-mail each month. 

 

 

7- Defining satisfaction objectives:  

To increase satisfaction level of domestic gas consumers, Great Tehran Gas Company 

executives have to determine their satisfaction objectives in a year (increasing 

percentage), for instance through balance scored card. Moreover general and technical 

services, safety and technical standards should be defined as well.        

 
5.10 Discussion  
The present research results (first research in gas industry), alike to past researches in 

other service sectors has emphasized that services quality has a significant and 

positive effect on customer satisfaction and loyalty. In addition the results have 
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indicated that expectations of consumers are always higher than their perceptions and 

this is a main problem in measuring latent variables. 

Despite the great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC) is a monopole and exclusive 

corporate, it has attempted to satisfies domestic gas consumers by supplying  natural 

gas with a sufficient pressure during the whole year constantly. On the other hand, the 

first priority of Great Tehran Gas Company managers is supplying gas, especially for 

domestic gas consumers in the coldest days of winter season. Therefore although 

according to paired sample test there is a significant difference between available and 

desirable conditions of service quality dimension (service gaps), nevertheless 

approximately 79 Percent of domestic gas consumers are relatively satisfied toward 

GTGC offered services (according to mean result for question 23 in perceptions' 

section of questionnaire).   

According to the governmental privatization strategies and the 44th principle of meaty 

law (changing governmental companies to private), Great Tehran Gas Company 

managers have to change the 10 gas districts of Tehran to private institution as soon 

as possible and at most until the end of 2008. 

Thus these 10 districts ought to keep and retain domestic gas consumers in the 

competitive condition and gaining their satisfactions would be a vital necessity 

(because there would be 10 different gas competitors in Tehran very soon). 

In this circumstance provincial gas companies should consider following materials:  

1- In the first step the 10 various districts executives ought to define and design 

their competition plans according to the new condition and circumstance. 

Secondly they should perform and carry out these defined plans. Finally 

district managers have to control the plans during the execution process and 

assess the result that whether they meet their goals or not. 

2- It is suggested that Great Tehran Gas Company managers should measure, 

assess and analysis service quality and consumer satisfaction in various district 

at least one time in a year. 

3- The executives of 10 different gas districts must identify domestic gas 

consumers' needs and desires in various districts and they also should take 

actions with regard to these request.  
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire 

 

Assessing and analyzing domestic gas consumer’s satisfaction 

level towards Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC) services 
Dear gas consumer / subscriber  

This questionnaire is prepared to measure, assess and analyze your satisfaction level 

about quality and desirability of the services which Great Tehran Gas Company 

(GTGC) offers to you. It consists of two sections. In the first section, 22 questions 

about a superior gas company are proposed to measure your expectations about its 

services. And in the second section, 23 questions about your perceptions and 

judgment towards GTGC services are designed. Your co-operation in responding 

these questions will be greatly appreciated. 

           

Seyed Ali Aghamiri 

Master of Science student 

Marketing & e-commerce course 

Tarbiat Modares university (Iran) and 

Lulea university of Technology (Sweden) 

 

Gas consumers/ subscribers specifications 

Age: 20 years old and below     21-40 years old       41-60 years old              

                 61 years old and above  

Gender: Female     male       

 Marital status:   single             married  

Level of study: diploma and below        associated degree               

                                Bachelor degree       Master degree       PhD   

Occupation: self employee      governmental        worker       martial          

                           Unemployed       retired        house keeper    

Gas consuming duration: 1-7 years          8-15 years        16-22 years        
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First Section: Gas consumers / subscribers expectations from a 

superior gas Company 

Please imagine a superior gas company in your mind and then read the following statements 

and circle the number which best reflects your expectations towards services of a superior gas 

company. 

 

 

strongly agree                 Strongly disagree Questions(statements) 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
1- A superior gas company offers desirable services       
 to gas consumers by installing up-to-date 
and modern equipments. 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  2- Physical facilities in a superior gas company  
 are visually appealing and in a proper manner. 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  3- In a superior gas company employees are well  
dressed and have neat and professional appearance 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  4- Files, documents and official forms in a superior  
gas company are in the line and available 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  5- When a superior gas company promises to do   
something by certain time, it  will be done so 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  6- When gas consumers have a problem, a superior  
gas company solves it kindly and seriously. 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  7- A superior gas company provides its services at  
the time it promises to do 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  8- A superior gas company distributes its gas  
bills in time and regularly 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
9- A superior gas company always prints its gas bills  
correctly and if there is an error, it will be modified       
as fast as possible .     

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
10- Safety points and gas hazards exactly will  
be informed to subscribers via media 
and safety pamphlet. 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  11- Superior gas company staff are willing to help  
gas consumer in each conditions 
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strongly agree                 Strongly disagree Questions(statements) 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
12- When a fault or gas accident happens, superior         
 gas company officers will be present there in   
 minimum time 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
13- By consistently gas supplying a superior gas  
company make subscribers feel safe in their 
transaction 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
14- A superior gas company always makes gas  
consumers feel confidence by supplying high quality an
without environmental pollution gas 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  15-Employees of a superior gas company are  
always polite and courteous 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  16- personnel of a superior gas company have adequate 
knowledge to answer gas consumer's questions 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  17- A superior gas company gives subscribers  
individual attention 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  18- Referring time of gas meter readers to gas  
consumer's houses is proper and convenient 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
19- A superior gas company offers most of  
its services (e-payment, gas bill modification ,…)  
 via internet and site . 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  

20- By introducing standard and proper gas  
equipments (gas appliances, gas leakage detector 
 emergency shut off valve ,…)to consumers, 
 a superior gas company helps subscribers              
to consume gas safely.      

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
21- If subscribers request to remove or replace their  
gas service lines or gas meters during reconstruction of 
their houses, a superior gas company will do them  
as fast as possible and easily. 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
22- A superior gas company always answers to  
Subscriber's questions and guides them by automatically
answering phone (gas massage center ). 
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Second Section: subscribers' expectations and judgment towards 

Great Tehran Gas Company (GTGC) services 

In this section your judgment and expectation about the services which Great Tehran Gas 

Company (GTGC) offers to its gas consumers, will be measured. So after reading the 

following statements, please circle the numbers which best indicates your judgment.   

 

strongly agree                 Strongly disagree Questions(statements) 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  1- GTGC offers desirable services to gas consumer        
 by installing up-to-date and modern equipments. 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  2- Physical facilities in GTGC are visually appealing 
 and in a proper manner 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  3- GTGC employees are well dressed and have 
neat and professional appearance .   

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  4- Files, documents and official forms in GTG 
are in the line and available 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  5- When GTGC promises to do something by 
certain time, it will done so .    

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  6- When gas consumers have a problem, GTGC 
solves it kindly and seriously.    

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  7- GTGC provides its services at the time it 
promises to do.      

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  8- GTGC always distributes its gas bills in time 
and regularly.    

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
9- GTGC always prints its gas bills correctly and  
if there is an error, it will be modified as fast            
as possible .       

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
10- Safety points and gas hazards exactly will be  
informed to subscribers via media and 
 safety pamphlet.       

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  11- GTGC staff are willing to help gas consumer 
in each conditions.      
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strongly agree                 Strongly disagree Questions(statements)  

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
12- When a fault or gas accident happens, GTGC           
officers will be present there in a   
 minimum time.   

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  13- By consistently gas supplying GTGC makes 
subscribers feel safe in their transaction. 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
14- GTGC always makes gas consumers feel confidence
by supplying high quality and without environmental 
pollution gas.   

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  15-Employees of GTGC are always polite and 
courteous.    

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  16- personnel of GTGC have adequate knowledge to 
answer gas consumer's questions.    

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  17- GTGC gives subscribers individual attention 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  18- In GTGC referring time of gas meter readers to  
gas consumer's houses is proper and convenient 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  19- GTGC, offers most of its services (e-payment,  
gas bill modification ,…) via internet site .                    

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  

20- By introducing standard and proper gas  
equipments (gas appliances, gas leakage detector 
 emergency shut off valve ,…)to consumers, 
GTGC helps subscribers to consume             
gas safely. 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
21- If subscribers request to remove or replace their  
gas service lines or gas meters during reconstruction  
of their houses, GTGC will do them as fast as 
possible and easily. 

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  
22- GTGC always answers to subscriber's questions 
and guides them by automatically answering 
phone (gas massage center ).    

7  6  5  4  3  2  1  23- In overall I am satisfied with GTGC performance 
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Appendix 2: SPSS and Lisrel outputs 
 
 

  R E L I A B I L I T Y   A N A L Y S I S   -   S C A L E   (A L P H A) 
 
  1.     P1           p1 
  2.     P2           p2 
  3.     P3           p3  
  4.     P4           p4 
  5.     P5           p5 
  6.     P6           p6 
  7.     P7           p7 
  8.     P8           p8 
  9.     P9           p9 
 10.     P10          p10 
 11.     P11          p11 
 12.     P12          p12 
 13.     P13          p13 
 14.     P14          p14 
 15.     P15          p15 
 16.     P16          p16 
 17.     P17          p17 
 18.     P18          p18 
 19.     P19          p19 
 20.     P20          p20 
 21.     P21          p21 
 22.     P22          p22 

 
                             Mean        Std Dev       Cases 

 
  1.     P1                5.7037         1.4092        27.0 
  2.     P2                5.0370         1.4802        27.0 
  3.     P3                5.9630          .9398        27.0 
  4.     P4                5.7037         1.2954        27.0 
  5.     P5                5.3333         1.3587        27.0 
  6.     P6                5.5185         1.5780        27.0 
  7.     P7                5.4074         1.6234        27.0 
  8.     P8                6.4074          .8884        27.0 
  9.     P9                5.8889         1.5275        27.0 
 10.     P10               6.1111         1.2810        27.0 
 11.     P11               5.5185         1.1559        27.0 
 12.     P12               6.0000         1.0377        27.0 
 13.     P13               5.9630         1.2855        27.0 
 14.     P14               6.0370          .9398        27.0 
 15.     P15               6.5185          .7530        27.0 
 16.     P16               5.7778         1.1547        27.0 
 17.     P17               5.5556         1.6486        27.0 
 18.     P18               6.1852         1.1107        27.0 
 19.     P19               5.3704         1.0057        27.0 
 20.     P20               5.5185         1.0141        27.0 
 21.     P21               5.3704         1.1815        27.0 
 22.     P22               5.9259         1.1068        27.0 

  
 
  R E L I A B I L I T Y   A N A L Y S I S   -   S C A L E   (A L P H A) 

 
                    Correlation Matrix 
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                P1          P2          P3          P4          P5 
 
P1              1.0000 
P2               .4111      1.0000 
P3               .1366       .6093      1.0000 
P4               .1397       .4272       .4014      1.0000 
P5               .3750       .4717       .5823       .5827      1.0000 
P6               .3831       .5184       .6100       .4920       .8850 
P7               .2734       .5057       .6657       .6815       .8602 
P8               .1923       .1051       .3413       .4766       .3930 
P9               .1807       .3251       .5597       .6825       .8524 
P10              .1894       .3629       .1313       .3451       .3757 
P11              .4521       .6178       .7265       .5946       .7918 
P12              .2104       .5008       .5127       .5722       .4910 
P13             -.0063       .3242       .4127       .4089       .2716 
P14              .2990       .2755       .2629       .5780       .3213 
P15              .2591       .5343       .5174       .5185       .5013 
P16              .0762       .2975       .4529       .4943       .5638 
P17              .1067       .3853       .4855       .4943       .6181 
P18              .1838       .0892       .2279       .4940       .3653 
P19              .1890       .1713       .0558       .0284       .1595 
P20              .0847       .3710       .5859       .5020       .5675 
P21              .2301       .5417       .4285       .4011       .5670 
P22              .3553       .5182       .6259       .7084       .7331 

 
 
                P6          P7          P8          P9          P10 

 
P6              1.0000 
P7               .8603      1.0000 
P8               .4746       .5206      1.0000 
P9               .7907       .8565       .5732      1.0000 
P10              .4270       .4583       .2629       .3603      1.0000 
P11              .7115       .8259       .4606       .6874       .4531 
P12              .4697       .5251       .5006       .6794       .4340 
P13              .3132       .3024       .3168       .2916       .1894 
P14              .2718       .4183       .2116       .4049       .4118 
P15              .5419       .5442       .3045       .5871       .5760 
P16              .5089       .6452       .2416       .6178       .5374 
P17              .5207       .5876       .1021       .6364       .5342 
P18              .4039       .4472       .4663       .4207       .2553 
P19              .2621       .0689       .1690       .1280       .1460 
P20              .5706       .6844       .2261       .5600       .1612 
P21              .5532       .5600       .2171       .5778       .5562 
P22              .7055       .7452       .4622       .8366       .2502 
_ 

 
  R E L I A B I L I T Y   A N A L Y S I S   -   S C A L E   (A L P H A) 

 
                    Correlation Matrix 

 
                P11         P12         P13         P14         P15 

 
P11             1.0000 
P12              .5130      1.0000 
P13              .3240       .5190      1.0000 
P14              .3357       .5127       .5106      1.0000 
P15              .4746       .7876       .2193       .5697      1.0000 
P16              .5219       .5777       .3829       .6813       .6242 
P17              .4889       .6519       .4457       .6316       .6885 
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P18              .2818       .3671       .2474       .3248       .3867 
P19              .0600       .2580       .2490       .1884       .2953 
P20              .5492       .2193       .3693       .5037       .2388 
P21              .5298       .7215       .3892       .5414       .7269 
P22              .6324       .7032       .2143       .4464       .7401 

  
                P16         P17         P18         P19         P20 

 
P16             1.0000 
P17              .8553      1.0000 
P18              .3032       .2987      1.0000 
P19              .2392       .1959      -.1671      1.0000 
P20              .6277       .4882       .1505       .1061      1.0000 
P21              .7956       .7986       .1802       .3980       .4434 
P22              .5283       .5925       .3870       .2329       .5152 

 
 
                P21         P22 

 
P21             1.0000 
P22              .5806      1.0000 

 
        N of Cases =        27.0 

 
                                                   N of 
Statistics for       Mean   Variance    Std Dev Variables 
      Scale      126.8148   341.3105    18.4746         22 
_  
R E L I A B I L I T Y   A N A L Y S I S   -   S C A L E   (A L P H A) 

 
Item-total Statistics 

 
               Scale          Scale      Corrected 
               Mean         Variance       Item-         Squared          Alpha 
              if Item        if Item       Total         Multiple        if Item 
              Deleted        Deleted    Correlation    Correlation       Deleted 

 
P1           121.1111       323.0256        .3218         .9300           .9462 
P2           121.7778       308.9487        .5798         .8477           .9421 
P3           120.8519       318.3618        .6580         .9500           .9410 
P4           121.1111       307.8718        .6987         .9064           .9400 
P5           121.4815       300.8746        .8187         .9294           .9380 
P6           121.2963       295.1396        .8056         .9690           .9381 
P7           121.4074       291.0199        .8604         .9353           .9371 
P8           120.4074       325.0199        .4839         .7915           .9429 
P9           120.9259       295.7635        .8225         .9713           .9378 
P10          120.7037       316.2165        .5148         .8635           .9428 
P11          121.2963       307.9088        .7904         .9641           .9388 
P12          120.8148       312.9259        .7438         .9553           .9397 
P13          120.8519       318.9772        .4504         .9226           .9437 
P14          120.7778       320.2564        .5997         .9466           .9416 
P15          120.2963       320.6781        .7441         .9659           .9407 
P16          121.0370       309.8832        .7403         .9148           .9395 
P17          121.2593       296.6610        .7383         .9360           .9395 
P18          120.6296       323.2422        .4215         .6402           .9438 
P19          121.4444       331.8718        .2300         .5748           .9458 
P20          121.2963       318.3704        .6055         .8806           .9415 
P21          121.4444       308.6410        .7533         .9050           .9393 
P22          120.8889       308.4872        .8127         .9443           .9387 
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Reliability Coefficients    22 items 
 
Alpha =   .9435           Standardized item alpha =   .9449 

  
 
  R E L I A B I L I T Y   A N A L Y S I S   -   S C A L E   (A L P H A) 

 
  1.     ASSURANE     assurane 
  2.     TANGIBLE     tangible 
  3.     RELIBILI     relibili 
  4.     EMPATHY      empathy 
  5.     RESPON       respon 

 
                             Mean        Std Dev       Cases 

 
  1.     ASSURANE          5.9437          .8984        37.0 
  2.     TANGIBLE          5.4505          .9673        37.0 
  3.     RELIBILI          5.7297         1.1227        37.0 
  4.     EMPATHY           5.6338          .8645        37.0 
  5.     RESPON            5.6441          .9105        37.0 

 
 
                    Correlation Matrix 

 
                ASSURANE    TANGIBLE    RELIBILI    EMPATHY     RESPON 

 
ASSURANE        1.0000 
TANGIBLE         .5501      1.0000 
RELIBILI         .4765       .6459      1.0000 
EMPATHY          .9032       .4930       .5632      1.0000 
RESPON           .6882       .5938       .6710       .8033      1.0000 

 
        N of Cases =        37.0 

 
                                                   N of 
Statistics for       Mean   Variance    Std Dev Variables 
      Scale       28.4018    16.0289     4.0036          5 

  
Item-total Statistics 

 
               Scale          Scale      Corrected 
               Mean         Variance       Item-         Squared          Alpha 
              if Item        if Item       Total         Multiple        if Item 
              Deleted        Deleted    Correlation    Correlation       Deleted 

 
ASSURANE      22.4581        10.7755        .7538         .8513           .8665 
TANGIBLE      22.9514        10.8636        .6633         .5575           .8861 
RELIBILI      22.6721         9.9391        .6822         .5666           .8881 
EMPATHY       22.7680        10.6963        .8109         .8931           .8556 
RESPON        22.7577        10.3918        .8191         .7394           .8521 

 
 
  R E L I A B I L I T Y   A N A L Y S I S   -   S C A L E   (A L P H A) 

 
Reliability Coefficients     5 items 

 
Alpha =   .8929           Standardized item alpha =   .8984 
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 Gender  
 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative 
Percent

male 545 54.5 56.2 56.2
female 425 42.5 43.8 100.0

Valid

Total 970 97.0 100.0  
Missing System 30 3.0   
Total 1000 100.0   

 
 Age 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative 
Percent

lower than 
20 93 9.3 9.4 9.4

21-40 528 52.8 53.1 62.5
41-60 271 27.1 27.3 89.7
more than 
61 102 10.2 10.3 100.0

Valid

Total 994 99.4 100.0  
Missing System 6 .6   
Total 1000 100.0   

 
 educa 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative 
Percent

diplom&pre-
diplom 578 57.8 58.3 58.3

post-diplom 198 19.8 20.0 78.3
B.A 167 16.7 16.9 95.2
M.A 42 4.2 4.2 99.4
Ph.d 6 .6 .6 100.0

Valid

Total 991 99.1 100.0  
Missing System 9 .9   
Total 1000 100.0   

 Married  
 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative 
Percent

no 
marriage 257 25.7 26.4 26.4

marriage 715 71.5 73.6 100.0

Valid

Total 972 97.2 100.0  
Missing System 28 2.8   
Total 1000 100.0   
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Job  

  

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative 
Percent

free job 243 24.3 24.4 24.4
gov 175 17.5 17.6 42.0
labor 59 5.9 5.9 47.9
army 34 3.4 3.4 51.4
unemployme
nt 99 9.9 9.9 61.3

retried 101 10.1 10.2 71.5
householder 284 28.4 28.5 100.0

Valid

Total 995 99.5 100.0  
Missing System 5 .5   
Total 1000 100.0   

 
 Paired Samples Statistics 

 

 Mean N Std. Deviation
Std. Error 
Mean

ETANGI
BL 6.4137 996 .59040 .01871Pair 1

PTANGI
BL 5.3404 996 .99101 .03140

ERELIBI 6.4501 996 .66226 .02098Pair 2
PRELIBI 5.1928 996 1.11108 .03521
ERESPO
N 6.4607 998 .62144 .01967Pair 3

PRESPO
N 5.3024 998 1.08144 .03423

EASSUR 6.5197 991 .57103 .01814Pair 4
PASSUR 5.4741 991 .99071 .03147
EEMPAT
HY 6.3544 991 .71391 .02268Pair 5

PEMPAT
HY 5.1037 991 1.16719 .03708

EXPECT 6.4397 998 .53271 .01686Pair 6
PERFOR
MA 5.2831 998 .92234 .02920

 Paired Samples Correlations 
 

 N Correlation Sig.
Pair 1 ETANGIBL & 

PTANGIBL 996 .233 .000

Pair 2 ERELIBI & 
PRELIBI 996 .172 .000

Pair 3 ERESPON & 
PRESPON 998 .232 .000

Pair 4 EASSUR & 
PASSUR 991 .189 .000

Pair 5 EEMPATHY & 
PEMPATHY 991 .144 .000
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Pair 6 EXPECT & 
PERFORMA 998 .211 .000

 
 

 Paired Samples Test 
 

Paired Differences
95% 
Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference

 Mean
Std. 
Deviation

Std. 
Error 
Mean Lower Upper t df

Sig. (2-
tailed)

Pair 1 ETANGIBL - 
PTANGIBL 1.0734 1.02887 .03260 1.0094 1.1374 32.925 995 .000

Pair 2 ERELIBI - 
PRELIBI 1.2573 1.19178 .03776 1.1832 1.3314 33.294 995 .000

Pair 3 ERESPON - 
PRESPON 1.1583 1.11548 .03531 1.0890 1.2276 32.804 997 .000

Pair 4 EASSUR - 
PASSUR 1.0456 1.04561 .03321 .9804 1.1108 31.479 990 .000

Pair 5 EEMPATHY 
- 
PEMPATHY

1.2508 1.27764 .04059 1.1711 1.3304 30.818 990 .000

Pair 6 EXPECT - 
PERFORMA 1.1566 .96308 .03049 1.0968 1.2165 37.940 997 .000

 
 Ranks 

 
 

 
 
  

  
 Descriptive Statistics 

 
 N Minimum Maximum
ETANGIBL 996 3.50 7.00
PTANGIBL 1000 1.75 7.00
ERELIBI 996 2.25 7.00
PRELIBI 1000 1.00 7.00
ERESPON 998 1.25 7.00
PRESPON 1000 1.25 7.00
EASSUR 991 1.75 7.00
PASSUR 1000 1.75 7.00
EEMPATHY 991 1.25 7.00
PEMPATHY 1000 1.50 7.00
Valid N (listwise) 989   

 
  

 
 
 
 

N 1000
Chi-Square 191.925
df 4
Asymp. Sig. .000

 Mean Rank
PTANGIBL 3.05
PRELIBI 2.72
PRESPON 3.07
PASSUR 3.48
PEMPATH
Y 2.67
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Ranks 
 

 Mean Rank
GTANG 2.88
GRELIABI 3.26
GRESPON 2.95
GASSUR 2.72
GEMPATH 3.19

 
 Test Statistics (a) 

 
N 989
Chi-Square 88.608
df 4
Asymp. Sig. .000

a Friedman Test 
 
 

Descriptive  
 

PERFORMA  
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

 N Mean
Std. 
Deviation

Std. 
Error

Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound Minimum Maximum

District1 101 4.7477 .70453 .07010 4.6086 4.8868 2.90 6.20
District2 100 5.9995 .57457 .05746 5.8855 6.1135 4.05 7.00
District3 101 5.1515 .99628 .09913 4.9548 5.3482 2.68 7.00
District4 100 5.6298 1.12228 .11223 5.4071 5.8525 2.85 6.90
District5 99 5.1296 .60592 .06090 5.0088 5.2505 3.75 7.00
District6 99 5.1593 1.19729 .12033 4.9205 5.3981 3.33 7.00
District7 100 5.2000 .84449 .08445 5.0324 5.3676 2.33 6.65
District8 100 5.6127 .72817 .07282 5.4682 5.7572 3.05 7.00
District9 100 5.3755 .65472 .06547 5.2456 5.5054 2.20 6.45
District10 100 4.8375 .84144 .08414 4.6705 5.0045 2.55 6.65
Total 1000 5.2839 .92161 .02914 5.2267 5.3411 2.20 7.00

 
 ANOVA 

 
PERFORMA  

 
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Between Groups 130.159 9 14.462 19.931 .000
Within Groups 718.357 990 .726   
Total 848.516 999    

 
 Multiple Comparisons 

 
Dependent Variable: PERFORMA  
Turkey HSD  
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95% Confidence Interval

(I) District (J) District

Mean 
Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound

District2 -1.2518(*) .12017 .000 -1.6329 -.8708
District3 -.4038(*) .11987 .027 -.7839 -.0237
District4 -.8821(*) .12017 .000 -1.2632 -.5011
District5 -.3819 .12047 .050 -.7640 .0001
District6 -.4116(*) .12047 .023 -.7936 -.0296
District7 -.4523(*) .12017 .007 -.8334 -.0713
District8 -.8650(*) .12017 .000 -1.2460 -.4839
District9 -.6278(*) .12017 .000 -1.0089 -.2468

District1

District10 -.0898 .12017 .999 -.4709 .2912
District2 District1 1.2518(*) .12017 .000 .8708 1.6329

District3 .8480(*) .12017 .000 .4670 1.2291
District4 .3697 .12047 .067 -.0123 .7517
District5 .8699(*) .12077 .000 .4869 1.2528
District6 .8402(*) .12077 .000 .4573 1.2232
District7 .7995(*) .12047 .000 .4175 1.1815
District8 .3868(*) .12047 .044 .0048 .7688
District9 .6240(*) .12047 .000 .2420 1.0060
District10 1.1620(*) .12047 .000 .7800 1.5440

District3 District1 .4038(*) .11987 .027 .0237 .7839
District2 -.8480(*) .12017 .000 -1.2291 -.4670
District4 -.4783(*) .12017 .003 -.8594 -.0973
District5 .0219 .12047 1.000 -.3602 .4039
District6 -.0078 .12047 1.000 -.3898 .3742
District7 -.0485 .12017 1.000 -.4296 .3325
District8 -.4612(*) .12017 .005 -.8422 -.0801
District9 -.2240 .12017 .693 -.6051 .1570
District10 .3140 .12017 .213 -.0671 .6950

District4 District1 .8821(*) .12017 .000 .5011 1.2632
District2 -.3697 .12047 .067 -.7517 .0123
District3 .4783(*) .12017 .003 .0973 .8594
District5 .5002(*) .12077 .002 .1172 .8832
District6 .4706(*) .12077 .004 .0876 .8535
District7 .4298(*) .12047 .014 .0478 .8118
District8 .0172 .12047 1.000 -.3648 .3992
District9 .2543 .12047 .520 -.1277 .6363
District10 .7923(*) .12047 .000 .4103 1.1743

District5 District1 .3819 .12047 .050 -.0001 .7640
District2 -.8699(*) .12077 .000 -1.2528 -.4869
District3 -.0219 .12047 1.000 -.4039 .3602
District4 -.5002(*) .12077 .002 -.8832 -.1172
District6 -.0296 .12107 1.000 -.4135 .3543
District7 -.0704 .12077 1.000 -.4533 .3126
District8 -.4830(*) .12077 .003 -.8660 -.1001
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District9 -.2459 .12077 .574 -.6288 .1371
District10 .2921 .12077 .316 -.0908 .6751

District6 District1 .4116(*) .12047 .023 .0296 .7936
District2 -.8402(*) .12077 .000 -1.2232 -.4573
District3 .0078 .12047 1.000 -.3742 .3898
District4 -.4706(*) .12077 .004 -.8535 -.0876
District5 .0296 .12107 1.000 -.3543 .4135
District7 -.0407 .12077 1.000 -.4237 .3422
District8 -.4534(*) .12077 .007 -.8364 -.0704
District9 -.2162 .12077 .741 -.5992 .1667
District10 .3218 .12077 .190 -.0612 .7047

District7 District1 .4523(*) .12017 .007 .0713 .8334
District2 -.7995(*) .12047 .000 -1.1815 -.4175
District3 .0485 .12017 1.000 -.3325 .4296
District4 -.4298(*) .12047 .014 -.8118 -.0478
District5 .0704 .12077 1.000 -.3126 .4533
District6 .0407 .12077 1.000 -.3422 .4237
District8 -.4127(*) .12047 .022 -.7947 -.0307
District9 -.1755 .12047 .909 -.5575 .2065
District10 .3625 .12047 .080 -.0195 .7445

District8 District1 .8650(*) .12017 .000 .4839 1.2460
District2 -.3868(*) .12047 .044 -.7688 -.0048
District3 .4612(*) .12017 .005 .0801 .8422
District4 -.0172 .12047 1.000 -.3992 .3648
District5 .4830(*) .12077 .003 .1001 .8660
District6 .4534(*) .12077 .007 .0704 .8364
District7 .4127(*) .12047 .022 .0307 .7947
District9 .2372 .12047 .621 -.1448 .6192
District10 .7752(*) .12047 .000 .3932 1.1572

District9 District1 .6278(*) .12017 .000 .2468 1.0089
District2 -.6240(*) .12047 .000 -1.0060 -.2420
District3 .2240 .12017 .693 -.1570 .6051
District4 -.2543 .12047 .520 -.6363 .1277
District5 .2459 .12077 .574 -.1371 .6288
District6 .2162 .12077 .741 -.1667 .5992
District7 .1755 .12047 .909 -.2065 .5575
District8 -.2372 .12047 .621 -.6192 .1448
District10 .5380(*) .12047 .000 .1560 .9200

District10 District1 .0898 .12017 .999 -.2912 .4709
District2 -1.1620(*) .12047 .000 -1.5440 -.7800
District3 -.3140 .12017 .213 -.6950 .0671
District4 -.7923(*) .12047 .000 -1.1743 -.4103
District5 -.2921 .12077 .316 -.6751 .0908
District6 -.3218 .12077 .190 -.7047 .0612
District7 -.3625 .12047 .080 -.7445 .0195
District8 -.7752(*) .12047 .000 -1.1572 -.3932
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District9 -.5380(*) .12047 .000 -.9200 -.1560
* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 

 
 Descriptive 

 
satis  

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

 N Mean
Std. 
Deviation

Std. 
Error

Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound Minimum Maximum

District1 101 5.4653 1.08226 .10769 5.2517 5.6790 2.00 7.00
District2 99 5.7475 .73323 .07369 5.6012 5.8937 4.00 7.00
District3 101 5.1584 1.15527 .11495 4.9304 5.3865 2.00 7.00
District4 100 5.9400 1.27778 .12778 5.6865 6.1935 1.00 7.00
District5 99 5.3131 .99639 .10014 5.1144 5.5119 2.00 7.00
District6 97 5.4639 1.33901 .13596 5.1940 5.7338 2.00 7.00
District7 99 5.4040 1.00934 .10144 5.2027 5.6053 1.00 7.00
District8 100 6.0100 .64346 .06435 5.8823 6.1377 4.00 7.00
District9 99 5.0303 1.28138 .12878 4.7747 5.2859 1.00 7.00
District10 100 4.9100 1.29564 .12956 4.6529 5.1671 1.00 7.00
Total 995 5.4442 1.15397 .03658 5.3724 5.5160 1.00 7.00

 
 
 
 

 ANOVA 
 

satis  

 
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Between Groups 121.389 9 13.488 11.050 .000
Within Groups 1202.265 985 1.221   
Total 1323.654 994    

 
 Multiple Comparisons 

 
Dependent Variable: satis  
Tukey HSD  

95% Confidence Interval

(I) District (J) District

Mean 
Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound

District2 -.2821 .15625 .732 -.7776 .2133
District3 .3069 .15547 .617 -.1861 .7999
District4 -.4747 .15585 .072 -.9689 .0196
District5 .1522 .15625 .994 -.3433 .6477
District6 .0014 .15706 1.000 -.4966 .4995
District7 .0613 .15625 1.000 -.4342 .5568
District8 -.5447(*) .15585 .018 -1.0389 -.0504
District9 .4350 .15625 .143 -.0604 .9305

District1

District10 .5553(*) .15585 .014 .0611 1.0496
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District2 District1 .2821 .15625 .732 -.2133 .7776
District3 .5891(*) .15625 .007 .0936 1.0845
District4 -.1925 .15664 .968 -.6892 .3042
District5 .4343 .15703 .150 -.0636 .9323
District6 .2836 .15784 .737 -.2169 .7841
District7 .3434 .15703 .466 -.1545 .8414
District8 -.2625 .15664 .809 -.7592 .2342
District9 .7172(*) .15703 .000 .2192 1.2151
District10 .8375(*) .15664 .000 .3408 1.3342

District3 District1 -.3069 .15547 .617 -.7999 .1861
District2 -.5891(*) .15625 .007 -1.0845 -.0936
District4 -.7816(*) .15585 .000 -1.2758 -.2874
District5 -.1547 .15625 .993 -.6502 .3408
District6 -.3055 .15706 .638 -.8035 .1925
District7 -.2456 .15625 .861 -.7411 .2498
District8 -.8516(*) .15585 .000 -1.3458 -.3574
District9 .1281 .15625 .998 -.3674 .6236
District10 .2484 .15585 .851 -.2458 .7426

District4 District1 .4747 .15585 .072 -.0196 .9689
District2 .1925 .15664 .968 -.3042 .6892
District3 .7816(*) .15585 .000 .2874 1.2758
District5 .6269(*) .15664 .003 .1302 1.1236
District6 .4761 .15745 .076 -.0232 .9753
District7 .5360(*) .15664 .023 .0393 1.0327
District8 -.0700 .15624 1.000 -.5654 .4254
District9 .9097(*) .15664 .000 .4130 1.4064
District10 1.0300(*) .15624 .000 .5346 1.5254

District5 District1 -.1522 .15625 .994 -.6477 .3433
District2 -.4343 .15703 .150 -.9323 .0636
District3 .1547 .15625 .993 -.3408 .6502
District4 -.6269(*) .15664 .003 -1.1236 -.1302
District6 -.1508 .15784 .994 -.6513 .3497
District7 -.0909 .15703 1.000 -.5888 .4070
District8 -.6969(*) .15664 .000 -1.1936 -.2002
District9 .2828 .15703 .735 -.2151 .7808
District10 .4031 .15664 .232 -.0936 .8998

District6 District1 -.0014 .15706 1.000 -.4995 .4966
District2 -.2836 .15784 .737 -.7841 .2169
District3 .3055 .15706 .638 -.1925 .8035
District4 -.4761 .15745 .076 -.9753 .0232
District5 .1508 .15784 .994 -.3497 .6513
District7 .0599 .15784 1.000 -.4406 .5604
District8 -.5461(*) .15745 .019 -1.0453 -.0468
District9 .4336 .15784 .157 -.0669 .9341
District10 .5539(*) .15745 .016 .0547 1.0532

District7 District1 -.0613 .15625 1.000 -.5568 .4342
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District2 -.3434 .15703 .466 -.8414 .1545
District3 .2456 .15625 .861 -.2498 .7411
District4 -.5360(*) .15664 .023 -1.0327 -.0393
District5 .0909 .15703 1.000 -.4070 .5888
District6 -.0599 .15784 1.000 -.5604 .4406
District8 -.6060(*) .15664 .005 -1.1027 -.1093
District9 .3737 .15703 .339 -.1242 .8717
District10 .4940 .15664 .053 -.0027 .9907

District8 District1 .5447(*) .15585 .018 .0504 1.0389
District2 .2625 .15664 .809 -.2342 .7592
District3 .8516(*) .15585 .000 .3574 1.3458
District4 .0700 .15624 1.000 -.4254 .5654
District5 .6969(*) .15664 .000 .2002 1.1936
District6 .5461(*) .15745 .019 .0468 1.0453
District7 .6060(*) .15664 .005 .1093 1.1027
District9 .9797(*) .15664 .000 .4830 1.4764
District10 1.1000(*) .15624 .000 .6046 1.5954

District9 District1 -.4350 .15625 .143 -.9305 .0604
District2 -.7172(*) .15703 .000 -1.2151 -.2192
District3 -.1281 .15625 .998 -.6236 .3674
District4 -.9097(*) .15664 .000 -1.4064 -.4130
District5 -.2828 .15703 .735 -.7808 .2151
District6 -.4336 .15784 .157 -.9341 .0669
District7 -.3737 .15703 .339 -.8717 .1242
District8 -.9797(*) .15664 .000 -1.4764 -.4830
District10 .1203 .15664 .999 -.3764 .6170

District10 District1 -.5553(*) .15585 .014 -1.0496 -.0611
District2 -.8375(*) .15664 .000 -1.3342 -.3408
District3 -.2484 .15585 .851 -.7426 .2458
District4 -1.0300(*) .15624 .000 -1.5254 -.5346
District5 -.4031 .15664 .232 -.8998 .0936
District6 -.5539(*) .15745 .016 -1.0532 -.0547
District7 -.4940 .15664 .053 -.9907 .0027
District8 -1.1000(*) .15624 .000 -1.5954 -.6046
District9 -.1203 .15664 .999 -.6170 .3764

* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
 

 Descriptive  
 

GAP  
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

 N Mean
Std. 
Deviation

Std. 
Error

Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound Minimum Maximum

District1 101 1.7833 .74080 .07371 1.6371 1.9296 .20 3.65
District2 100 .7170 .46135 .04613 .6255 .8085 -.15 1.80
District3 101 1.0553 1.14129 .11356 .8300 1.2806 -1.15 3.70
District4 100 .9217 1.06034 .10603 .7113 1.1321 -.55 3.90
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District5 99 1.1631 .82789 .08321 .9980 1.3283 -1.05 3.25
District6 99 1.2438 1.26064 .12670 .9923 1.4952 -1.15 3.60
District7 100 .9537 .86786 .08679 .7815 1.1259 -.90 3.93
District8 98 .9364 .76929 .07771 .7822 1.0906 -.60 3.53
District9 100 .9397 .74534 .07453 .7918 1.0876 -1.45 3.95
District10 100 1.8437 .84245 .08424 1.6765 2.0108 -.28 3.95
Total 998 1.1566 .96308 .03049 1.0968 1.2165 -1.45 3.95

  
Multiple Comparisons 

 
Dependent Variable: GAP  
Tukey HSD  

95% Confidence Interval

(I) District (J) District

Mean 
Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound

District2 1.0663(*) .12676 .000 .6644 1.4683
District3 .7281(*) .12644 .000 .3271 1.1290
District4 .8617(*) .12676 .000 .4597 1.2636
District5 .6202(*) .12708 .000 .2172 1.0232
District6 .5396(*) .12708 .001 .1366 .9425
District7 .8297(*) .12676 .000 .4277 1.2316
District8 .8469(*) .12740 .000 .4429 1.2509
District9 .8437(*) .12676 .000 .4417 1.2456

District1

District10 -.0603 .12676 1.000 -.4623 .3416
District2 District1 -1.0663(*) .12676 .000 -1.4683 -.6644

District3 -.3383 .12676 .188 -.7402 .0637
District4 -.2047 .12707 .843 -.6076 .1983
District5 -.4461(*) .12739 .017 -.8501 -.0422
District6 -.5268(*) .12739 .002 -.9307 -.1228
District7 -.2367 .12707 .695 -.6396 .1663
District8 -.2194 .12772 .785 -.6244 .1856
District9 -.2227 .12707 .765 -.6256 .1803
District10 -1.1267(*) .12707 .000 -1.5296 -.7237

District3 District1 -.7281(*) .12644 .000 -1.1290 -.3271
District2 .3383 .12676 .188 -.0637 .7402
District4 .1336 .12676 .989 -.2683 .5356
District5 -.1079 .12708 .998 -.5108 .2951
District6 -.1885 .12708 .899 -.5914 .2145
District7 .1016 .12676 .999 -.3003 .5036
District8 .1189 .12740 .995 -.2851 .5229
District9 .1156 .12676 .996 -.2863 .5176
District10 -.7884(*) .12676 .000 -1.1903 -.3864

District4 District1 -.8617(*) .12676 .000 -1.2636 -.4597
District2 .2047 .12707 .843 -.1983 .6076
District3 -.1336 .12676 .989 -.5356 .2683
District5 -.2415 .12739 .672 -.6454 .1625
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District6 -.3221 .12739 .254 -.7261 .0818
District7 -.0320 .12707 1.000 -.4349 .3709
District8 -.0147 .12772 1.000 -.4197 .3903
District9 -.0180 .12707 1.000 -.4209 .3849
District10 -.9220(*) .12707 .000 -1.3249 -.5191

District5 District1 -.6202(*) .12708 .000 -1.0232 -.2172
District2 .4461(*) .12739 .017 .0422 .8501
District3 .1079 .12708 .998 -.2951 .5108
District4 .2415 .12739 .672 -.1625 .6454
District6 -.0806 .12771 1.000 -.4856 .3243
District7 .2095 .12739 .826 -.1945 .6134
District8 .2267 .12804 .754 -.1793 .6327
District9 .2235 .12739 .764 -.1805 .6274
District10 -.6805(*) .12739 .000 -1.0845 -.2766

District6 District1 -.5396(*) .12708 .001 -.9425 -.1366
District2 .5268(*) .12739 .002 .1228 .9307
District3 .1885 .12708 .899 -.2145 .5914
District4 .3221 .12739 .254 -.0818 .7261
District5 .0806 .12771 1.000 -.3243 .4856
District7 .2901 .12739 .405 -.1138 .6941
District8 .3074 .12804 .326 -.0986 .7134
District9 .3041 .12739 .335 -.0998 .7081
District10 -.5999(*) .12739 .000 -1.0038 -.1959

District7 District1 -.8297(*) .12676 .000 -1.2316 -.4277
District2 .2367 .12707 .695 -.1663 .6396
District3 -.1016 .12676 .999 -.5036 .3003
District4 .0320 .12707 1.000 -.3709 .4349
District5 -.2095 .12739 .826 -.6134 .1945
District6 -.2901 .12739 .405 -.6941 .1138
District8 .0173 .12772 1.000 -.3877 .4223
District9 .0140 .12707 1.000 -.3889 .4169
District10 -.8900(*) .12707 .000 -1.2929 -.4871

District8 District1 -.8469(*) .12740 .000 -1.2509 -.4429
District2 .2194 .12772 .785 -.1856 .6244
District3 -.1189 .12740 .995 -.5229 .2851
District4 .0147 .12772 1.000 -.3903 .4197
District5 -.2267 .12804 .754 -.6327 .1793
District6 -.3074 .12804 .326 -.7134 .0986
District7 -.0173 .12772 1.000 -.4223 .3877
District9 -.0033 .12772 1.000 -.4083 .4017
District10 -.9073(*) .12772 .000 -1.3123 -.5023

District9 District1 -.8437(*) .12676 .000 -1.2456 -.4417
District2 .2227 .12707 .765 -.1803 .6256
District3 -.1156 .12676 .996 -.5176 .2863
District4 .0180 .12707 1.000 -.3849 .4209
District5 -.2235 .12739 .764 -.6274 .1805
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District6 -.3041 .12739 .335 -.7081 .0998
District7 -.0140 .12707 1.000 -.4169 .3889
District8 .0033 .12772 1.000 -.4017 .4083
District10 -.9040(*) .12707 .000 -1.3069 -.5011

District10 District1 .0603 .12676 1.000 -.3416 .4623
District2 1.1267(*) .12707 .000 .7237 1.5296
District3 .7884(*) .12676 .000 .3864 1.1903
District4 .9220(*) .12707 .000 .5191 1.3249
District5 .6805(*) .12739 .000 .2766 1.0845
District6 .5999(*) .12739 .000 .1959 1.0038
District7 .8900(*) .12707 .000 .4871 1.2929
District8 .9073(*) .12772 .000 .5023 1.3123
District9 .9040(*) .12707 .000 .5011 1.3069

*  The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
 

 One-Sample Statistics 
 

 N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error 
Mean

PTANGIBL 1000 5.3415 .98953 .03129
PRELIBI 1000 5.1943 1.10951 .03509
PRESPON 1000 5.3032 1.08054 .03417
PASSUR 1000 5.4761 .98897 .03127
PEMPATHY 1000 5.1045 1.16511 .03684
PERFORMA 1000 5.2839 .92161 .02914

  
 

 One-Sample Test  
 

 

Test Value = 4
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference

 t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean 
Difference Lower Upper

PTANGIBL 42.871 999 .000 1.3415 1.2801 1.4029
PRELIBI 34.038 999 .000 1.1943 1.1254 1.2631
PRESPON 38.140 999 .000 1.3032 1.2362 1.3703
PASSUR 47.198 999 .000 1.4761 1.4147 1.5375
PEMPATHY 29.978 999 .000 1.1045 1.0322 1.1768
PERFORMA 44.054 999 .000 1.2839 1.2267 1.3411

 
 One-Sample Statistics 

 

 N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error 
Mean

satis 995 5.4442 1.15397 .03658
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One-Sample Test 

 

Test Value = 4
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference

 t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean 
Difference Lower Upper

satis 39.478 994 .000 1.4442 1.3724 1.5160
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 The following lines were read from file K:\gaz\po.SPJ: 

 
 SYSTEM FILE from file 'K:\gaz\po.DSF' 
 Sample Size = 1000 
 Relationships 
 SATIS = TANGIBLE RELIBI RESPON ASSURANC EMPATHY 
 Path Diagram 
 End of Problem 

 
 Sample Size =  1000 

 
                                                                                 

 
         Covariance Matrix        

 
               SATIS   TANGIBLE     RELIBI     RESPON   ASSURANC    EMPATHY    
            --------   --------   --------   --------   --------   -------- 
    SATIS       1.33 
 TANGIBLE       0.68       0.98 
   RELIBI       0.79       0.79       1.23 
   RESPON       0.85       0.73       0.92       1.17 
 ASSURANC       0.67       0.60       0.71       0.77       0.98 
  EMPATHY       0.84       0.69       0.88       0.92       0.76       1.36 
                                                                                 

 
 Number of Iterations =  0 
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 LISREL Estimates (Maximum Likelihood)                
 
         Structural Equations 

 
  
    SATIS = 0.18*TANGIBLE + 0.095*RELIBI + 0.33*RESPON + 0.11*ASSURANC + 
0.18*EMPATHY, Errorvar.= 0.64  , R² = 0.52 
           (0.039)         (0.040)        (0.044)       (0.039)         (0.034)                  (0.029)            
            4.52            2.38           7.35          2.70            5.38                     22.29             
  

 
         Covariance Matrix of Independent Variables   

 
            TANGIBLE     RELIBI     RESPON   ASSURANC    EMPATHY    
            --------   --------   --------   --------   -------- 
 TANGIBLE       0.98 
              (0.04) 
               22.29 
  
   RELIBI       0.79       1.23 
              (0.04)     (0.06) 
               18.41      22.29 
  
   RESPON       0.73       0.92       1.17 
              (0.04)     (0.05)     (0.05) 
               17.76      19.17      22.29 
  
 ASSURANC       0.60       0.71       0.77       0.98 
              (0.04)     (0.04)     (0.04)     (0.04) 
               16.46      17.04      18.51      22.29 
  
  EMPATHY       0.69       0.88       0.92       0.76       1.36 
              (0.04)     (0.05)     (0.05)     (0.04)     (0.06) 
               16.11      17.68      18.64      17.37      22.29 
  

 
         Covariance Matrix of Latent Variables    

 
               SATIS   TANGIBLE     RELIBI     RESPON   ASSURANC    EMPATHY    
            --------   --------   --------   --------   --------   -------- 
    SATIS       1.33 
 TANGIBLE       0.68       0.98 
   RELIBI       0.79       0.79       1.23 
   RESPON       0.85       0.73       0.92       1.17 
 ASSURANC       0.67       0.60       0.71       0.77       0.98 
  EMPATHY       0.84       0.69       0.88       0.92       0.76       1.36 

 
 
                           Goodness of Fit Statistics 

 
                              Degrees of Freedom = 0 
                Minimum Fit Function Chi-Square = 0.00 (P = 1.00) 
        Normal Theory Weighted Least Squares Chi-Square = 0.00 (P = 1.00) 

 
                  The Model is Saturated, the Fit is Perfect! 

 
 
                           Time used:    0.141 Seconds 

  


